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INTRODUCTION
These are the days of lamentation over our marriages
that are growing weaker and breaking up almost at
the same rate with those who do not profess the
Lordship of Jesus Christ. We seem to have everything
going on well for us in the body of Christ while our
marriages are being manipulated and assaulted by
the forces of darkness.
Marriage is seen or understood by some of us as an
institution that God ordained for our enjoyment, and
to overcome loneliness, sexual sin and have children.
Therefore, we cleave to it and celebrate it when it is
sweet and rosy, but we complain, cry out and
sometimes call it quits, when it is a thorn in our flesh.
Men like Abraham and Job who walked with God,
lament over the body of Christ because of our attitude
towards our marriages and family life; and also
because of divorce that is becoming a way of life
among us. They wonder why we cannot learn from
their determination to keep their marriages/families
ix

together in spite of their marital challenges,
disappointments and frustrations.
We are gradually treading the same road as the
Israelites did centuries ago, when the Lord cried out
with a thunderous voice, “I hate divorce” Mal. 2:16.
Why will God not hate divorce when the ripple effect
on the family and the society at large is disturbing and
devastating?
In a time such as this, we cannot help but go back to
God who instituted marriage to find out from Him
what was in His mind at the time He ordained
marriage and what we are doing wrong.
There is no doubt about the fact that the marriage
institution was put together by God. Oh yes! The great
idea came from Him. He created all things and saw
that everything He created was good. The fact that
some people and organisations vehemently refuse to
believe that marriage is sacred and originates from
God does not negate the truth that it is a holy
institution put together by God. Their refusal to
believe that it is God's great idea makes them to go
x

about it in their own way that absolutely opposes
God's intent for it. No wonder we have so much hurt,
heartache, bitterness and offence in our society
today.
Marriage is God's great idea, initiated by Him to
accomplish a definite purpose for Him on the earth.
Doubtless, we are truly ignorant when it comes to this
eternal purpose of God for our marriages. We have
mastered the act of claiming God's promises and the
benefits of marriage, while we are not fulfiling the
purpose of God for our marriages. This is so because
we think only of ourselves and our needs. We will
understand God's purpose for our marriages when
we think and see beyond ourselves and needs. When
we take our eyes off ourselves and needs, then we can
understand that marriage is more than what we
believe and think it is. We will also be able to
appreciate that God has a need, and His need is the
ultimate. Marriage is meant to meet His need.

that He is to creation. It is a divine interface
between heaven and earth; where the purpose of
God is performed on earth. Building a marriage of
God's purpose, presence and glory is paramount
in the day we are living in. In this kind of marriage,
there is a new law and order - the law of Love; the
love that covers multitude of sin.
You cannot build this kind of habitation for God
without a blueprint. You have to receive the pattern or
blueprint from God before you can build a habitation
for Him. He has a blueprint for everything He does. He
does not just have a blueprint for everything; He also
has a purpose in mind for the blueprint. Everything
God does, gives and blesses us with is to advance and
fulfil His eternal purpose; this includes your marriage.

The need of God is a habitation that He can
possess to express Himself to creation. Marriage is
therefore a holy habitation for God to manifest all

Though the purpose of marriage has been defined
and seen as what God gave us to meet our need for
sex, companionship and children by the church and
some other groups, this is not true and it is not in
agreement with the written word of God.
Nonetheless, we have settled for these benefits
because we are a 'benefit-driven generation instead
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CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH
Rekindling the family values in our modern world has been a
serious problem to most religions and the non-religious
families alike. The increase in the cases of divorce, broken
homes, moral decadence and the fall of the general attitude
and behaviours in the family life have called for so many
questions. Some have attributed this problem to one of the
end of the age factors, while others say it is one of the
prophecies of the father of socialism, Karl Hendrich Max
coming to pass. He condemned capitalism and predicted
greed and the fall of the moral standard for any society that will
adopt the system. The problem can easily be tackled if we can
trace back our path to what God's purpose for marriage is. Let's
see this concept from the perspective of different schools of
thought, and the possible problems associated with each of
them.

To the psychologists, it is just a way of fulfiling psychological
needs. This means that, there are definitely some benefits
expected from the union. And that these benefits cater for the
needs of mankind. And that one of these needs is
psychological need. But where the union has not met these
needs, should it be called quits? The psychologists have their
points her;, but if one keeps running away from one's problem,
how will it get solved.
From the twentieth century, man seems to have become more
knowledgeable and more developed technologically, by
creating more inventions and making breakthroughs. Hence,
man has abandoned nature. How can man exist in nature or
succeed in nature when we fail to recognise the authority of
God in our daily lives?
Nature has her laws. God has put everything in place for man,
including how our marriages should be.

The Philosophies
The economists who see marriage as a contract have added
their own quota to this problem, that a contract is a written
agreement between two or more parties. Marriage as
practised in ancient time was not based on a written
document, yet it worked out fine, with couples living peacefully
and confiding in each other.
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Marriage & Family
CHAPTER ONE
GOD'S GREAT IDEA
So God created man in His own image; in the
image of God He created him; male and
female He created them Then God blessed
them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and
multiply; fill the earth and subdue it; have
dominion over the fish of the sea, over the
birds of the air, and over every living thing
that moves on the earth.” - Gen. 1:27-28.
BOOK ONE: FAMILY - GOD'S GREAT IDEA

Marriage is a sacred and reverent institution ordained by God
for the advancement and fulfilment of His eternal purpose on
earth. The idea of marriage between a man and woman was
instituted by God to have a family on earth. It was God's great
idea to have a family on earth that will mirror what was already
in existence in the dimension of the spirit. This great idea of
God which was heavenly, found expression on earth when God
formed a man to start the family unit. The man was given the
vision by God to have a family that would become a template
for mankind; the entire human race.
And the Lord God formed man of the dust of
the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a living being Gen. 2:7.
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Adam is the name of the man that God formed from the dust of
ground. He was the first human being formed by God. He was
given the primary assignment of governing the Garden of
Eden. He was given the responsibility to tend and dress the
Garden of Eden so that it could be conducive for fellowship
between God and man. Relationship and fellowship was
God's purpose for creation. The Garden was a divine
interface between the heavens and earth. It was a place where
what was heavenly interacted with what was earthly. Heaven
and earth met there for divine interchange. The realm of
heaven found expression on earth through the Garden of
Eden. It was the seat and citadel of the purpose of God's
performance on earth.
Then the Lord God took the man and put him in
the garden of Eden to tend and keep it
- Gen. 2:15.

Adam was faithful in carrying out his assignment in the garden,
but there was no helper comparable to him. God gave him a
helper so that His mandate upon Adam would be carried out
by both of them.
So Adam gave names to all cattle, to the birds
of the air, and to every beast of the field. But
for Adam there was not found a helper
comparable to him.
And the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall on
Adam, and he slept; and He took one of his
ribs, and closed up the flesh in its place. Then
the rib which the Lord God had taken from
man He made into a woman, and He brought
her to the man.
And Adam said: “This is now bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh; She shall be called
Woman, because she was taken out of Man.”

The great idea of God was to have a family here on earth that
He could fellowship with. This made God to form a man out of
the dust of the earth and breathe into his nostril. The formed
man became a living soul that could relate to God and execute
His purpose on earth. Adam was equipped with God's power to
rule over the works of His hands. He gave names to the animals,
in other words, by the power of the spoken-word he gave them
nature and behavioural patterns. Yes, he walked closely with
God and he was the son of God (Luke 1:38).

The above scriptures tell us that God made Adam to have a
deep sleep and then took one of his ribs to make a woman. And
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Therefore a man shall leave his father and
mother and be joined to his wife, and they
shall become one flesh - Gen. 2:20-24.
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when Adam saw her, he said “This is now bone of my bones and
flesh of my flesh, she shall be called woman (the womb of a man)
because she was taken out of man. The moment Adam saw Eve,
he knew that the woman was taken out of him, and that she
was formed for him. He knew that the woman was his womb to
give birth to the purpose of God on earth. This was how God
instituted marriage and gave birth to the first family on earth.
This is the very genesis of the birth of a natural family on the
earth.
There are people today who do not know that marriage and
family were God's great ideas, while there are also some who
do not believe in the marriage and family institutions as
ordained by God. They go about marriage and family in ways
that vehemently oppose God's vision and purpose for it. No
wonder we have break down of family values, unhealthy
relationships and dysfunctional marriages today. People
become dysfunctional and victims of identity crisis in life
when they have been robbed of the family life, because it is
in the family we find acceptance, expression and identity.
A family is a home that provides love, solace, acceptance,
healing, forgiveness, trust etc. Everybody came from a
family and therefore needs a family that he calls his own.

fruit of the knowledge of good and evil. The tree of the
knowledge of good and evil speaks of self-righteousness and
condemnation. The Bible tells us that it was the woman that
was deceived and she misled Adam to eat the fruit.
Now the serpent was more cunning than any
beast of The field which the Lord God had
made. And he said to the woman, “Has God
indeed said, 'You shall not eat of every tree of
the garden? - Gen. 3:1.
And Adam was not deceived, but the woman
being deceived, fell into transgression
- 1 Tim. 2:14.
God was displeased that the man He trusted had disobeyed
and rejected Him. Adam and his wife were sent out of the
Garden of Eden because of their 'treason' and so that they
would not eat of the tree of life (Gen. 3:22-24). They
transgressed against God. They went against the order of life
and started a journey on the pathway of death. They broke
fellowship with God. Adam must have felt terribly bad that he
was sent out of the Garden of Eden because of the carelessness
of his wife and his compromise.

The Transgression of Adam
Adam and his wife had their life on God's track until they
transgressed the commandments of the Lord by eating the

Then the Lord God said, “Behold, the man has
become like one of Us, to know good and evil.
And now, lest he put out his hand and take also
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of the tree of life, and eat, and live forever

helper from God for me.

Therefore the Lord God sent him out of the
garden of Eden to till the ground from which
he was taken. So He drove out the man; and He
placed cherubim at the east of the garden of
Eden, and a flaming sword which turned every
way, to guard the way to the tree of life
- Gen. 3:22-24.

One would have thought that Adam's wife would be a woman
that would not cause Adam any pain since she was formed and
prepared specially for him. Or that their marriage would be
faultless and without flaws since their coming together was
ordained and guided by God.

Adam Lost the Glory

Suffice it to say that the fact God gave you a wife or
husband is not a guarantee for a problem-free marriage. I
have seen couples broken down emotionally and
disappointed because of their spouse's attitudes that they did
not see before they got married. If Adam was part of this
present generation of believers he would probably have been
seeking counsel from men and women of God and going for
prayers to be delivered from the hands of Eve. Though it was
not easy for Adam especially when he had to live with Eve after
the pains and frustrations she brought into their life, but he
respected the relationship (covenant) he had with Eve. He
knew it was ordained by God and it was not in his power to
break it.

Though there is no Bible passage to drive home my point that
Adam was upset with his wife, but I am sure that Adam was
upset with her for the lost glory and the pain she caused him.
There is no doubt about the fact that it was not easy for Adam
to bear the consequences of their disobedience, especially
when he had to live all his life with Eve who was the architect of
their misfortune. However, there may have been some
moments of sober reflections and flashbacks that would make
him to break down and weep for the lost glory. Adam would
ask himself rhetorically, what went wrong? What did I do
wrong? After all, it was God's choice for me. It was the perfect
will of God for me. I did not even ask or pray for a wife when
God gave me one. I did not seek the ministry of a prophet to
avoid missing the will of God in marriage. Eve was God's choice
for me. God chose the woman for me. She was the perfect

We will not say he had a perfect marriage. It could not have
been a perfect marriage or family when Eve got him into
trouble with God. They were sent out of the lovely Garden of
Eden and be exposed to a life of struggles, pains, frustrations
and uncertainties because of her. It could not have been a
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perfect marriage when Cain, the firstborn killed his younger
brother, Abel.
Now Cain talked with Abel his brother; and it
came to pass, when they were in the field, that
Cain rose up against Abel his brother and
killed him - Gen. 4:8.
Adam had his weaknesses and his marriage had its flaws.
Adam should have been the first man to divorce his wife
because he had every reason to divorce his wife for being
responsible for their sin and exit from the Garden of Eden.
Again, I say she was the reason for the life of uncertainty that
they faced outside the garden. She robbed them of the
certainty and exposed them to fear, bondage and lack. Also
she made them to miss the fellowship with the Lord in the cool
of the day in the garden. Adam took all these pains and kept

the covenant (marriage).
CHAPTER TWO
ABRAHAM AND GOD'S GREAT IDEA
Abraham must have seen God's great idea. Abraham, a
patriarch, who walked with God, had a testimony of trusting
God, and it was accounted for him as righteousness. He had a
marriage that caused him pains like Adam. Abraham's life
connects us to the past and present. His life can be seen as an
interface that connects the invisible with the visible. The acts of
the Invisible God became so evident in the life and family of
Abraham to an extent one could see God in the life and family
of Abraham. He was well connected to God. The Bible
describes him as a friend of God. God knew him and he knew
God too. Abraham was God's man
And the Lord said, “Shall I hide from Abraham
what I am doing, since Abraham shall surely
become a great and mighty nation, and all the
nations of the earth shall be blessed in him?
“for I have known him, in order that he may
command his children and his household after
him, that they keep the way of the Lord, to do
righteousness and justice, that the Lord may
bring to Abraham what He has spoken to him.”
- Gen 18:17-19.
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This is the same Abraham that listened to the counsel of his
wife, Sarai, to have Hagar, her housemaid, so that they could
have children of their own (Gen. 16:1-4) outside the will of God.
Abraham impregnated her and Ishmael was born. The coming
of Ishmael was supposed to bring joy and peace to the family,
but it stirred up hatred, jealousy, lack of respect and division in
Abraham's home. This was because Ishmael was a product of
the flesh and carnality. Hagar had her place in Abraham's heart
and family because of Ishmael. She was recognised as a
member of the family. She began to despise her mistress, but
Sarai kept her cool. It was when God fulfiled His word to
Abraham by giving Sarah a son, Isaac, that Sarah made it clear
to Hagar that she was not part of the family but a stranger. The
same woman who said to Abraham, “get her because we need
her”, also said, “send her away we don't need her anymore.”
Well, you know that there is a difference between the person
of Sarai and Sarah, just as there is difference between Abram
and Abraham. Sarai is the yet to be processed woman, while
Sarah is the handmaid of the Lord that has been processed
through many dealings in the hands of the Lord.

The scripture tells us of how he felt about Sarah's instruction
and not suggestion “And the matter was very displeasing in
Abraham's sight because of his son” verse 11
But before Abraham could tell Sarah what she needed to hear
about Ishmael and Hagar, God came to the scene and said:
“But God said to Abraham, “Do not let it be
displeasing in your sight because of the lad or
because of your bondwoman. Whatever Sarah
has said to you, listen to her voice, for in Isaac
your seed shall be called vs 12
Abraham was not a perfect man. He did not have a perfect
home, but he was able to keep the covenant-relationship with
his wife. Abraham had reasons why he could have fought Sarah
for instructing him to send away his son and the mother, Hagar,
that brought relief to his life, when he thought all hope was lost.

“Cast out this bondwoman and her son; for
the son of this bondwoman shall not be heir
with my son, namely with Isaac” - Gen. 21:10.

Looking into Abraham's life and the way he went about Hagar's
matter, you will see that he did not blame Sarah for what
happened. He did not accuse Sarah as being the reason for the
chaos in his home. He took responsibility for sleeping with
Hagar which resulted in Ishmael. He responded to God and the
situation positively by sending away Hagar and Ishmael so that
he could have a home where Isaac could be nurtured and
fathered. Can you imagine the internal conflicts and quarrels
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Can you imagine Abraham's dilemma, the state of his heart
and the look on his face when Sarah said to him:

Abraham and God’s Great Idea
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that would have been in Abraham's home if he had decided to
keep Hagar and Ishmael in his home?
Abraham's marriage cannot be termed a perfect marriage, if
there is anything called a perfect marriage. But he was able to
keep his home together. Despite all the challenges he had, he
did not allow his home to be torn apart. What would you do as
a man if you find yourself in the shoes of Abraham? Please let
us learn from Abraham to keep our family together so that our
“Isaacs” can be nurtured in the right environment and
atmosphere that will enable them to fulfil their God-given
destiny.
Job Understood God's Great Idea too
Job readily and easily comes to mind when we want to
consider a biblical character that walked in wisdom and the
fear of the Lord. Job is one of the characters in the Bible that I
admire so much because of his character and his wisdom to
keep his family together when all hell broke loose in his life. He
was a God-fearing man and a family man. He had an intimate
relationship with God. He was blessed and wealthy. His family
was on the right track of life. Everything was going on well for
him and his family until the day tragedy struck, and in a
moment, he lost his seven children and possessions. He was
brought down from the top of the ladder to the ground. He
literally kissed the ground.
13

The scripture clearly speaks of his reverence for the Lord:
There was a man in the land of Uz, whose
name was Job; and that man was blameless
and upright, and one who feared God and
shunned evil - Job 1:1.
The situation that Job and his household found themselves was
really unpalatable and pitiable. The whole tragedy happened
momentarily or better still like a flash of light. It was like a dream
that looks so dramatic yet it was real and experiential.
Now there was a day when his sons and
daughters were eating and drinking wine in
their oldest brother's house;
And a messenger came to Job and said, “The
oxen were plowing and the donkeys feeding
beside them,
“when the Sabeans raided them and took them
away indeed they have killed the servants
with the edge of the sword; and I alone have
escaped to tell you”
While he was still speaking another also
came and said, “The fire of God fell from
heaven and burned up the sheep and the
14
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servants, and consumed them, and I alone,
have escaped to tell you!”
While he was still speaking, another also
came and said, “The Chaldeans formed three
bands, raided the camels and took them
away, yes, and killed the servants with the
edge of the sword; and I alone have escaped to
tell you!”
While he was still speaking, another also
came and said, “Your sons and daughters
were eating and drinking wine in their oldest
brother's house,
And suddenly a great wind came from across
the wilderness and struck the four corners of
the house, and it fell on the young people, and
they are dead; and I alone have escaped to tell
you!”
Then Job arose, tore his robe, and shaved his
head; and he Fell to the ground and
worshipped.

womb, and naked shall I return there. The Lord
gave, and the Lord has taken away; blessed be
the name of the Lord.” - Job 1:13-22.
It is amazing that all these misfortunes came upon Job and he
responded by worshipping God. Have you ever wondered why
God spared the life of Job's wife? Obviously, God knew what He
was doing. I will want to say that God spared the life of Job's
wife being his help-mate so that she could be there for him. But
what did Job get from her? The most deadly blow of his life
came to him below the belt. I am sure Job was surprised and
shocked at his wife's counsel.
In the midst of his trials and tribulations, the wife counseled him
to curse God so that he would die. It sounded like the modern
language for assisted suicide. She was simply assisting him to
commit suicide in a very guaranteed way. She was saying to
Job, “please commit suicide so that this suffering would end or
maybe so that I would be free to start afresh. I am ready to be
kind enough to show you the fastest way to do it, you don't
have to drink any poison or jump into the ocean or blow up
yourself, but just curse God and He will kill you. It's that simple.”

And he said: Naked I came from my mother's

If you consider her counsel critically one cannot help but to ask,
what was her motive for the counsel she gave to her husband to
curse God so that he would die? Could it be that she was
sincerely concerned or pathetic about the husband's suffering
and she needed to help the husband to end the agony? Could it

15
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be that she spoke out of her grief and frustrations as a result of
the death of their children and losing their possessions? How
on earth could a woman look at her husband who was afflicted
and agonising, and instead of encouraging him, said to him,
“what are you still waiting for? When are you going to die?
Please it is taking too long.” Whatever her motive was, it is not
clear to me now, but I am looking forward to asking her when I
see her in glory.
It was so sad for Job that the wife who should have been a
source of encouragement and hope in his dark hour and the
gloomy season of his life was the same person that gave him a
proven strategy to kill him, even if he was not ready to die. Her
counsel would have delivered her expectation to her if Job had
followed it.
I am sitting down here writing about Job and his family, and I
am wondering and asking myself what I will do, if my wife
should give me this kind of counsel or even something similar.
It is incredible how you read some characters and stories in
the Bible and you ask yourself, “Did it really happen?” It
looks like drama or comedy? Can this be true? God really
has an unfathomable sense of humour. Always remember
that every story or account that is written in the Bible is there
for us to learn from - Rom. 15:4, 2Cor. 10:11.

and wealthy man. Thus the scripture says:
And seven sons and three daughters were born to
him
Also, his possessions were seven thousand sheep,
three thousand camels, five hundred yoke of
oxen, five hundred female donkeys, and a very
large household, so that this man was the
greatest of all the people of the east
- Job 1:1-3.
This wealthy man was counseled by his wife to curse God and die.
Why don't I put a question across to you, my dear reader? What
would be your reaction if you get this kind of counsel from your
wife especially if you are a wealthy man?
Then his wife said to him, “Do you still hold fast
to your integrity? Curse God and die!”
But he said to her, “You speak as one of the
foolish women speaks. Shall we indeed accept
good from God, and shall we not accept
adversity?”

Let me remind us that Job was not a poor and wretched man. He
was not a man that a woman can easily walk out of his life and
abandon him because he was sick or incapacitated. Job was a rich

In all this Job did not sin with his lips
- Job 2:9, 10.
Job rebuked the wife wisely without giving grounds for offence
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and quarrel.
My goal is not to bring Job's wife out for us to analyse and
criticise her and call her names, but help you and I to see the
wisdom and maturity of Job. He handled the situation he found
himself wisely and maturely. Job had strong reasons to send
away or divorce his wife because her counsel was selfish and
negative.

will. If we cannot accept this, we will abandon our spouses
and our children along the way when they fall short of our
ideals and standards. We should not call it quits when they fail
because they are humans that are growing into perfection in
Christ. We can save and keep our marriages and families
together like Adam, Abraham and Job did, by focusing on
God's great idea for it. It is important that we know God's
blueprint for marriage so that, we can build our marriages
accordingly.

Did Job have a perfect wife to make a good home? I guess not
but he was able to keep the covenant of marriage despite the
counsel the wife gave him that was enough reason to call it
quits with the marriage. Job must have valued his marriage
greatly hence he kept it together. It will be accurate to say that
Job had a family that he called his home. Even when the
children died and the wife was grieved, there was still home for
Job. And he was not ready to allow the devil or anything
whatsoever to steal his marriage and family.
When your wife wants to mislead you or puts you under
pressure to sin against God like Job's wife did to Job, don't get
mad at her and throw her out of the house, but trust God to
handle her and the situation wisely like Job did. Again, I say, I
am looking forward to seeing Job's wife in glory so that I can
ask her, why she counseled Job to curse God and die.
The truth is that nobody has ever had a perfect and
problem-free marriage. Nobody has and I am sure nobody
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CHAPTER THREE
GOD'S BLUEPRINT

Everybody dreams, but not everyone follows the dream to the
end. We all have dreams of the kind of family or home we
desire to have. Dreams are powerful. Dreams keep us alive,
focused and energised. People without dreams are people
without strength and focus. It is not enough to dream about
good marriage and family, but we must ensure that our dream
is in absolute agreement with God's will for marriage and
family. And stick to it.
Harmonising our dreams with God's will is very important.
The blueprint comes from God. He is the initiator,
producer and scriptwriter, while we are the actors and
actresses. We are the ones on the stage acting every scene
for God. If we do not act according to the script, it means we
have failed. If you want to get it right in marriage and to build a
family of His presence and purpose for God, then you must get
the blueprint from Him. He has to give you the designs,
patterns and measurements to build according to what is in His
heart. We are not called by God to build for ourselves, but to
build for Him. God has a pattern for everything He gives birth
to and builds on the face of the earth including marriage and
family.
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corruption that we already have in the church and on earth.
….as Moses was divinely instructed when he
was about to make the tabernacle. For He said,
“See that you make all things according to the
patterns shown you on the mountain.”
- Heb. 8:5.
God gave Moses the patterns for the tabernacle on the
mountain. There was a season of waiting on the Lord. There
was a time of meditating over that which he received from the
Lord. This is not so with us today. We do not have the time and
patience to wait on the Lord to receive the blueprints for the
kind of marriage and family God would want us to build for
Him. Laziness, indiscipline, impatience, religious dogmatism,
traditional and conventional beliefs are some of the factors
that hinder or stop us from being at the mountain to receive
God's blueprint before we go into marriage. There is a season
for waiting and praying to receive the blueprint. There is also
a season for meditating and processing the blueprint.
Marriage is about Building a Holy Habitation for God
It does not matter how long you have been waiting or how
long you have to wait, please ensure you get the blueprint
before you go into marriage. The blueprint comes first
before marriage. If you do not have God's blueprint, you
might likely end up becoming part of the problems and
23

You do not go into marriage because you feel that you are old
and matured enough to be married, or because all your friends
are married, or to meet societal expectation or to have your
own children. You go into marriage to build a holy
habitation for God, a home where God expresses Himself
to humanity. God must have shown you the designs,
patterns and measurement of what He wants you to build
for Him on earth. You cannot build like every other nation
(couple) because you have seen and received the pattern for
your marriage. You cannot be lost in the crowd. This is the
vision you make plain to your wife that she runs with. We are
building a home for God and not for ourselves. This is not a
physical building, but a holy habitation for God in the spirit.
Admittedly, I got married without understanding what I am
writing about here, but God's mercy was abundant upon us to
help us to build by trial and error until we started seeing God's
blueprint for us plainly. Some of us went into marriage without
knowing this powerful truth and we started building
“lawlessness and advancing corruption” on the face of the
earth. Your marriage is supposed to be a solution to the
lawlessness and problems on the earth, but some marriages
are already part of the problems and lawlessness. God's
blueprint for marriage is what helps you to dismiss your
traditional and selfish vision for marriage that directly
opposes the eternal purpose of God.
24
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The Starting Point is to get the Vision for the Union
Where there is no revelation, the people cast
off restraint (they get discouraged, they draw
back); But happy is he who keeps the law
- Prov. 29:18.
One of the reasons why there are so many crises in our
marriages and cases of divorce is because of lack of vision.
Couples are not getting divorces or having irreconcilable
differences because of lack of sexual intimacy, companionship
and children, but because the purpose for the union is not
known or is being neglected. Many couples do not know God's
purpose for their marriage. All they want are the benefits;
sexual intimacy, companionship and children.
Couples are more conscious of the benefits of the marriage
than the purpose. We are more willing to pay any price to get
the benefits rather than the purpose.
Until you are able to read the handwriting of God on the wall
concerning marriage it might be impossible for you to build a
home that is free of corruption, hurt and abuse.

through his family to creation. The plans of God for your
marriage should be known to you and should become part of
your life. You have to get the blueprint of God's purpose for
your marriage. Have you seen it? Do you have a clue of what
God's purpose is for your marriage? God has a big plan for
marriage. This big plan of God is bigger and higher than you.
“For my thoughts are not your thoughts, nor
are your ways My ways,” says the LORD.
For as the heavens are higher than the earth,
so are My ways higher than your ways, and My
thoughts than your thoughts - Isa. 55:8-9.
It is not about satisfying you, but God meeting
His own need. The big plan is not about you but
it’s about Him. God's purpose for marriage is
beyond meeting our sexual need, procreation
and companionship. We are so attached to the
earthly realm and governed by our five senses to
the degree that we find it difficult to see beyond
ourselves (needs) and who we are.

Every man must know how Christ wants to reveal Himself

Everything God gives us in this physical realm of life has
spiritual connotation in the spiritual realm. God gave us the
natural things to help us to interpret the spiritual things. The
natural things can indeed help us to know and understand the
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spiritual things of God. The natural is like the shadow while the
spiritual is the substance.

speak to them” - Matt. 13:34,
“Then Jesus sent the multitude away and went
into the house. And His disciples came to Him,
saying, “Explain to us the parable of the tares
of the field.” - Matt. 13:36.

The scripture teaches that:
“For since the creation of the world His
invisible attributes are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made, even
His eternal power and Godhead, so that they
are without excuse.” - Rom 1: 20.
“However, the spiritual is not first, but the
natural, and afterward the spiritual”
- 1 Cor. 15:46.
Jesus spoke to the people in parables by using the natural
things to explain the spiritual. In His perfect knowledge, He
knew that if people can get hold of the natural picture, it will
paint the spiritual picture for them, because we relate to the
things we see and touch and feel more than those things we
cannot see, touch or feel. Don't we relate to sexual intercourse
than divine intercourse?
“All these things Jesus spoke to the multitude
in parables; and without a parable He did not

We can say marriage is a natural thing that has incredible
spiritual meaning and significance. It goes beyond meeting
our sexual need. It is far deeper than a tool for procreation and
companionship, or to overcome loneliness and sexual
temptation. Remember, the plans, purposes and ways of God
are higher than yours according to Isa. 55:8-9.
Sex, Children and Companionship
It’s important we know the place of sex, children and
companion in marriage so that we will not see the benefits as
the purpose for marriage. If you are one of those who believes
that the purpose of God for marriage is all about having
satisfactory sexual intimacy, children and companionship; you
should recommend some of us to God for awards for a job well
done. In other words, those of us who have testimonies of ten
or more children, terrific sexual intimacy and companionship
should be rewarded by God. But I am persuaded that marriage
is beyond sex, children and companionship.
Ironically, these same factors: sex, children and companionship
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that inspire us to be married are also responsible for the
breakdown of some marriages in the body of Christ that are
either being torn apart or that have been dissolved. Some
marriages in the body of Christ are merely contracts
instead of covenant-relationships; they are conditionsbased and conditions-driven relationships, where spouses
give their commitment, loyalty, love and respect as long as
the conditions are met. What conditions? Where there are
children to show, compatible sexual life and
companionship.
There are believers (married and unmarried) who do not
see or understand marriage as a relationship that is depicted
by what exists between Christ and the Church. We have
stopped seeing marriage from a Christlike perspective, rather
it is being seen from a worldly perspective. We look at the
world and say to ourselves, yes, that is how it should be done.
The world and its systems define erroneously for the
church of Christ what marriage is. They tell us what
marriage is and what it's not through romantic movies and
books.
Romantic Movies
Almost every Christian falls for the lies of some romantic
movies. There is a common practise with most of us. What is it?
Sometimes, when we watch a romantic movie that is acted by
people who do not have a marriage or family, and do not even
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know what it means to have a home, we start to fantasise and
crave for the kind of relationship we saw in a movie. By so
doing, we start living a lie. We will not stop at believing and
living a lie, but we will manipulate our spouse to believe it and
live it with us. Have you realised that we always fail each
time we try to turn our home to a movie theatre and start
using our spouse to act a movie we have watched? God
have mercy! We work so hard to get the same romantic
atmosphere in the movie into our home. If we do succeed, it
will last only for days and weeks and everybody will return to
their true self.
I remember a couple who had a major crisis in their
relationship because the woman wanted the husband to love
her, be romantic and satisfy her sexually like her favourite actor
in a romantic movie satisfies the wife. For her the movie is a
model of what good marriage is. Anything short of it was
unacceptable. How do we resolve a puzzle of a woman wanting
her husband to satisfy her sexual desire just as she had
watched her idolised actor satisfy his wife? Is it not obvious
that she was in love with an imaginary man and wanted her
husband to be the robot to make her happy? Each time she is
with the husband on bed, she would programme her mind as if
she is with her imaginary lover. She was always using the
husband to act her own movie. She was trying to clone the
husband and make him to act like her lover in the movie. Isn't
that incredible?
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Some of us are not different from her at all. We do the same
thing maybe in different ways. We want our sexual life to take
the semblance of what we watch in the movies. We want our
relationship with our spouses to take the resemblance of
what we watch in some romantic movies and read in
novels that have no bearing with Kingdom patterns for
relationships. I don't dispute the fact that we are real people in
a real world with real issues. Because we are real people, we will
definitely want to deal with issues especially sexual challenges
in marriage so that we can enjoy sex maximally. But we have to
allow the Holy Spirit to help us to deal with every challenge
rather than fantasising about movie stars.
There was this young man who had a cordial relationship with
his wife. But after watching a romantic movie, his wife became
an “unqualified wife,” who could not please or satisfy him
anymore. It took series of counseling before he could see his
wife as the beautiful damsel he had always loved.
Friends, do not be deceived by those romantic movies on
relationship and marriage you see on the screen. Some of the
actors and actresses are not married. They do not know what
marriage is practically speaking, apart from what exists in the
imagination of their minds. Though, you can learn something
and make sense from some of them because they have a way of
waking up your emotions and make you shed some emotional
tears at times, but they don't transform a life or a person
inwardly. It takes a revelation of Christ through the power
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of the Holy Spirit for a man or woman to change.
Today, our marriages are struggling to survive because we are
so engrossed with pleasing and loving each other without
understanding the eternal purpose of God for them. In almost
all the Christian homes are two love-birds who are madly
in love with each other and they are working hard to keep
the marriage blissful while they are not advancing and
fulfiling God's purpose for the marriage. The focus is on
each other and meeting each other’s needs.
Do you wonder why the rate of divorce is on the increase, even
in the body of Christ? I think the rate of divorce has everything
to do with the fact that selfishness has taken deep root in our
hearts and we are so conscious of ourselves and meeting our
needs (emotional, sexual, physical, etc) than the need of God.
This is one of the signs of the last days that Paul wrote about in
2Tim. 3: 1-4 “…for people will be lovers of self and (utterly) selfcentered, proud, unthankful, unloving, unforgiving, lovers of
pleasure rather than lovers of God.”
The goal of most couples that I have reasoned with on this
crucial subject is how to please and satisfy each other instead
of God. This implies that the cry of displeasure and
disappointment by some spouses over their marriages is
directly connected to the fact that they are not being satisfied
maximally. Always remember that God has a need. God's need
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is the big deal.

CHAPTER FOUR
EVERY MARRIAGE AND FAMILY IS UNIQUE

There are no two marriages that are the same on the face
of earth. It has been said that every individual is unique and
special. We all have unique features. There is something
unique about you which distinguishes you from other human
beings on the face of the earth. If we do agree that there are no
two individuals that are the same, we should also agree that
these unique individuals make a unique marriage that is
absolutely different from every other marriage. In other words
when two persons come together in marriage, they join their
spirit, soul, uniqueness and talents together to produce
something that is unique; something that comes out of their
being that looks and smells like them.
It is important that we understand that every marriage is
unique and totally different from others. Our response to this
fact is that, we should appreciate the uniqueness of our
marriages and families. You have to uncover what makes your
marriage and family unique and celebrate it.
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Every family has a revelation of Christ that is to be made
known to its generation. The revelation of Christ in your
home is too important to be overlooked. The way Christ comes
through your home to others should be cherished and
celebrated. The manner Christ manifests Himself in your family
is not the same way He does in another family. What this means
is that, your family is a ministry that has unique revelation
of Christ to be revealed to others.

Find out what works for you in your family and stick to it. It does
not matter if all the men around you do not believe in helping
their wives in the kitchen and protecting their wives from
extended families, but you can choose to be a different man.
Some of the ways you can communicate your love to your wife
is by being patient with her, assuring her of your love and
protection, listening to her mistakes and frustrations without
necessarily judging and counseling her, appreciating her
efforts, not allowing your extended family to determine the
affairs of your home, nor allowing them to accuse and judge
your wife before you; not yelling at her to intimidate her
especially in public places, even when she misbehaves, and
being involved in domestic chores. The fact that your friends
keep their money to themselves and make investments
without involving their wives does not mean you should
emulate them, please be different.

Some men are not pleased with the manner in which their
wives counsel them, declining their advice, though these
counsels have been of remarkable support and even saved
them from embarrassment. There are some who do not listen
to or take advice from their wives. It hurts and breaks the heart
of a woman that her husband prefers listening to or taking
advice from another lady or from her friends, instead of taking
advice from her; men feel the same way and frown at this also.
I have made some immature and hasty decisions in life and
ministry that if not for the help and wisdom of my wife they
would have caused my family, the ministry and I some
unimaginable pains and shame. Honestly speaking, some of
the counsels of my wife that saved and helped me were not
expressed in a polite manner. The truth is that the manner with
which she counseled me did not please me, but all the same
they saved me from troubles and shame. She is my number one
critic in the whole wide world, but very edifying criticism.
People can counsel you, but you must not allow them to force
on you what works for them in their homes. This does not mean
that we should not learn from one another. I will implore you to
seek to improve on what you have than picking everything that
comes to you. You will get confused, frustrated and
disappointed after you have tried all that you have been told
and you are yet to get desired results.
I could remember some years ago, how a woman came to me
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for counseling. She wanted to be a nice and loving wife to her
husband so that her marriage will be a safe haven. The husband
worked in an organisation where sexual temptation was high. I
counseled her based on what I knew then. Guess what I told
her? I am sure you will not be disappointed. Ministers will
always have counsel to give. If we can counsel when we are not
asked for it, how much more when someone asks for it? I
counseled her to take charge of the home. She should keep the
house tidy and make it very romantic when it is getting to the
time her husband would return home from work. She should
look neat and romantic too. Then she should be at the gate of
the house to welcome the husband and pick the briefcase from
him. The next thing that happened after the counsel was what I
never imagined. The first day, she welcomed the husband and
did everything as she was coached by her coach, “the pastor.”
The second day, the husband refused to give her the briefcase
and asked unexpectedly, “Why are you doing all these? Do you
need anything from me? If you need anything please speak up
instead of all these cosmetic styles of trying to get something
from me”. Gosh! That was too unfriendly. She felt
disappointed, frustrated and upset about the husband's
reaction. So she returned to her coach for another formula.
That was all that I had and I thought it was too powerful to fail. I
learned later in my spiritual journey that there is no formula
that makes marriage work. If you truly want to know the
formula that makes a marriage work simply turn to GOD.
He makes it work as we cooperate with Him.
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What most of us, married men and women, have not learned is
that there is no formula or secret that makes marriage to
succeed. Doubtlessly, some of us attend marriage and family
seminars and conferences because we want formulas or
methods that will either heal or strengthen or make our
marriages to succeed. We are commonly taught the role of
effective communication, sex, money and how to relate with
in-laws; while the singles are hyped with sensational teachings
on how to get the right partner of their dreams. All these we do
very well without pointing these precious souls to Jesus Christ.
The all-important factor that makes marriage sweet is either
ignored or not talked about. I dare to say that it's all about
Jesus Christ and not some formulas. The more of Jesus we
see, the more we are changed and become better wives,
husbands and parents. The revelation of Jesus Christ in a man
or woman is the secret of a happy and safe home. This is how
we connect with and receive the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ
to build our marriage in the midst of satanic opposition,
challenges and fears.
I have had the privilege of listening to messages on how to get
a life partner and have a blissful marriage without any
particular reference to Jesus Christ. There is always strong
emphasis on communication, compatibility, sex, money, and
love for your wife and respect for your husband and so on,
while Jesus is not revealed. We are not doing the kingdom of
God and God's people any good if we emphasise these factors
without presenting Jesus Christ to the people. We should not
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deny our listeners the access of meeting with Jesus Christ, who
alone can mend their hearts and marriages. Learning how to
communicate, respect, love, manage our emotions and in-laws
without a revelation of Christ in the heart will lead to internal
frustration. When we set our heart to know Jesus Christ in all
His beauty, He will teach us and help us to build our marriages.
But if we go after formulas and quick-fix-it methods, we will not
get a lasting solution. Jesus Christ is the solution who teaches
us how to build marriage with grace.
Your depth of understanding communication skills, sex and
money are not enough to make your marriage to succeed or to
deliver to you a fulfiling married life, but an encounter with the
revelation of Christ will give you a sweet home. Let me tell you
how it works: formulas and methods that you need to apply in
your marriage should flow out of your relationship with Christ.
The truth is that Jesus Christ is the formula for you. Now, pray
for an unveiling of Christ in you and your family. Pray for
yourself and your spouse to meet Christ experientially because
Jesus is all you need.

meaningful results. I was becoming frustrated like they were. I
knew they needed help desperately or else the marriage might
break up, but my help was not good enough for the situation.
Finally, I decided to give them the main formula which my wife
and I have practised and has worked for us. My wife and I
agreed that when we have issues that we cannot handle we
should go to God in prayer together. We kneel together and
speak to the Lord about our feelings, anger, pains and
frustrations. It is like reporting each other to the Lord. This has
really worked for us.
They gladly embraced it. Little did I know that I was going to
create more problems with the formula I gave them. Guess
what happened! The man called me for a meeting and politely
began to share his disappointment at the wife. He explained
that he was shocked when the wife began to pray and say some
things that were very annoying about him. Incredible! They
were supposed to be praying together, but my dear student
was angry that the wife was lying to God. I guess you will want
to know what happened next. Definitely, not now!

Talk about formula! I was there for awhile. I had another
privilege to counsel a family that had challenges in their
marriage. This time around it was not about creating romantic
atmosphere in the home to pass coded message across to your
spouse. The couples had serious issues that they could not
resolve. They were unhappy with each other and had verbal
war. I gave them some formula that I knew, but it did not deliver

What is of interest to your family might not be for another
family. Our problem starts when we read books and attend
marriage seminars and we learn new secrets or steps to make
our marriages to work. Sometimes we are not careful about
how we introduce these 'new discoveries' into the home, so
our efforts end up in frustration. For instance, if you have just
learned that kissing a lot makes marriage work, then that
becomes a revelation that must be applied without being
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mindful of the uniqueness of your marriage. Now, how many
discoveries have you tried that did not give lasting results?
You are going to have problems in your home, if you think that
what works in another person's marriage (home) will work for
you. Find out what works for you and improve on it. You are
unique, so also your marriage and family. Stop trying to make
it like another family, and stop comparing it with another.
Each Marriage has its Own Unique Challenges
Just as our marriages are unique so also the challenges we
face in them are unique. Every marriage has its own
challenges, therefore couples should seek help from God to
deal with their problems. Couples should have their approach
or ways of solving their marital problems. For instance, it is
not every man or woman that likes mid-night or early morning
conflict resolution talk. Something must be wrong somewhere
if anytime you hear of what your friend's family is doing it
triggers something in you to begin to plan to do same, even
when you don't have the resources. Have you ever taken
counsel from a friend to solve a particular problem in your
marriage and instead of solution, you got more problems? But
that same counsel worked like magic for your friend.
There is a common saying in Nigeria that “food is the way to a
man's heart”. When I was growing up in my home-town, I
observed that the elders of my community settled disputes
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between couples by telling the women to prepare their
husband's favourite meal for the husband to eat so as to end
the quarrel. This they did because they believed that food was
the best channel to a man's heart. The women were always
cooking to make peace even when the men were wrong. And
the formula delivered results so well. When I became a minister
of the gospel of Christ, a couple in my church had a quarrel and
the woman came to my office to report the husband. As she
was pouring out her frustrations and hurts, the husband
walked into the church auditorium to report the wife to me
also. I counseled both of them, but I was not satisfied that I had
done a good job. I decided to go by the way of the tradition of
the elders in my community. I asked the woman to go and
prepare a special meal for the husband so that he could eat and
be happy (please excuse my ignorance, foolishness and
blindness). She protested and was unhappy about it because,
she had been beaten and wounded by her husband, so why
must she cook for him? But she obeyed because her pastor
asked her to do so. It was a formula that I gave according to the
knowledge of my five senses. I wouldn't do that now because I
know better.
“Food is the way to a man's heart” is not sincerely true of every
man. You cannot get into the heart of every man by a good
meal. Some of us have no special or favourite meal. We simply
eat what we see. If our wives are to get to our heart by way of
food, it means they will be frustrated. It is not too late to find
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out what you possess that is special and unique to you and
your family.

One Family, One Vision
Every family must have one vision.
Every kingdom divided against itself is
brought to desolation, and every city or house
divided against itself will not stand
- Matt. 12:25.
Can two walk together unless they agree?
- Amos 3:3.
A family of one vision is what we must have. One vision will
keep us together and two visions will cause division
among us. God's vision must be our vision. Our mission is to
advance and fulfil God's vision. Every family should have one
vision. Two have become one therefore, it has to be one
vision.

couples. There is no doubt about the fact that some of us are
very careless when it comes to protecting our homes. We
expose our homes to in-laws and friends who become part of
the decision-making body of our family. We call for family
meetings to resolve issues in our homes and allow the family
members to decide what should be done to our spouses. Some
of our siblings and friends who have had failed or unhappy
marriages, and those who have not been married are those
who counsel us against our spouses. If a woman knows that
she is not secure in her home, she would keep what she has
to secure her future.
We can have one vision family, where husband, wife and
children come together to agree on the common vision of the
family. We must stick to the agreement without interference
and manipulation from extended family members and friends.
We should always remind ourselves of the kind of family
we are, what makes us different from other families and
what we are building for God. The man is the visionary
leader and priest of the family, who receives from God and
then interprets to the family. God have mercy upon a family
when the man has no vision from God for his family and cannot
stand as the priest of God for his own family.
One-vision family will be difficult to achieve when a woman is
under the influence of the Jezebel spirit and refuses to submit
herself to God to deal with her heart. A woman who is
domineering, manipulative and likes power and control, will
find it difficult to have a home of His presence and purpose.

One of the reasons why many marriages are full of frustrations
today is because our homes have been turned to market
places where everybody is expected to have a vision for his or
her goods and services. The husband and wife are both
running at the same time at different directions, with their
different visions. In some cases there is competition between

She manipulates the whole system in the house to favour her.
She opens the door for who she wants to see in the house and
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shuts the door against who she does not want. She fights for
recognition and her voice to be heard. You can be invisible
and achieve more for God than those who are visible and
want to be heard.
A woman once said to her husband, “before I married you, the
Lord gave me a vision to go to the nations and preach the
gospel, now I feel it is time.” And without his consent, she starts
accepting invitations from ministries to preach. I don't think
God operates this way. What puzzles me here is, why will
people-ministry be the reason for the 'family ministry' to fail?
The fact that you want to fulfil your ministry without your
husband's consent is proof that there will be crisis in the
home. You don't have to destroy your marriage because of
your ambition to have a ministry. Your ministry to the people
is not more important than your ministry to your family.
Since you are persuaded about your calling, why don't you
start with your family? Fulfill your ministry to your husband and
children first, then you can go to the ends of the earth with your
burning message for your generation.

CHAPTER FIVE
SO YOU WANT A HEALTHY MARRIAGE?

The dream of a healthy marriage will be hard to achieve where
the husband is unwilling to pay the price to transit from
boyhood to manhood. Being a man, spiritually speaking, has
nothing to do with how old you are. I therefore encourage
every young man to embark on a deliberate spiritual transition
to manhood. There is a need for you to go through a process of
a major shift in your mentality and relationship after marriage.
In other words, your mentality must be upgraded while your
relationship with your parents, family members, friends, etc,
should be redefined.
It is not enough for you to see yourself as a married man or
husband, while you are still thinking and living like a bachelor,
hanging out with your bachelor's friend, more committed to
your parents and siblings than your wife and not being
accountable to your wife. Being married should affect the way
you think, the relationship you keep and be accountable to
your wife. There are husbands who think as singles. They think
and plan only for themselves and their parents and siblings.
Such husbands are still unmarried in their mentality.
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Some men want to be committed to their parents, siblings and
friends the way they were before they got married because
they have not understood what it means to be married. They
have not consciously transited in their mindsets to the new
reality that they are not who they used to be. These same men
feel uncomfortable when their wives are doing the same thing.
These kind of husbands use the Bible to manipulate their
wives, to disconnect them from their parents and siblings,
while they remain as “daddy's or mummy's boys” who must
consult them for every decision of their lives and families. To
such boys, I say grow up to be responsible men.

parents. He looks unto his parents for affection, security and
affirmation when he should be providing security and
affirmation for his family.
In a very practical language, he is married to his parents and
siblings while living with his wife. He pleases his parents and
siblings at the expense of his family. He takes decisions with his
extended family without involving his wife. His sister or brother
can treat his wife like an unwanted handkerchief because he
does not know that he is being dishonoured or disrepected.
He does not know how and where to strike a balance between
his love and commitment to his parents and siblings, and his
wife and children. His wife is misunderstood as the arrogant
woman who wants to tear their family apart because she wants
the husband to father his family.

What has God to say on this crucial subject that is having
negative effect on the marriage institution? The word of God
says, “The man shall leave his father and mother and cleave to
his wife.” If we want to be sincere with ourselves on this matter
of leaving father and mother to cleave to our spouse, the
women have been faithful in this more than the men. They
leave their fathers and mothers to cleave to their husbands
more than the men. The 21st century husbands are unwilling
or afraid to leave their fathers and mothers to cleave to
their wives. The men are struggling, maybe as a result of
insecurity or lack of boldness to break the soul-tie. A friend, Dr.
Eleazar Ulinfun says it this way, “God did not ask a boy to leave
his father and mother to cleave to his wife, but a man”. When a
boy gets married, he finds it hard to leave his father and
mother because he is immature, insecure and needs his

Who does not know that most of the vices and anti-social
behaviour in the society are as a result of family break-downs?
Yes! They are rooted in poor parenting, abandonment and
exposure to insecurity. The results are always unpalatable,
when a man or woman refuses to pay the price to build a
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healthy marriage and keep the family together.
Who said a healthy family is impossible to have? You can have a
healthy family if you really want it. The truth is that you must be
willing and determined to pay the price. With God's grace that
He has freely given to you, you can pay any price to have a
healthy marriage and family. Remember, there is no price that is
greater than God's grace.
It is always easier to go for the blessings than the price. When
God gives a promise, He does not always tell us about the
price for the promise. When God spoke to the Israelites about
the Promised Land that was flowing with milk and honey, they
were excited because they saw an escape-route from their
bondage in Egypt. But they did not know that there was going
to be a process to bring them into the land. They complained,
murmured and desired to go back to Egypt, when they began
to go through the process in the wilderness. Obviously, people
are always excited about getting the blessing and
breakthrough, but not interested in the processes of attaining
them. Promises excite us but we dread process.

This is God's desire for every one of us. God wants us to do well
in all things including our marital and family life, but it will not
just happen unless you are ready to pay the price to make it to
happen. I just want to remind you that nothing just happen.
Are you prepared to pay the price to have the family of your
dream? How prepared are you to overcome challenges? Are
you determined enough that you will not allow anything to
stop you from seeing your dream family? It is possible for you
to have a family you call your own.
Giving birth to your dream of marriage of peace, love and
understanding is possible, but you have to be willing to
prioritise. I have often wondered what happened to our ability
to prioritise as believers. It seems the 'first thing first'
principle does work well with most of us when it comes to
family life. We give attention to other things more than our
marriage and family. We easily tell people how important our
marriage and family is to us, but in action we live the opposite.
We are not passionate about our marriage and family like
we are about our careers, businesses, ministries, churches
and friendships.

Beloved, I pray that you may prosper in all
things and be in health, just as your soul
prospers - 3 Jn. 2.

Some people build their career, business, ministry and
friendship at the expense of their family. This is to say more
attention is given to things that are less important rather than
the marriage and family that means so much to us. We major
on the minor, while we minor on the major. There is no doubt
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about the fact that we are excelling in building strong careers,
businesses, ministries and friendships that can out-live us
while our family life is weak and waiting to die.
Let’s build strong marriages and families that we can fall back
on when the world around us is falling apart or failing. We will
definitely have a healthy marriage and family if we would
focus on the health of our marriage and family as much as
we focus on our careers, ministries, friendships and so on.
All we have to do is to channel our energy, time, commitment,
loyalty, diligence and wisdom into building a healthy family as
a priority. We should sincerely value a healthy and successful
married and family life as much as (or even higher than) we
value our careers, businesses, ministries, friendships and
finances. When you are doing well in your career or ministry
without a corresponding success in your family life, you may
likely end up frustrated in the future because you need a family.
Note that as important as it is to have a great career or ministry,
good friends and enough money to spend; they are not as
important as having a great family of your own. They cannot fill
the place of a family in your heart. Again, I say all these things
cannot give you a home of God's presence, power, glory and
solace. They do not guarantee a happy family. If you want to
have a great marriage then you have to build it.
One may say “One man's meat is another man's poison, I don't
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really care about having my own family, it is not important to
me.” Can this really be true since every man came from and
belongs to a family? There is a vacuum in a man that longs
for relationship and acceptance. You may try to fill it with
other things, but you will not get the satisfaction that family
life gives.
We all have decisions to make. We all have choices to make. We
all have to draw the line. We ought to know boundaries and
respect them. We need to strike a balance. We should face
realities. This is the age where people are not ready to face
realities. We want to have our cake and also eat it. So
ridiculous!
I have seen the need to build a healthy family that I can call “my
home” where solace, love, forgiveness, healing, peace,
oneness, trust, understanding, fear of the Lord and His
presence, power and glory abide. I am not in any way saying
that people should focus only on building marriages and
families and forget about building their career or ministry and
friendship. We only need to strike a balance and stop giving
more attention and dedication to our career or ministry than
our marriage and family.
There are many people who sincerely want to have a healthy
marriage and family life that they can be proud of, but they feel
the whole process is too high and hard for them. They want a
family that can offer them what they cannot find in any other
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place. I mean a home where they can enjoy what they cannot
enjoy in their career, ministry, church, friendships, relationships
and the office environment. Their dilemma is that though they
know what they want, they are not willing to pay the price for it.
There are those who think a happy family will just come from
the blues. They are living an illusion, and fantasising. Some
actually set out to have a good home of peace, joy, love and
understanding, but got frustrated and disappointed and
abandoned the course. Now, they don't believe in family life
and even attack everything about it. There are those who
simply hide behind career, ministry, riches, friendships and
relationships to ease and overcome their frustration of not
being able to have a marriage and family. The fact that you
failed at a time does not make you a failure. You can always
stand up, dust yourself and make up your mind to make
the sacrifice to have a family.

sitting rooms. Definitely it is not the same amount of labour,
pains and cost. The kind of marriage and family you want to
build will determine the kind of pains and challenges you
will face and the price you will have to pay. For instance, a
man who wants a family and home where anything goes will
not pay the price like a man who wants a home where there is
order, government and abiding presence of God.
God Never Said There Would Be No Challenges
God never promised that the road to a successful marriage
and family life will be easy, rosy and without thorns and
unpleasant experiences. But he promised that He would
supply grace (Heb 4:15, 16). So many people go into
marriage without being prepared to deal with the
challenges, frustrations and disappointment they will
meet in it.

Nothing good comes easy and cheap. Every good thing has a
price. Nothing just happens. I know this is the micro-wave
generation that wants everything in a second. But when it
comes to building a marriage and family it takes pain, love,
understanding, patience, longsuffering, forgiveness and so on.
Also, what is required to build a home will depend on the kind
of home you want to build. You and I know that it does not take
the same amount of labour, pains and cost to build four
bedroom house and a mansion of twenty rooms and seven

I remember a telephone conversation I had with a precious
sister of mine who got married and was facing marital
challenges. She asked with passion in her voice, “Pastor, why?”
And I got startled. Wondering what I must have done wrong. I
asked her, “What is it?” She answered, “Why is it that you
pastors do not tell us of the problems we will face in our
marriages?” She felt that she was not prepared to handle
challenges in her home. So when they started coming, she
became disturbed, ruffled and felt defeated. Well, she is one of
many that are feeling frustrated about their marriages because
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they got the opposite of what they were looking forward to in
marriage. They thought it was going to be “home sweet home”
without any moments of disagreement, anger and quarrel
because it possibly did not happen during courtship. To their
shock, there is something to disagree about, something to
shout about and some malice. Pastors and counselors should
be preparing intending couples for marital challenges.
If God had told some of us what we were going to go
through in our marriages, we would probably have
changed our minds about marrying our spouse. Can you
imagine God showing you the challenges you will go through
in the hands of your in-laws and you will still say you are in love
with him or her? Can you imagine God showing you the
challenges and tribulations that await you in your marriage
and you say, 'Lord I am willing because I cannot live without
him or her.' May be you would not have married your spouse if
God had shown you the challenges that were waiting for you in
the future. Probably you will tell the Lord “Please Lord, I need
some time to pray” But God knows better and He knows what
He is doing. These unpleasant experiences can be used by
God to form and shape His character in us.

to come. But, ignorantly, we blame our spouses for them. It
wasn't Apostle Paul's wish or prayer to be beaten with rod,
stoned, imprisoned, shipwrecked and had a thorn in his flesh, a
messenger of Satan to buffet him - 2Cor. 11:23-27, 2Cor. 12:7.
Paul, who went through all these discomforts because he was a
custodian of the revelation of Christ, admonishes us that ”…we
must through many tribulations enter the kingdom of God” Acts
14:22 and we should be “…patient in tribulation” Rom. 12:12.
The truth is that we want the kingdom, but we don't want
tribulations. I don't know God's designed ways to get you into
the reality of His kingdom. You may not have to be beaten with
rod, stoned, imprisoned and shipwrecked like Paul, but your
marriage might be full of heartache, turbulence and fear that
makes you feel like throwing in the towel. Please don't give up
on it. Your marriage might have been beaten, stoned,
imprisoned or even shipwrecked; please don't allow it to
die. Obviously, this is an area the devil attacks us mercilessly,
but God also uses the platform to refine and purify His
servants. He teaches us His love, patience, longsuffering,
humility, submission and meekness through our marriages.

I want to encourage men, especially men of God, to keep their
marriages together and not to give up on them no matter
what. Some of the difficulties we have gone through or we are
going through in our ministry and marriage are not traceable
to our mistakes, sins or the devil. They come because they have

Now, I speak to the women to learn from the amiable life of
Abigail. I want to believe that you know it was not easy for
Abigail to live with Nabal as her husband. How did she cope
with a man that his way of life was not different from the
meaning of his name, 'a fool'? Abigail is an amiable character
and reference point in the Bible for every woman to study and
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learn from, especially her life and marriage to Nabal. Don't you
think it will be worth the effort to find out for ourselves how
Abigail was able to cope and manage Nabal and his
foolishness? In spite of Nabal's way of life, she was able to
manage him for the number of years they were married. She
managed his foolishness, drunkenness, lack of respect for
others, lack of mercy and compassion for the needy. In our
modern way of defining compatibility in marriage, we will
say according to our senses that Abigail must have made a
mistake by marrying Nabal and he was not a compatible
husband for a decent, disciplined and wise woman like
Abigail. Without any iota of doubt, Abigail was a builder of
home hence she did not allow her marriage to be destroyed by
the foolishness of Nabal (Prov. 14:1). I will not be far from the
truth if this were not the quality that attracted David to Abigail.
She wisely stopped David from shedding the blood of Nabal
and fed him and his mighty men. David did not hesitate to
marry her after the death of Nabal - 1Sam. 25:2+
If anybody has told you that you can have a blissful
married and family life without pains and hard work,
please tell the person that I said, “It can only take place in
the imaginations of the lazy and on the pages of
magazines and in the movies”. A goldsmith will best explain
to us that a raw and undesirable piece of gold has to go
through furnace to become a piece of fine gold that all eyes
can behold, the cynosure of the eyes.
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Celebrate What You Have
I have heard people talk about their spouse and family
sarcastically while they praise other spouses and families. They
don't see any hope of an enviable family life. They just wish that
they could have a family like yours. They feel that your spouse
is an angel who does not make a mistake or hurt a fly. They feel
that you must have been fortunate to be married to your
spouse. They feel life would have been better if they have an
understanding man or woman like your spouse. They feel life is
just easy for you because your husband is “Jesus' junior” who
gets it right all the time and your wife is Eve who gets you to do
what she wants without “internal wars in the house.” They have
forgotten that the teeth and tongue clash in the mouth
almost every day, yet they are still together and without
the world knowing. Honey, have you ever bitten your tongue
with your teeth while enjoying a delicious meal and you got
angry and abandoned the meal, but after some minutes you
continued with your meal?
It is really disheartening that there are too many people
without a family or home. They have great careers or ministries,
riches and friends, but they have no home of peace, love,
solace, healing, etc. It amazes me that people can actually
survive in this world that is full of rejection, abandonment and
fear, without a family that they can call “home.” The fact that
they survive without a family does not mean that they are living
the best of their life. It might be very tough for them. If they
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could be happy without a family then think of how much
happiness they would have with a family. Can we imagine
someone missing the solace, protection, refuge and identity
that a godly family gives to its members?
We must accept that there is nothing that is not possible.
Whatever we set out to do can be done. The scripture clearly
tells us that with God all things are possible. And to him who
believes, all things are possible. You are not going to get
what you want because you desire it or wish for it. But you
will get what you want because you go out to get it. If you
really want to have a home then get out of the rocking
chair and make it happen. Get down to work. I can
guarantee you that it is not going to be easy, but you will get it. I
want to repeat myself that it may involve pains, frustrations,
disappointments and tears, but you will be happy at the end of
the day that you have a family that you call “My home.”
The Gain is Always Greater than the Pain
We can go through any pain in life if we can see the gain that
will come out of it. What will you say of people who go for
cosmetic surgery on their faces or other part of the body? Does
it cost them any pain to reconfigure their body? So what gives
them the courage to go through it? They would have been
shown pictures of what they would look like after the surgery.
People can reconstruct, redesign or reconfigure any part of
their body in order to have self satisfaction, but what we must
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understand is that the real reconfiguration is an internal work
that has to do with a change of heart. What we need is our true
identity.
We do not allow pains, frustrations and disappointments on
the road to our glory to distract us from getting the glory. The
pain cannot be compared to the gain. The glory will always
outweigh or surpass the pains, humiliation and frustration just
like the case of Jesus Christ and the cross:
Looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher of
our faith, who for the joy that was set before
Him endured the cross, despising the
shame……Heb. 12:2.
These scriptures testify of this too:
Therefore we do not lose heart. Even though
outward man is perishing, yet the inward man
is being renewed day by day
For our light affliction, which is but for a
moment is working for us a far more exceeding
and eternal weight of glory
while we do not look at the things which are
seen, but at the things which are not seen. For
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the things which are seen are temporary, but
the things are not seen are eternal - Cor. 4:1618.
For I consider that the suffering of this present
time are not worthy to be compared with the
glor y which shall be revealed in us
- Rom 8:18.
Enough of Excuses
Someone may say, “I want a good family or home but there are
things that are more important to me now. I think I need to
build a strong career, great ministry and have enough money
to secure a future for myself and family. After all, the family will
always be there and will need the money.” All these are
excuses. After building a great career, company or ministry,
you may return to find out that you have no family to share
your success, failures, pains and joy with. What a
disappointment that will be for you?

relationship, but it will not be there for you. Though the
children are yours and she is still your wife, but there is no
“heart relationship,” therefore, you live like strangers. The
scripture clearly tells us that there is time for everything - Eccl.
3:1-2. No man will live forever. God will definitely have you to
get some things done or put them in place at certain age and
time, but you can choose to procrastinate as if the time will wait
for you.
You can choose to build a career or ministry at the expense
of your family. It is all your choice. But I want you to know that
at a certain age in your life, you will no longer have the passion
for some certain things. For instance at seventy years of age,
you might not have the strong passion for career or ministry; at
such age what will you be doing with yourself? What will you
fall back on?

All we have to do is to take some time to think. What you are
supposed to do at a certain age and time that you did not do
will not wait for you. For instance, when you are supposed to
spend time with your spouse and children to build intimate
relationship with them, but you neglected it and went after
other things, the day is coming when you will long for that

Someone may say, “Let's forget about the future. The future
will take care of itself.” We both know that there is nothing that
is really called future. It is just a word. It is not a thing, place or
destination. When you hear of future, it simply implies what
you are doing today. Your future is in your today. We know how
interesting this whole thing about future is. The future you
spoke about few weeks, months or years ago is already here.
Now, it is important you ask yourself, what kind of family do I
want to have or raise in the future? This simply means
somebody has to fold his sleeve and get out of the rocking
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chair and start working towards having that family of his
dreams now.
My dear reader, excuses take man nowhere. So, please stop the
excuses and give your time, energy and resources to build your
marriage and make it to succeed. There is hardly any spouse
that does not have an excuse why he or she shouldn't give up
on his or her marriage. Making excuses is one of the reasons
that marriages are failing and breaking up in the body of
Christ. I found it really disturbing when I hear a man or woman
talks about incompatibility with his or her spouse, or a spouse
that is walking out of a marriage because the marriage is not
the will of God.
Incredibly, spouses are walking out of their marriages easily
and excitedly to satisfy their personal conviction that their
marriage wasn't the will of God. Please do not think or assume
in your mind that I don't believe in the will of God. I do really
believe in the will of God with the whole of my heart, but I am
not comfortable with the religion and ideology that empower
or encourage spouses to divorce one another because they
believe that their marriage is not the will of God. Why is it that
we accept our marriages as the will of God when they are doing
well according to our desires and dreams, but when they are
not meeting our definition of the will of God and our
expectation we seek the assistance and help of people and
organisations who will readily approve of our intention to
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divorce? God have mercy!
I have not met a married man or woman whose marriage is rosy
and blissful that desire to divorce, even when it is not fulfiling
the eternal purpose of God. Have you met anyone? But it is
when the marriage is going through difficulties, turbulence
and its 'night season' that a spouse comes up with excuses why
the marriage should be dissolved. Logically, this goes a long
way to expose man's selfish nature that accepts what makes
him happy only and rejects anything or anybody that
discomforts him. This also agrees with the religious slogan that
says, “If it's not good, it's not God.” In the context of what I am
writing about here, this means if your marriage is not meeting
your expectation: it is not good, and since it's not good it
therefore means that it's not God's will; and the solution is
divorce. By the way, how do we define what is good and not
good? What are the conditions or parameters to determine
what is good?
Not too long ago, a pastor was trying to convince me that any
marriage that is not the will of God will break up. I said to him,
that we should go to our congregation and tell them, ”If your
marriage is not the will of God, break it now because it will not
succeed.” Without any doubt in my heart I can say that fifty
percent of our marriages will end up in divorce if we dare to do
this. The reason why these marriages will end up in divorce is
not because God doesn't approve of them, but because of
man-made-excuses to satisfy his selfish nature and desires. Do
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I have to tell you that we will have more problems to solve after
the divorce than before the divorce?
God is not a liar and we cannot make Him look like one. If it's
Our Father's will to heal us when we are sick, is it not also His
will to heal our marriages when they are weak and sick? I
believe that God who can heal us of life-threatening disease
such as cancer and give life to a dead body is also able to give
life to a sick or dead marriage if we don't give up on it.

I don't think we do this because we hate them and want to
make them miserable and destroy them, but because we have
not been healed of the hurts, wounds and disappointments we
have gone through in our marriages and divorce. We counsel
those who want to divorce according to our personal
experiences and the hurts and disappointments in our hearts.
We will also build personal doctrine and belief to validate our
counsel and position.

The work of encouraging spouses to keep their marital
covenant and make their marriage to succeed instead of
taking an escape-route of divorce will become easy for us
if those who have gone through divorce can come out and
tell us sincerely if divorce delivers the solution they
needed. It will be relieving if they can talk to us of life after
divorce. Some of those who divorced and remarried
sometimes divorce again because the problem that led to the
first divorce has not been dealt with. While some have to bear
with the frustration, disappointment and heartache of a new
marriage that they thought was going to be heaven-on-earth
experience. What grieves my heart more is the fact that some
of us who have divorced would not use our disappointments,
frustrations and pains that come with the life after divorce to
help those who want to divorce. Instead of discouraging them
from divorcing their spouses and abandoning them, we
encourage them to divorce.

This reminds me of some intelligent ladies that came together
under an initiative to educate and empower ladies against
abuse and domestic violence. Their intention was good and
they were also passionate about it. They were enlightening
ladies and women on financial empowerment and
independence, and on how to stand against abuse and
domestic violence. Though they were doing a good job, but
within their hearts were scars of abuse, hurt, anger, bitterness,
vengeance and fear. Some of them have been abused by the
male gender and have not been healed of their hurts and
disappointments. These precious ladies were innocently and
unconsciously poisoning the minds of their followers and
listeners against the male gender, partners and spouses. Jesus
said, “Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks.” The
disposition of the heart determines it all. If the heart is angry
and hurting, the words that come out of it cannot be different
no matter how hard you try to hide your feelings. I want to
believe that they did not set out to poison their minds against
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the male gender, but it happened that way because they were
ministering from hearts that have not been healed of hurts,
disappointments and shame. When a lady or man that is
struggling to overcome scars of abuse and shame of
abandonment has the opportunity of educating others against
abuse, he or she can do it out of bitterness - without love
because of his or her past unpleasant experiences that have
not been dealt with. Such a person can be easily angered and
irritated, bitter, judgmental and vengeful especially with
persons and issues that remind her of the hurts, abuse and
shame she is struggling to overcome. As long as you are still
bitter about your hurts and past, you will not be able to
empower those who are going through the same pains. In an
attempt to empower them, you will cause more hurt
unintentionally. If you truly want to empower and help others
with your past experiences, please deal with the root of your
own disappointment or hurt or shame first. You can do this by
trusting the Lord Jesus to heal your heart of every wound, hurt,
abandonment and shame, forgive those who offended you or
took advantage of you, and you have to receive a revelation of
Christ into your heart. If this is not done, you will poison the
mind of others and cause pains unintentionally in an attempt
to educate and empower them with your experiences.
Presently, the divorce epidemic in the world and the body of
Christ call for the attention of the church of Christ to do more
work on redefining marriage in the light of God's purpose for
marriage, and how to handle marital conflicts and resolve
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them, instead of allowing them to lead to divorce. Purpose is
the only thing that can keep us in the marriage when all hell is
let loose against us.

CHAPTER SIX
DIVORCE: THE GREATEST EPIDEMIC OF OUR TIME
As a result of the corrupt and pervert value system of the
modern society that directly opposes God's value and purpose
for marriage, the institution of marriage is becoming weaker
and marriages are breaking up dramatically. Divorce is no more
a big deal among us. Divorce is not limited to a particular
religion, ethnic group or a corner of the earth; this epidemic is
found in every nation of the earth. Some years ago, it was seen
by some Africans as a taboo, and the idea of the western world.
It will interest you to know that the rate of divorce in African
countries is almost competing with that of the western world
today.
The ripple effects of dysfunctional marriages and divorce
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are visible and can be felt in our society today. Bitterness,
offence, lack of trust and hatred fill our society as a result
of broken relationships and marriages. Some unhealed
hearts are still bleeding and crying for revenge. Their
bitter experiences sometimes transfer into aggression on
the society.
Among the younger generation, astonishingly and
increasingly, the rate of anti-social behaviour, indecent
behaviour, youth unrest, gangs, uncultured lifestyle and lack of
respect for the elders in the society is evident. All these vices
should stir up a desire in us for solutions, which in turn should
cause us to turn to God who instated marriage in the first place,
so that the good family life can be restored. Strong family life
should be encouraged so that our children will learn godly
values and lifestyles from home, instead of being influenced
negatively by their friends. This will bring about a happy and
peaceful society.

happen.
We cannot shut the door against God in our world, all in
the name of “modernisation or civilisation” and expect to
be happy, fulfiled and have a sane society. Is it not obvious
that we are lying to ourselves? It is simply a matter of time
before it becomes clear to us that, unless we return to God and
encourage family life, we will have more agony, frustration,
hate and moral decay in the society.
The divorce rate and the vices in our society are clear
indications that something is wrong, except we want to deny
and ignore the truth. The rate at which divorce is spreading and
destroying our world is alarming and worth discussing.
Although divorce is not a new fact on the earth, it has really
contributed to the fall of moral standards in today's world.

We all know that while trying to create a better future of
freedom and pleasure for ourselves, something went
wrong. Due to lack of sincerity, courage and
determination, we fail to find out what went wrong.
Probably, we are afraid to face the truth. However, our refusal
to face the truth means we will remain where we are, but if we
retrace our steps, the Lord is rich in mercy to forgive and heal
us. We cannot continue on this wrong road and expect that the
wrong road will eventually become the right road. This cannot

It is important we talk about it because of the adverse effect it
has on the children and the society at large. We know that this
generation does not really like or believe in sacrifice, pain and
patience. We want marriage of convenience, comfort and gain.
So if we cannot get things done our own way, we go for
divorce. Some have gone for divorce based on selfish,
laughable and flimsy excuses, only to realise that they
made the wrong decisions; while some have divorced
because of their desire for freedom, and refused to be
mindful of the fact that divorce has negative and lasting
effect on their children and those around them. Research
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has shown that children from dysfunctional and broken
families are more vulnerable and stand the risk of not doing
well in life and marriage than those from united and happy
families.

History
History has it that the ancient Athenians liberally allowed
divorce, but the person requesting it had to submit the request
to a magistrate, and the magistrate could determine whether
the reasons given were sufficient.
The fall of the Roman Empire led to family lives being regulated
by ecclesiastical authority than the civil authority. By the ninth
or tenth century, the divorce rate had been greatly reduced
under the influence of the church. The reduction was because
the Christian church considered marriage a sacrament
instituted by God and Christ, indissoluble by mere human
action.

sacred vow to the “innocent spouse.” If both husband and wife
were guilty, “neither would be allowed to escape the bonds of
marriage. Eventually, the idea that a marriage could be
dissolved in cases where one of the parties violated the sacred
vow gradually allowed expansion of this ground upon which
divorce could be guaranteed.
Divorce - God's Perspective
Maybe there wouldn't have been any cause for worry if the
cases of divorce were among those who do not profess the
Lordship of Jesus Christ. We would probably relax and trust
God for them to be saved so that their marriages would be
healed and saved too. So hard to believe is the fact that
divorce is spreading fast among the Christians and their
leaders. I am sure that I am not the only person who is
baffled at the rate of divorce in the body of Christ. This
epidemic is gradually and tactfully robbing us of our
testimony. How does divorce help us to stand as the salt of the
earth and the light of the world in this perverse and dark
generation? Where is our faith and testimony before those
who do not know Christ - who forgives sins, heals lives and
marriages? As I think about the reason for divorce among the
believers, I find out that, apart from cases of extreme abuse and
threat to life, 'flesh and self'' is the greatest reason for it.

Marriage later came to be considered a civil contract, and on
that basis civil authorities gradually asserted their power to
decree a “divorce from all the bonds of marriage.” Since no
precedents existed defining the circumstances under which
marriage could be dissolved, civil courts relied heavily on the
previous determinations of the ecclesiastic courts and freely
adopted the requirements set down by those courts. Because
divorce was considered to be against the public interest, it was
granted only when one party to the marriage had violated a

What happened to love? What happened to the fruit of the
Spirit? Do we still believe that the fruit of the Spirit is for us
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today? Who took our eyes off the fruit of the Spirit? Does love,
which is the fruit of the Spirit, still cover a multitude of sin?
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
longsuffering, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. Against
such there is no law. And those who are Christ's
have crucified the flesh with its passions and
desires - Gal. 5:25-26.
The rate of divorce in the body of Christ forces one to ask if the
Holy Spirit has left the church, or if He has no power again to
help us to bear the fruit of the Spirit and to forgive our spouses
of their sins against us? Or does love not cover a multitude of
sin anymore? Doubtlessly, the problem is with us and not the
Holy Spirit. As long as 'flesh and self' are exalted and
empowered to reign and rule in our homes instead of allowing
the Holy Spirit to glorify Christ, we will definitely have
unwholesome and broken marriages.

been exposed if there was some patience and frankness. There
are those who are going through mental torment and painful
experiences as a result of their spouse's infidelity and abusive
way of life; such they have to bear with because they are stuck
in the marriage. I guess if someone was patient and had
listened to the counsel of the elders the story would have been
different.
Unpleasant scenarios of this nature compel me to appeal to
young and intending adults to be patient and wait on the Lord
to guide them in the choice of who they should marry. God is
still interested in the marriage institution because He is the
initiator of it. Do not be misled by the 'false, fleshy and
sensational teachings' that inspire believers to follow or
go by their sight or carnal senses in choosing a spouse. Yes!
Your senses will definitely help you to get someone that
everything about him or her appeals to you like the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil was pleasant to Eve's eyes (Gen.
3:6), but we will be patient with you to hear the full story of your
marriage (that your senses led you into) after some years. (You
can read more on this on the last chapter of this book).

Some costly mistakes have already been made by some of us.
Some married men and women were not patient or mature
enough, spiritually speaking, to allow the Holy Spirit guide
them on their choice of spouse. There are some secret tears of
regret and hard lessons some are learning in agonising ways in
their marriages. For instance, some couples discovered some
hidden and scaring secrets about their spouse after the
marriage had been consummated; such secrets could have

Every lady or man that is waiting on the Lord for a partner
should see the need to build intimate relationship with the
Holy Spirit. He is the only One that can lead and guide you
rightly, and also help you to bear the fruit of the Spirit. Take
delight in knowing the Holy Spirit. Study and meditate on the
fruit of the Spirit prayerfully. This is what it takes to get it right
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and succeed in this marital journey. While those who are
already married, especially those having marital challenges,
should also make room for the Holy Spirit in their lives and
homes, they should study and meditate on the fruit of the
Spirit prayerfully. It is my conviction that if believers and
couples should give themselves to the Holy Spirit and are
growing in the practise and fruit of the Spirit as a way of
life, the power of this epidemic will be broken over our
marriages and families.

that, when a man is joined to his wife, they are no longer two
but one flesh. It reads “so then, they are no longer two but
one flesh. Therefore what God has joined together, let no
man separate.”
I am yet to understand how two that have become one can
divorce. Except they were never joined together as one. Jesus
said that there should be no divorce once the joining has taken
place. Every sacrifice must be made to ensure that the union is
kept intact.

What God Has Joined Together, No Man Must Put Asunder
In Matthew 18, Jesus taught his disciples about offence and the
devastating effects it has on the world. He taught that offence
is the problem of the world and that they should not give room
to it. He also taught about the unforgiving servant who was
delivered to the torturers to be imprisoned. If the servant had
forgiven his debtor just like his master forgave him, he would
not have been thrown into prison.
In Chapter 19 of the Book of Matthew, the Pharisees came to
Jesus and asked Him “is it lawful for a man to divorce his wife for
just any reason?” The answer that Jesus gave to them helps us
to understand the unbreakable union that husband and wife
should have (Matt. 19:3-9, Mark 10:1-12). It is unfortunate that
this is not so today.

We all know as believers that we have covenant-relationship
with Christ through his precious blood (the bride price); He paid
to marry us to Himself. He brought us into “union or marriage”
with Himself through the blood He shed for us. Like Adam said
concerning Eve, “this is the bone of my bone and flesh of my
flesh” (Gen. 2:23), so also, believers are the bones of Christ's
bone and flesh of His flesh - Eph. 5:30-32.
Now, that we are the flesh of His flesh and bones of His
bones, it therefore means that we are one with Christ and
Christ cannot be separated from us. This also means that He
is not going to divorce us because of our failures and
weaknesses. His love and righteousness have taken care of
that, and will still take care of our short-comings.

Verse 9 of Matthew 19 and Verses 8 and 9 of Mark 10 tell us

But one may say God divorced Israel for prostituting with other
strange gods. Do not forget that we have a better covenant
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and we are not under the law but grace 1Cor. 9:21, Rom. 6:1
Rom. 6:15, 5:20 “where sin abounded, grace abounded much
more”. The Israelites were cut off to provoke them to jealousy Rom. 9:14-33, 10:1-21, 11:1-36. God has not given up on the
natural nation of Israel because He has covenant with them Rom. 11:15, 25-36.
So the husband should understand that the wife is also flesh of
his flesh and the bones of his bones and should not divorce her
because of her failures and weaknesses.
Jesus Christ said that a man should only divorce his wife except
on the ground of sexual immorality:
“Again I say to you, whoever divorces his wife,
except for sexual immorality, and marries
another, commits adultery; and whoever
marries her who is divorced
commits
adultery” - Matt. 19:9.
If Christ has not divorced you in spite of all your failures
and foolishness, but He gives you enough room to repent
and grow up, we should do likewise to our spouse. There is
need for patience and longsuffering with our spouse. Divorce
might not be the solution nor will it deliver the solution we
desire. It might be the beginning of more problems for us.
However, when it is obvious that you must divorce, I advise you
to be guided by the proceeding word of God (“Man shall not
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live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds from the
mouth of God” Matt. 4:4) and the Spirit of the Lord (“For as
many as are led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God” Rom.
8:14); do not allow a man or organisation to decide for you. In
other words, a spouse who is considering divorce as a result of
abuse, marital trauma and threat to life, should please seek the
counsel of the Lord who instituted marriage. The counsel and
approval of men, women and organisations can be misleading.
There will be no abuse or divorce in our marriage if we
understand God's Purpose for it.
Most of the cases of divorce that we have seen in the body of
Christ are as a result of 'unfulfiled desires and needs.' As long
as we become 'needs and benefits conscious' instead of
being conscious of the purpose of God for marriage, we
will have more problems that will lead to divorce. It is still
the lack of understanding of God's purpose for marriage that is
responsible for the wide spread of abuse, intimidation and
manipulation in Christian homes. There will always be abuse
where purpose is not known or understood.
It's impossible for you to understand the purpose of God
for your marriage and lock yourself into it, and still abuse
your spouse or children. Marriages are failing and breaking
down today because they are not fulfiling God's eternal
purpose. Marriages are not failing because couples are no
longer in love with each other, but because couples are crazily
in love with each other to the degree that they cannot take the
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disappointment of seeing their spouse break their fragile
heart. I mean, there is too much of conditional love in the air.
If you do not want to fail then you have to know the purpose of
God for it. Being ignorant of the purpose of a thing cannot be
an excuse for misusing it. Some valuable relationships that
were ordained by God, have been abused and lost because of
carelessness and lack of understanding of God's purpose for
them. At the end of every year, we lose valuable
relationships, marriages and families more than money
and property, yet we don't feel disturbed about it because
of our blindness to purpose. Definitely, this breaks the
heart of our heavenly Father.
According to Gen. 28:12, 16, 17 when a couple knows God's
purpose for their marriage and give themselves to see it come
to pass, their marriage will become heaven's gate. The
marriage becomes the gate of heaven through which the
purpose of heaven is expressed on earth. Angels will be
ascending and descending there. The marriage is kept by the
power of heaven. Heaven gives attention to it.
Handling the Unexplainable Situation that can Lead to
Divorce

Ogunbayode asked me an unimaginable question in his office
some years ago. I visited him in his office, while we were
exhorting ourselves, he suddenly asked me a strange question,
'What will you do if you come back from work to your house
and meet your wife with another man in your matrimonial bed
in the very act?' Gosh! I was taken aback by the question. Within
me I responded without saying a word out, and also asked a
question like “Why this kind of faithless question?” My line of
thoughts and imaginations do not connect with this at all. I am
very positive in my thinking. I am a man of faith. I don't believe
in negative talk and imagination of this kind. It cannot happen
to my wife so I don't even want to think or talk about it. While I
was rattling for an answer in my astonishment, he broke the
silence and said, “You know what I will do, I will send the guy
out of my house and take my wife. I will want to know what
happened that made her to have an affair with another man
and how I can help.” This was too high and deep for me to
understand. It took a long time before I realised that God used
him to help me to access another deeper realm of God's love.
This is the love that sees beyond human frailties and
“covers a multitude of sins.”

Have you ever thought of what you will do when the
unexplainable happens in your marriage? I am sure you have
not thought of dealing with the unexplainable circumstances
in marriage, like I was until when a friend, Pastor Mike

It was after this encounter with my friend that I heard a
testimony of a pastor who caught his wife in the very act of
adultery with his driver. He did not make any noise about it. He
did not inform his friends or family members so that he can be
encouraged to divorce his wife. He did not inform the church
either. He did not send the wife out of the house. But he only
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advised the wife to go and seek God's forgiveness and
restoration and healing. He kept his wife and marriage. I
respect this man of God. He is a real man of God. He knows
God. He demonstrated real love. My dear reader, please pause
and ask yourself, “What will I do if I were in his shoes?”

It is incredible that sexual compatibility is one of the major
factors that some Christians are considering today before
going into marriage. Because of this factor some vulnerable
and spiritually immature ladies are deceived by scheming sons

I am an optimistic person and a believer of the word of God,
but I have a question for you that will probably make you to
question my faith. Like my friend asked me many years ago, I
want to ask you too, my dear reader, when the unexplainable
happens in your marriage, what will you do? When your
spouse, who is faithful, committed and loyal to you does the
unimaginable, what will you do? Do you love your spouse
enough to bathe him or her of his or her mess and still keep the
covenant-relationship? I am not writing about those who are
taking advantage of their spouses and indulging in extramarital affairs and do not consider adultery as a sin any longer
because of their indulgence.
Believers who have come into the understanding of God's
purpose for creating marriage will not allow sex factor, delay in
child bearing and whatever mistake to tear them apart, but
they will respect the covenant-relationship and focus on the
primary assignment of building a home for God to express
Himself to their generation. On the other hand, those who lack
the understanding of God's purpose for marriage will not
respect the covenant again, but will go into illicit affairs to
satisfy their sexual appetite.
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of the devil into having sexual intercourse with them all in the
name of wanting to be sure that they are compatible sexually. If
a man wants to have sexual intercourse with you before
marriage, please don't see it as a good omen because he
wants to defile you and destroy your destiny. Sexual
intercourse is made strictly for those who are married and
not those who are about to be married or those in
courtship.
Again, if we can make the purpose of God for marriage our
focus, God will ensure that our needs are met. I have examined
critically the purpose of God for marriage in volume two of this
book. I am sure you are going to find it very interesting and
revealing.

CHAPTER SEVEN
THINK ON THESE THINGS
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·

Do not esteem your “ministry to people” more than your
“ministry to God and your family.”

·

It is not accurate and biblical if you can stand before the
people of God as a father and priest and minister to them,
but fail to stand before your family and minister to them
equally.

·

When you find yourself falling in love with your church,
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ministry and the people more than the Lord and your family
(wife and children), please you need to have a change of
heart.
·

·

·

When you become more conscious of God’s people and
give them attention more than the Lord and your family,
please you need to rethink and change.
It is not healthy when your desire for success in ministry is
more than your desire for success in your marriage. In other
words, you should not allow your desire to succeed in
ministry be greater than your desire to succeed in your
marriage/family.

·

When you are willing to pay any price to see your ministry
breakthrough and not willing to pay the same price to see
your marriage succeed, please you need to change the way
you think and see.

·

Do not allow the deception that your ministry is more
important than your marriage.

·

When you as the priest and head of your family refuse to
accept the responsibility for your marriage that is failing or
that has failed, please you need to repent.

·

If Adam, Abraham and Job kept their wives and marriages
despite the fact that they caused them pains, then you have
no reason for not keeping your wife and your marriage
together.

·

It might be a lie when you think that your marriage to your
spouse is a mistake, and life will be better after divorce and
then re-marrying.

When your desire for success in ministry robs you of your
fellowship with the Lord and your family, please you need
to repent.

·

Your church/ministry should not be more important to you
than your relationship with the Lord and your family.

·

Do not treat your family especially your spouse as your
enemy and the obstacle of the progress of your ministry.

·

If God forgives us all our sins daily why can't we forgive our
spouses and make our marriages to work?

·

Do not sacrifice your marriage for the success of your
ministry or career.

·

We should stop acting as if we do not know the weight of
the distress and evil that divorce causes us, the name of the
family, our children, those close to us and the body of Christ.
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·

·

Where is the Spirit of God when we stand before the
unrighteous judge in the court to divorce our spouse? Has
God changed His mind about the believers going before the
unrighteous judge for judgment?

must go through Gethsemane (a place where your soul is
exceedingly sorrowful) like Jesus Christ, before you can be
crowned and enjoy the glory of your marriage.
·

God is glorified when you begin to understand that the
pains, stress and frustration in your marriage might be
God's own way of bringing an end to “self” in you.
Remember “self” is your biggest enemy.

·

God smiles when we reconcile our differences and live
happily with our spouse after every disagreement and
quarrel.

·

God rejoices when we no longer focus on the mistakes,
weaknesses and failures of our spouses instead, we focus
on our strength and how to encourage each other.
Remember that God does not focus on our failures, but He
focuses on our strength, potentials and abilities.

·

God cuddles us when we do not pay our spouses evil for evil
and seek vengeance for ourselves, but we give love for
hatred and good for evil.

·

God's glory rests upon us when our pains and tears draw us
closer to Him and we do not go about seeking wisdom,
counsel, solution and help outside God to solve our marital
problems and conflicts.

The moment we think that divorce is a solution; we really
and truly must re-examine our hearts if we are not getting
something wrong.

What Pleases God
·

·

·

When we agree that we are wrong and guilty, when in the
real sense we are not, we simply give God the platform to
minister grace and love to our spouse. This is what Jesus
Christ did for us.
You bring God real worship and honour when you agree
that the trials, pains and frustrations you are going through
in your marriage is a “light affliction and is for a moment
and is working for you a far more exceeding and eternal
weight of glory” 1Cor. 4:17
God is exalted when you “glory in tribulations” Rom. 5:3-5
and stop complaining, murmuring and seeking vengeance,
and against all odds refuse to give up on your marriage.
·God is pleased when you understand that your marriage
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·

God celebrates us when we begin to see the situations and
challenges in our lives, marriages and ministries from God's
perspective and understand what God is accomplishing in
us, thereby we stop seeing the devil and pointing accusing
fingers at our spouse.

A Word for Women in the Ministry
·Every woman who is called by God to the ministry should

please understand that her calling is first to her husband and
family. She is a help-mate, that is, someone that is called along
to help her husband succeed in his divine assignment. Her
success is in her husband's success.
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ministry to her husband and family first.

·

She should be committed, faithful and fruitful in her

·

She should understand that her ministry to the people of
God is not more important than her ministry to her
husband and family.

·

The work of the ministry must not be a reason why the
home will be torn apart. Do not allow your desire to fulfil
your ministry become the reason why your marriage and
family life will fail. If it happens, it shows that ambition and
pride call you to ministry and not God. Remember that God
is not the author of confusion.

BOOK TWO
GOD'S PURPOSE FOR MARRIAGE DEFINED
CHAPTER EIGHT
GOD'S PURPOSE FOR MARRIAGE

Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and
honour and power: For thou hast created all
things, and for thy pleasure they are and were
created - Rev. 4:11 KJV.
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There is no believer that should be ignorant of the fact that
God created everything - the visible and invisible for His
pleasure. Everything was created by God for His delight. The
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works of His hand brings joy to His heart. The scripture says
that God saw everything that He made was good.

Understanding the New Covenant Marriage
The new covenant marriage is built on the unconditional love
of God and His grace. This is different from the old covenant
marriage that was built on the law and obedience.
In the old covenant, God's acceptance of the Israelites was
based on how well they obeyed Him. They were loved and
accepted by God as long as they obey all the laws and
commandments. Interestingly, they could not obey all the
laws and commandments because it was impossible for them.
This means they were not love and accepted unconditionally
by God.
Under the dispensation of the new covenant the covenant of
love - the Father loves and accepts us because of the sacrifice
of Jesus. Our acceptance by the Father is not based on our
works and obedience, but on Jesus' obedience. It is upon this
understanding that the new covenant marriage is built.
The new covenant marriage is a platform for couples to love
and accept each other unconditionally in accordance with
Jesus' love and acceptance of us. Your acceptance of your
spouse should not be based on how well your spouse behaves
or obeys you. Conditions should not be attached to your love
or submission to your spouse. When conditions are attached,
the marriage becomes burdensome and demand-based
relationship. And this brings you under the law of the old
covenant while living under the dispensation of grace this can
be very frustrating as it robs you of the privilege of enjoying
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your freedom in Christ Jesus - 2Cor. 3:17.
Why should our marriages be full of laws, commandments
decrees, statutes and bondage under the dispensation of
grace? It’s not an exaggeration that some of of the Christian's
marriages are full of bondage, intimidation, oppression,
judgement and condemnation because we use the written
word of God as laws, commandments and decrees to enslave
and imprison ourselves. Because of this attitude of
misapplying the word of God and over-spiritualizing issues,
some couples are in bondage in their own homes. What brings
bondage is the law, but with grace comes acceptance,
freedom and breakthrough.
What we need in our relationships and marriages is the
administration of the unconditional love of God and His grace,
and not the law and commandments that binds, enslaves and
imprisons us.
Some unbelievers enjoy certain degree of freedom,
understanding, friendliness and expression of emotion in their
marriages than many Christians. Over 50% of marriages in the
body of Christ are dysfunctional or not operating at their best
because they are driven by law, decrees and traditional
beliefs, instead of the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Traditional and cultural beliefs hinder the manifestation and
benefits of this grace in our relationships and marriages.
Appropriating the benefits of grace, that is, the death, burial
and resurrection of Jesus Christ is not a problem for most
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Christians, but there is a problem when it comes to
appropriating this same grace to build a marriage-of-grace.
The same way you desire a life-of-grace so also you should
desire a marriage-of-grace.
If you really want to know what it takes to enjoy your
marriage, I will tell you, please take out the laws and decrees
and commandments from your relationship with your spouse
and in your home. Allow the grace of Jesus Christ to work
unhindered in your home. Put away condition-based and
demand-based relationship with your spouse and embrace
grace-driven relationship. Accept your spouse and children by
grace, and not by conditions.
Going Beyond the Outer Court (Surface)
We need to go beyond the outer court of marriage into the
Holy of Holies of it. There is a journey from the Outer Court
to the Holy Place and then the Most Holy Place, where we
meet with God face to face. The Outer Court, Holy Place and
Most Holy Place are all dimensions in marriage. Marriage in
the Outer Court is not as sweet and blissful as marriage in
the Holy Place, while the marriage in the Most Holy Place
is the sweetest of all. There is progression in our marital
journey from the Outer Court to the Most Holy Place. My
dear reader, I want to believe that you know that God's
revelation is progressive. The revelation of God takes us
progressively from the Outer Court to the Most Holy Place,
where we behold His glory.
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The journey we start at the Outer Court takes us to the Most
Holy Place, where we see God as He is. God does not want us to
end our ministry at the Outer Court. The ministry that kicks off
at the Outer Court must go on to the Most Holy Place. Likewise
marriage, it starts at the Outer Court and takes us into the Most
Holy Place - where couples live as one in the light of the
revelation of Christ. You can ask yourself now, where am I in the
spiritual journey of my marriage?
Marriage in the Outer Court
The Outer Court and Holy Place are realms where couples
minister to one another while the Most Holy Place is where we
minister to God. The Outer Court is the realm of self and sin
consciousness, where couples do everything based on their
five senses to prove to each other that they are in love. It is
the realm where we apologise to each other for every
mistake. We apologise as many times as possible in a day to
each other for mistakes made just to keep the marriage.
Sometimes some women even apologise when there is nothing
to apologise for just to make the man feel that he is the real
man. Every misunderstanding must be settled by apology.
Without apology the fight will continue. Couples in this realm
are regarded as novices and children in the understanding of
the things of God.

Then the Holy Place is where a couple begins to understand
God's purpose for them and the marriage. They are beginning
to understand God's order and government, and submitting to
each other in the fear of the Lord. They are working on loving
and accepting each other unconditionally. They are no longer
giving room for unforgiveness, offence and bitterness. Couples
are happy and enjoy each other's company. But they are not
there yet. Where? The ultimate destination. They are on the
right track to locating the ultimate purpose of God for the
union. They have to continue the journey to where they come
to the end of self, that is, it is no longer about them but God.
Marriage in the Most Holy Place
In the Most Holy Place, it is all about God. God takes the focus
and devotion. We behold His face. God becomes our business.
We want to honor Him in the marriage. The quarrel and fight
over headship and submission is not found here. It is no
longer about you and what your spouse has done to you or
doing to you. Yes! You no longer react to him or her, but you
respond to God and His proceeding word. When your spouse
gives hate, you give love. When he or she gives offence, you
give forgiveness. Halleluyah to the Lamb of God upon the
throne of our hearts! Set your heart on pilgrimage. Set your
heart on attaining this realm in your marriage. This is the
dimension of life. Many of us are far from this dimension in

Marriage in the Holy Place
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our marriages. We are still at the Outer Court or Holy Place
where we minister to each other daily and quarrel over
trivial issues that make our flesh feel good and happy.
We are consumed with the passion of ministering to each other
and not the Lord who sits on the throne of our heart. In your
marriage when you come into this dimension of life, you have
conquered hate, unforgiveness, bitterness and anything that
leads to death. There is no more room for curse and divorce.
You only operate in the dimension of love and life. You give life
where there is death. You give healing where there is pain and
hurt. And you give love where there is hate.
God's Vision for Marriage
And He showed me a pure river of water of life,
clear as crystal, proceeding from the throne of
God and of the Lamb.
In the middle of its street, and on either side of
the river, was the tree of life, which bore
twelve fruits, each tree yielding its fruit every
month. The leaves of the tree were for the
healing of the nations.
And there shall be no more curse, but the
throne of God and of the Lamb shall be in it,
and His servants shall serve Him.
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THIS THING CALLED SEX AND ITS PURPOSE
They shall see His face, and His name shall be
on their foreheads
There shall be no night there: They need no
lamp nor light of the sun, for the Lord God
gives them light. And they shall reign forever
and ever - Rev. 22:1-5.

The above verses help us to understand the kind of marriage
God desires in His kingdom on earth. God wants marriages
where His life is pure and uncontaminated. And there is a
continuous flow of the pure life of God from the throne of our
hearts that brings about healing of the nations. Marriages that
will not permit curses or anything that will bring about curse
on earth. The throne of God and of the Lamb is established in
it. It is God's home of authority and presence where the
couples and the children behold the face of God. There is a
revelation of His face and nature. The name of God which is His
character and nature are upon their foreheads. God is their
light and they reign to make God known. The marriage is the
lighthouse of God.

CHAPTER NINE
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Sexual Intercourse is good, but it's not an end in itself.
Sex has been one of the major reasons why many marriages
have suffered set-backs and failed. In a study of four thousand
marriages, which spanned over twelve years, the researchers
discovered that the number one reason most marriages broke
up is sex. This is so because, the purpose of sex has either been
neglected or unknown by those who allow it to destroy their
union. When we become sex-driven instead of the purpose
for it, then problems that will arise as a result of it can be
difficult to resolve.
The scripture is there to help us to know the truth that we
cannot get from the pages of the newspapers, magazines and
television. The scripture tells us clearly that God gave Jesus to
die for us for a purpose.
It was because God had a need of us that He gave Jesus to die
on the cross for us so that He could have us. God sowed Jesus
as a seed to harvest us. God did not give His begotten son for
the fun of it. This principle has not changed. God gives you a
wife or husband to meet His need and not your need for
sex, children and companionship. It is only in meeting His
need that you find fulfilment. You will not find sincere and
absolute fulfilment by meeting your needs, but by meeting His
need. You have to uncover the need of God for your marriage.
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It does not matter what level of excitement you have in your
marriage right now, it can become sour, if you do not engage
yourself with the purpose of God for your marriage. Again,
it is when we set our hearts to meet God's need for creating
marriage that our own needs will be met. Basically our needs
are not farfetched. They are obvious and well known. Every
couple wants to have enjoyable and satisfying sexual life, good
companionship and children to show for the marriage.
Marriage is good and sexual intercourse is wonderful. Sexual
intercourse is for those who are married. It is a wonderful gift
from God. It's a world of unlimited pleasure, ecstasy and
unexplainable feelings. It is a “world of wonders.” It is
therapeutic; it relaxes and cures minor aches and pains. At
orgasm the body experiences a release of a chemical
substance known as Endorphins, with the aid of a hormone
called Oxytocin. This chemical substance calms pains like
headache, migraines and arthritis. It decreases stress, anxiety,
depression and helps to overcome insomnia and incidences of
mental illness. It revitalizes and energizes the body. It can
therefore be one of the reasons for good health.

height of that world and should not have any reason for not
enjoying the world. Even if the world around you is sticky and
unbearable please don't allow that “wonderful world” created
specially by God for you and your spouse to be boring and
lifeless.
In his book 'Sexual Response & Marriage', Isaac E. Diji wrote:
“For sex life to be effective it requires effort, right attitude,
attention and affection. The most important tool is the brain.
Even a very religious or a pious looking man turns into another
man when sex is in action.”
Scientifically, it takes a process, which can be staged into four
parts:
· The excitement phase (ready mode)
· Penetration and peak phase.
· Orgasmic, loss of control phase
· Resolution phase

As good and wonderful sexual intercourse is, we should not
focus on it as the ultimate purpose for marriage. God created
sexual intercourse for our pleasure so we can explore it
within the confines of the marriage and to help us to catch
a glimpse of what oneness with God is. Every couple should
spend time to navigate the length and breath, depth and

Couples should seek help from the Lord and counselors when
they are not enjoying their sexual life. The woman should not
be too busy or tired to satisfy her husband's sexual appetite; on
the other hand, the man should spend time to understand his
wife sexuality. The mind of the man thinks, imagines and
dreams of sex while the woman's mind is preoccupied with
thoughts, imaginations and dreams of romance. Man is
sex-driven, while the woman is romance-driven. Once a
woman feels loved and cherished, she can go to any length to
please the man; the man behaves the same way too. Once he
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feels respected and satisfied sexually, he can also do the
unimaginable for the woman. The woman wants to be admired,
cherished and loved, and there is nothing wrong with this
because she is created and wired by God that way. She talks,
dresses, walks and acts the way she does to communicate her
desires to be admired and loved and to love someone. The
husband wonders why the wife keeps asking for more
attention and love while the wife marvels why all that the
husband wants is respect and sex.

Creator, God and His written word does not empower or
permit you to treat your wife as a sex-toy that you use to satisfy
your sexual desire. Let's face it, some men do treat their wives
as sex-toy. They only cherish and speak nicely to their wives
when they have need of their body and sex. Your wife is not a
sex-toy without life that you bought at the shopping mall
for your sexual pleasure. She is a human being with great
emotions that must not be crushed or ignored. A woman
feels being used or abused when the husband ignores or is
careless about her feelings or emotions; though she
satisfies him sexually. Sex is meant to be enjoyed by both
couples, but it is imbalance if it is enjoyed by the man only. A
situation whereby a woman only have sex to please the
husband is not healthy for the woman - something must be
wrong and it should be addressed.

Couples should spend time together to talk about sex and their
sexual temptation. There is no doubt that men are more
tempted sexually than women. Men are naturally moved by
what they see; of course, there is more than enough for our
eyes to see and be moved emotionally and sexually. This is why
we get into emotional trouble with the good looks of a lady.
Ladies dress to look good and to be admired, but also for the
men and that includes your husband. The pornography,
magazines and sexual images are all over the place to entice
and captivate the soul of men. We are tempted sexually more
than our wives can imagine. But we keep our lips and mouth
closed because we are afraid and ashamed to be called names.
Let's talk about it so that we can be set free from sexual images
and pictures in our mind. Sometimes we are driven by these
images to have sex with our wives and they can be more real to
us during sex than our wives.
Man, please do not see your wife as a sex-toy. Of course, this
can happen without you making up your mind to do so. Your

Sometimes, men do not bother that their wives do not enjoy
sexual intercourse with them, and instead of finding out what
is responsible, we pretend as if nothing is wrong or even make
trouble out of it. How do you expect a woman with wounded
emotion or with bleeding heart to enjoy sex with her husband,
especially if the husband is responsible for her hurt? Until the
root of her problem is dealt with, she will definitely find it hard
to enjoy sex with her husband. I did not say she will not have
sex with her husband, but she will not be actively and
passionately involved.
When your desire to have sex with your wife does not come
naturally or it is not borne out of your love for her, but a
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reaction to an erotic film that you have watched or because you
see her as a sex-toy, it is improper and abusive. In this kind of
scenario, sexual intercourse takes place only when the
husband is suddenly aroused sexually. In other words, there is
no time for romance that thrills the woman.
What a Blissful World
I am glad that God created this “blissful world” for those who
are married. But we must not forget that God has a purpose in
mind for creating marriage. Our focus must not be on how to
explore the blissful world only, but on knowing the purpose for
the marriage. The blissful world is just a by-product of the real
thing. It is not an end of itself, but it helps us to achieve the end.
If you spend all your marital-life enjoying this blissful world
and never got to know and fulfil the purpose of God for the
marriage that brought about the wonderful world, you have
missed the mark. If we focus on good sexual fulfilment and
achieve it without fulfiling God's eternal purpose for the
marriage, it will not be a good report for heaven. Therefore,
it is a mistake for a Christian couple to separate and break up
the marriage because of unfulfiled sexual needs on the part of
the man or woman; this should not be so.
Practically speaking, sexual intercourse is not the real thing,
but God's eternal purpose for the union. For instance, if your
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spouse that has been very active sexually suddenly became
inactive and unable to satisfy you again, what will you do? Will
you find a mistress or mister to keep yourself alive sexually?
What will you do with your sexual appetite? Will you start
satisfying your sexual appetite somewhere? What about your
love and attention? Will you withdraw the love from her or him
and give it to someone else who can satisfy you sexually?
Yes, sex is the focus of most of us. If it is the reason that we came
together as husband and wife, it might be the same reason why
we will quarrel and separate. If sexual intercourse brings us
into marriage, it will also take us out of it. In other words, if
it's the real factor instead of God's purpose, honestly, when it is
no longer there as it used to be then there will be problems and
adulteries.
An 80 year old woman once delivered a talk on sex to married
couples. She made it explicitly clear that, there is always a
purpose for everything. And the purpose of one's marriage will
determine the outcome if it will last or not.
Purpose Defined
Everything on earth given to us by God for our pleasure is
to paint a picture of what exists in the dimension of the
spirit. In other words, the natural should paint a picture of the
spiritual for us. The visible attributes give a message of the
invisible attributes.
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For since the creation of the world His invisible
attributes are clearly seen, being understood by
the things that are made even His eternal power
and Godhead, so that they are without excuse Rom. 1:20.
Our challenge is that we believe in the natural more than the
spiritual. We settle for the natural instead of finding out what
they represent spiritually. Obviously, as it is today, we see
marriage as a thing that God put together for us to enjoy the
benefits while being unmindful of the purpose. We look
forward to be married and we get married to meet the need of
sex, companionship and children.
The question comes again, are sex, children and
companionship the ultimate reasons for marriage? Is it possible
for these physical things to have spiritual connotation or
meaning?
If we take a closer look at the scripture in the book of Ephesians
chapter five, we will find out that the relationship that exists
between a man (husband) and the woman (wife) in the physical
is a genuine picture of what exist between Christ and the church
in the spirit. In other words, marriage paints the best picture of
the relationship between Christ and the church.
The True Message about Sexual Intercourse
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Again I say, sex is good and it's a blissful world of some
unexplainable happenings. As dramatic, pleasurable,
therapeutic, rejuvenating, restoring and healing as it is, it is still
not the ultimate. Just as marriage in itself is not an end, but a
means to appreciate and attain the end, so also sex is not
the end.
Sexual intercourse between husband and wife is a true picture
of divine intercourse between Christ and the church. The same
way you navigate the blissful world of sexual intercourse and
get lost in the ecstasy of the moment and start pouring out
your heart to your spouse, so also, God wants to have a time of
communion with you in the Most Holy Place so that He can
pour Himself into you.
Is it not amazing how couples go into their closet (the quiet
place) and shut the door against distraction and every other
person during sexual intercourse? This is what God desires too.
He wants you to shut the door against every other person and
things that distract to be with Him for divine intercourse. It is all
alone with God. Please do not focus on enjoying sexual
intercourse only, but also focus on enjoying divine intercourse
with God.
Sexual intercourse is planned by God to help us to
understand as couples our calling into 'oneness' with God
in the Most Holy Place. Sexual intercourse is to decode a
message of what it means to be one with God (oneness) in the
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Holy of Holies. God wants you to know the joy of being 'one
with Him' in the Most Holy Place through sexual intercourse
with your spouse. If sex does not remind couples of the
divine intercourse that they should have with God, then
they miss the purpose of sex.
Not until, we comprehend sex as a spiritual thing and not
something that is physical, we will not be able to walk in the
reality of what takes place during sexual intercourse. During
sexual intercourse the spirit of a man and woman meet up,
connect and flow into each other. At that point, there is a
release and transfer of what is in the spirit of (especially) the
male into the female. If what is in him is evil and demonic, it will
automatically be transferred into the woman's spirit. But in a
case where the female has some demonic powers, she can
overpower the spirit of the man and demonise him. So, sex is a
spirit-to-spirit (soul-tie) bond. It is the spirit of a man and the
spirit of a woman coming into contact to exchange what they
have.
This helps us to appreciate the reason why some occults use
sexual intercourse as a weapon to spread evil and become
stronger in their wickedness. Some occultists take delight in
having sex with ladies (both married and unmarried) for the
purpose of demonising them and transferring what is in them
into their victims; thereby satisfying the satanic powers that are
at work in them.
Now, during sexual intercourse between husband and wife, the
spirit of the man connects with the spirit of his wife, and there is
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an interaction and release of unseen force that knits their
hearts together to live as one.
This whole explanation is to help us to understand why we
must keep our body from illicit sex until we are married and to
be faithful to our spouse; and also to understand how God,
who is Spirit overshadows our spirits and pours Himself into us.
At divine intercourse (communion) God pours Himself into you
and impregnates the womb of your spirit (1Pt. 1:13). This is the
process of reproducing God's image and likeness on earth.
Sex should help us to know the joy of being joined to the Lord
and being with Him in the Most Holy Place all alone.
Unfortunately, most couples do not know this experience.

CHAPTER TEN
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TO REVEAL THE UNBREAKABLE UNION THAT EXISTS
BETWEEN CHRIST AND THE CHURCH

But he who is joined to the Lord is one spirit
with Him - 1Cor. 6:17.
The ultimate goal of the Father is to make us completely one
with Him, though this has been done, but our consciousness
has not been able to enter into it.
It will be difficult for any man to understand what
marriage is if he does not understand the unbreakable
union that exists between Christ and the church. There is a
relationship that exists between Christ and the church that is
far beyond human comprehension. This relationship came into
manifestation when Christ shed his precious blood on the
cross of Calvary and died and resurrected on the third day. It
was not initiated by man but God. Man was not even consulted
before it was established. It was the sovereign act of God that
gave birth to it.
The death, burial and resurrection of Jesus Christ brought us
into oneness with Him. He died to make us one with Him. He
did not bring us to Himself to make us some little robots that
He can use, but to make us partakers of His nature. We are
bone of His bone and flesh of His flesh. When Jesus died on the
cross and went into the Most Holy Place to offer His own blood
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as sacrifice on the Mercy Seat, it was there and then that we
were joined to Him by the Father. When the Father accepted
the blood of sacrifice from Him, He accepted us too. In other
words, we were in the Most Holy Place with Christ (Eph. 2:4-6).
Again, it was then and there, that we were joined together as
one and the Father spoke, “what God has joined together no
man can put asunder.” Therefore we are inseparable. We are
one indeed.

of Him is true of us. What is His true nature is our true nature.
He is our cause, we are His effect.
Or do you not know that he who is joined to a
harlot is with one body with her? For “the two,”
He says” shall become one flesh”
But he who is joined to the Lord is one spirit
with Him - 1Cor. 6:16-17.

We are partakers of Christ. We have His nature.
For we have become partakers of Christ if we
hold the beginning of our confidence
steadfast to the end - Heb. 3:14.

I have been crucified with Christ, it is no longer
I who live, but Christ lives in me; and the life
which I now live in the flesh I live by the faith in
the Son of God, who loved me and gave
Himself for me - Gal. 2:20.

We are partakers of the Holy Ghost too.
For it is impossible for those who were once
enlightened, and have tasted the heavenly
gift, and have become partakers of the Holy
Spirit - Heb. 6:4.

For as many of you as were baptized into Christ
have put on Christ - Gal. 3:27.
For “who has known the mind of the LORD that
he may instruct Him?” But we have the mind
(understanding) of Christ - 1Cor. 2:16.

We are partakers of His divine nature - 2Pt. 1:4.
We are the righteousness of God in Christ.
We are one with Christ. We have all that He has. We are in the
same company of the I AM with Him. We are now co-partners
in the I AM Company. You are Him. You have His nature, mind,
power and wisdom. You are all that Christ is now. What is true

For He made Him who knew no sin to be sin for
us, that we might become the righteousness of
God in Him - 2Cor. 5:21.
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For in Him dwells all the fullness of the God
head bodily;
And you are complete in Him, who is the head
of all principality and power - Col. 2:9, 10.
Beloved, now we are children of God, and it
has not been revealed what we shall be, but
we know that when He is revealed, we shall be
like Him, for we shall see Him as He is
And everyone who has this hope in Him
purifies himself, just as He is pure - 1 John 3: 2,
3.
Love has been perfected among us in this that
we may have boldness in the day of judgment;
because as He is, so are we in this world
- 1 John
4:17.
From the above scriptures you can see clearly that you are not
separated from Christ and you are joined to Him. You can
boldly declare “all that Christ is, I am right now.” You are not
going to become some day, but you are already.
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The life of Christ is your life and you do not have a life of your
own any longer, because you died with Him and rose with Him.
When Christ who is our life appears then you
also will appear with Him in glory - Col. 3:4.
But God, who is rich in mercy because of His
great love with which He loved us.
Even when we were dead in trespasses, made
us alive together with Christ. (by grace you
have been saved)
And raised us up together, and made us sit
together in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus
- Eph. 2: 4-6.
Can you see that the whole process of Jesus Christ death, burial
and resurrection was not done without us? Our oneness with
Christ is too deep to be comprehended by the human mind,
therefore it should be understood spiritually. The mind has
not been able to grasp fully how inseparable we are with
Christ. We are yet to find words to capture what exists
between Christ and the church. At the moment we still
struggle to come into the understanding of the
unbreakable union we have with Christ. Are we really
married to Christ? Yes! Is our relationship with Him
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unbreakable? Yes!
There is nothing that can separate us from the undying love He
has for us. We cannot be separated from Christ because we
are married to Him by blood (covenant). The blood is the
bride price He paid to marry us (… the church of God which He
purchased with His own blood - Acts 20:28. For you were bought
at a price…1Cor. 6:20, 7:23). He initiated the blood covenant
and brought us into it. Christ has loved and accepted us
despite our weaknesses. We are bone of His bone and flesh of
His flesh. We are inseparable. What God has joined together no
man can put asunder.
For we are members of His body, of His flesh
and of His bones - Eph. 5:30.
And if children, then heirs - heirs of God and
joint heirs with Christ, if indeed we suffer with
Him, that we may also be glorified together Rom. 8:17.
“My sheep hear my voice, and I know them,
and They follow Me.
“And I give them eternal life, and they shall
never perish; neither shall anyone snatch
them out of my hand.
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“My Father, who has given them to Me, is
greater than all; and no one is able to snatch
them out of My Father's hand - John 10:27-29.
Nothing can separate us from the love of Christ. Christ has
decided to love us because He wants to love us. We did not
ask Him to die for us when He did, but love made Him to
die for us. The love of Christ is too strong for anything whatever that it is called - to be able to pluck us away from the
hand of God.
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ?
Shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or
famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword?
As it is written: For Your sake we are killed all
day long; we are accounted as sheep for the
slaughter.”
Yet in all these things we are more than
conquerors through Him who loved us
For I am persuaded that neither death nor life,
nor angels nor principalities nor powers, nor
things present nor things to come,
Nor height nor depth, nor any other created
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thing, shall be able to separate us from the
love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord Rom. 8:35-39.
Our inability to walk in the consciousness of our oneness
with Christ makes us to define who we are by our conducts
and weaknesses. We define who we are by the things we
do well and the things we do not do well. We feel that the
Father accepts us based on our conducts. We think our
acceptance by the Father is based on religious activities,
conducts and performance. We do not realise that it is the
unconditional love of God that made God to send Jesus Christ
to die for us while we were yet sinners - the enemies of God.
We have an unbreakable union with Christ that is based on the
unconditional love of God and not conditions and conducts.

us His own. If the sacrifice of Jesus Christ and what took place
in the Most Holy Place when He presented His blood sacrifice
can be nullified, it is only then that we can be divorced. I am
persuaded.
My little children, these things I write to you, so that
you may not sin. And if anyone sins, we have an
Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous.
And He Himself is the propitiation for our sins, and
not for ours only but also for the whole world
- 1 John 2:1, 2.
Accurately, Paul the apostle captured this relationship that we
have with Christ by using the relationship that exists between
husband and wife to unveil it.

Guaranteed Relationship
What exists between Christ and the church is real and tangible,
and it empowers and transforms. The relationship is void of
oppression, intimidation, abuse, condemnation and
judgment. It is a relationship that offers assurance, acceptance
and security. You don't labour or beg for it, but you just receive
it. Because you are already accepted in the beloved.
Christ has not made plans to divorce us when we fail and
disappoint Him, but He corrects and brings us to Himself.
Even when we miss the mark, He forgives us and still calls
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Wives, submit to your own husbands as to the
Lord.
For the husband is the head of the wife, as also
Christ is the head of the church; and He is the
Savior of the body.
Therefore just as the church is subject to Christ,
so let the wives be subject to their own
husbands in everything.
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Husbands love your wives, just as Christ also
loved the church and gave Himself for her that
He might sanctify and cleanse her with the
washing of water by the word that He might
present her to Himself a glorious church, not
having spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but
that she should be holy and without blemish
So husbands ought to love their own wives as
their own bodies; he who loves his wife loves
himself
For no one ever hated his own flesh, but
nourishes and cherishes it, just as the Lord
does the church
For we are members of His body, of His flesh
and of His bones.
“For this reason a man shall leave his father
and mother and be joined to his wife, and the
two shall become one flesh.”
This is a great mystery, but I speak concerning
Christ and the church

wife see that she respects her husband - Eph. 5:
22-33.
What a pictographic message of what marriage is for us here
to see!
Marriage is the best picture God painted for us to
demonstrate the union that exists between Christ and the
church. If anyone can comprehend the mystery of marriage,
that individual will also be able to understand the relationship
the believers have with the Lord.
God who is perfect in wisdom decided to use what we can see
to speak to us about what we cannot see - Christ's relationship
with the church. Naturally speaking, the things we can see
make sense to us more than the things we cannot see, in other
words we relate to the visible more than the invisible.
God knew that we will understand better and quicker the
union between Christ and the church through the marriage
between a man and woman. It is right to say that God
instituted marriage to bring us understanding of the
unbreakable union that exists between Christ and the church.

Nevertheless let each one of you in particular
so love his own wife as himself, and let the

The man who is the husband represents Christ while the
woman who is the wife represents the church. In another light,
the man is the spirit while the woman is the soul that Paul
wrote about in 1Tim. 2:11-14, 1Cor. 14:34, 35, and Peter also
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wrote about this in 1Peter 3:1. Paul instructed the church that
the women should be silent and should not teach in the church.
Prophetically, Paul meant that the church should not permit
teachings from the soul and the soul should be subjected to the
spirit. Adam was the spirit while Eve was the soul that was
deceived. The sin of Adam was that he listened to and followed
his soul instead of his spirit. God does not want us to operate
from the soul, but from the spirit. This is why every soul
(woman) must align properly with the spirit (man). Also, we
must align properly with God who is the Father of all spirits.
The picture of the relationship between husband and wife helps
us to understand the relationship between Christ and the
church. If we can see and understand the relationship
between Christ and the church, we can understand how the
Father wants our union as husband and wife to be. This we
can do by knowing how much Christ loves and cares for the
church and His expectations of the church.

This is the prayer that Paul the apostle prayed for the
Ephesians.
For this reason I bow my knees to the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, from whom the whole
family in heaven and earth is named,
That He would grant you, according to the
riches of His glory, to be strengthened with
might through His Spirit in the inner man,
That Christ may dwell in your hearts through
faith; that you, being rooted and grounded in
love,
May be able to comprehend with all the saints
what is the width and length and depth and
height

There is no doubt that many believers have not understood
how much the Father loves them. Because they do not
understand, they try to earn His love through their works and
religious activities. They focus on how they can prove to Him
that they love Him, when they have not been able to
understand how much they are loved by Him. I believe that
the greatest breakthrough you can have in life as a believer
is to know and understand that the Father loves you
unconditionally no matter what.

Paul also wrote to the Corinthians that nothing can ever
separate us from the love of Christ. I found the scriptures
below particularly interesting because they reassure me of the
unconditional love of God and how much God values me. I am
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To know the love of Christ which passes
knowledge; that you may be filled with all the
fullness of God - Eph. 3:14-19.
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secured in His love for me.
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ?
Shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or
famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword?
As it is written: “For Your sake we are killed all
day long; we are accounted as sheep for the
slaughter.”
Yet in all these things we are more than
conquerors Through Him who loved us
For I am persuaded that neither death nor life,
nor angels Nor principalities nor powers, nor
things present nor things to come nor height
created thing, nor depth, nor any other
created thing, shall be able to separate us
from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus
our Lord. Rom. 8:35-39.

Us
The marriage between Christ and the church has become a
mirror for our marriages. It is the model and standard. The
same way Christ demonstrates his unconditional love for
us daily so also the man should demonstrates his love for
his wife daily. Just as it is with our relationship with Christ,
so also it should be with our relationship with our spouses.
Christ does not accept us based on our conduct, condition or
performance, but He accepts us unconditionally. He has not
made room to accuse and condemn us so spouses should not
be accusing and condemning each other. He is always
encouraging and strengthening us even when we are not
doing well enough. He does not focus on our weaknesses,
mistakes and failures, but He focuses on our strength. Spouses
should learn to focus on each other's strength.

This is how much God loves us. Unfortunately the reality of this
love has not dawned on our consciousness. If only we know and
can accept God's love for us, it will affect our lifestyle, marriages
and relationships positively.

Christ and His Church Union is the Standard and Mirror for
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When we stumble and fall, He picks us up and cleanses us. He
does not leave us there. Couples should learn to give a helping
and healing hand when any one stumbles and falls. He does
not expose our sins to others so do not tell the world the sins of
your spouse. He does not compare you to another person
because He knows you by your name, abilities, strength,
weaknesses, etc.
Husband and wife should accept that they are one indeed just
as we are one indeed with Christ. However, if you do not accept
that you are one with your spouse, it’s because you have not
accepted your oneness with Christ. Though we disagree,
quarrel and even feel like giving up on the union does not
negate the fact that the union is unbreakable. It is forever.
We have been joined together
Just the same way you cannot separate Christ from me so also
you cannot separate my wife from me. My spirit and the spirit
of my wife have become one. And we cannot be separated. If
we come into this spiritual reality of our oneness as a couple, it
will affect everything about our marriages, relationships and
cause breakthroughs in our finances, health and other areas.
Let us read again 1Cor. 6:16-17 and Eph. 5:30-32
Or do you not know that he who is joined to a
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harlot is with one body with her? For “the two,”
He says” shall become one flesh”
But he who is joined to the Lord is one spirit
with Him - 1Cor. 6:16-17.
And also,

CHAPTER ELEVEN
REPRODUCING GOD'S IMAGE AND LIKENESS

For we are members of His body, of His flesh
and of His bones.
“For this reason a man shall leave his father
and mother and be joined to his wife, and the
two shall become one flesh.”
This is a great mystery, but I speak concerning
Christ and the church - Eph. 5:30-32.
The word “joined” is “proskollao” which means “to glue or
cement together, stick to, adhere to, join firmly. “Proskollao”
includes faithfulness, loyalty and permanency in relationships.

Then God blessed them, and God said to them,
“Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and
subdue it; have dominion over the fish of the
sea, over the birds of the air, and over every
living thing that moves on the earth.” Gen.
1:28.
The above scripture started with, “Then God blessed them.”
What does the written word of God mean by 'God blessed
them'? Does this mean that God gave them riches, wealth and
the good things of life, in agreement with the misleading
understanding of what it means to be blessed in today's
Christianity? When God blesses a man - He imparts Himself
upon that man. He pours Himself into the man and empowers
him to manifest His true nature to mankind. Or better still, He
empowers him to reproduce His image (nature) on earth.
God's command that they should 'be fruitful and multiply'
came after He blessed them. It was after He blessed them, He
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then commanded them to be fruitful and multiply in/with that
which He has blessed them with.
When Gen. 1:28 comes to mind, our desire should be to know
what God has blessed us with, and what we are supposed to be
fruitful in and multiply with. If we know what God has blessed
us with, then we will know what fruitfulness and multiplication
God expects.
Who is the man that God commanded to be fruitful and
multiply? Obviously, it is the man that God created in His
image and likeness in Gen. 1:26-27. Our fruitfulness and
multiplication is in God's image and likeness; and not in
materialism like we have been wrongly taught and believed.
Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our
image,
according to Our likeness; let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, over the
birds of the air, and over the cattle, over all the
earth and over every creeping thing that
creeps on the earth.”

Many Christians see being 'fruitful and multiply' only in the
tangible sense of the statement. Cleverly, they relate to the
scripture well when it comes to materialism, procreation, and
other tangible things. I want you, my dear reader, to understand
that this has to do with bearing fruit and multiplying the image
and likeness of God. Therefore, the focus in these verses is
simply fruitfulness and multiplication in the image and likeness
of God.
Fruitful 'Parah' to bear fruit. Fig bear; bring forth (fruit); be,
cause to be, make fruitful; grow; increase. To be fruitful is to
bear fruit.
I am glad that it is becoming clear to us that to be 'fruitful and
multiply' has to do with His 'image and likeness' that He created
man to be. It is regarding His 'image and likeness' that God said
man should be fruitful (bear fruit), multiply, fill the earth,
subdue it and have dominion as we read in Gen. 1: 28 “Then
God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and
multiply; fill the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the fish
of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every living thing that
moves on the earth.”

So God created man in His own image; in the
image of God He created him; male and
female He created them - Gen. 1:26-27.

A man without God's 'image and likeness' who receives this
verse according to his carnal mind, will only be fruitful and
multiply his carnality on the face of the earth. He may end up
having many children that he cannot cater for and sleepless
nights of endless prayer for financial prosperity. He could also
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get frustrated and bitter; even be angry with God for not
prospering him financially and materially. Again, concerning
being 'fruitful and multiply', God spoke in respect of His image
and likeness which is the true nature of every believer in Christ.
In other words, a believer should be full of love.
When we consider the word “fruit,” we see Gal. 5:22 drawing
our attention to the word. Fruit is basically of the Spirit
according to Gal. 5:22 that says… 'But the fruit of the Spirit is
love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, self-control. Against such there is no law.' See also
John. 15:1-4. So, the fruit here is love.
In John 15:1-17, Jesus spoke about abiding in Him as the secret
of bearing fruit. If you must bear fruit, you have to abide in
Christ. In verse 9-17, Jesus made it clear what it means to abide
in Him. He explained that, to abide in Him is to abide in His
love. It is important for us to know that this love is the “image
and likeness” of God.
“And we have known and believed that love that God has for us.
God is love, and he who abides in love abides in God, and God in
Him” 1 Jn. 4:16.

All the things created by God were commanded to reproduce
after their kind (nature). God blessed (empowered) them to
produce after their kind (nature) Gen. 1:11-12.
Then God said, “Let the earth bring forth grass,
the herb that yields seed, and the fruit tree
that yields fruit according to its kind, whose
seed is in itself, on the earth”; and it was so.
And the earth brought forth grass, the herb
that yields seed according to its kind, and the
tree that yields fruit, whose seed is in itself
according to its kind.
And God saw that it was good.
So, according to Gen. 1:28, man is to be fruitful after his kind
(nature). Now we know that the image and likeness of God is
love; which man is made of, it therefore means, that man is to
be fruitful in this nature, which is, love. Mango tree produces
mango fruit, guava tree produces guava fruit and man's fruit is
not man, but love because he is the image and likeness of God.
Man is to reproduce the image and likeness of God as He is.

To be full of love is to be full of God.
Creation Reproduces After Its Kind (Nature)
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We can paraphrase Gen. 1:28, by saying, “Man is to be fruitful
in the image and likeness of God, multiply with it, fill the earth
with it, subdue the earth with it and have dominion with and
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through it.”
This is our primary assignment as God's children. Through our
lives and marriages, God wants to produce offspring that are
His 'image and likeness.' Every couple in Christ should know
the weight of responsibility given to them by God to raise
their children as the image and likeness of God. Our
children should be different and they should not be like other
ungodly nations.
That our sons may be as plants grown up in
their youth; that our daughters may be as
corner stones, polished after the similitude of a
palace Psalm 144:12.
Without distraction, you have to work towards achieving this
vision of God to proliferate His image and likeness through
your life and marriage. The question before us is how can
children know or come into agreement with the image and
likeness of God when their parents are always at loggerheads,
having verbal conflict, physical assault and lacking the
understanding of God purpose for their marriage?
The Image and Likeness of God

Today, the need of creation is the image and likeness of God
that Adam failed to deliver to creation. He could not pass on to
creation what he received from God, but rather delivered
creation into the bondage of corruption. But God sent His Son
Jesus to deliver us from the bondage of corruption in order to
transform us to His image, because of His great love for us.
For whom He foreknew, He also predestined
to be conformed to the image of His Son, that
He might be the firstborn among many
brethren - Rom. 8:29.
The world wants to see the sons of God and their marriages
that have been conformed to Christ's image, and are the exact
expression of who He is. There is a cry and search by
creation to see the image and likeness of God walking on
the face of the earth. They want to see this truth in us and
in our marriages. Disappointedly, the 'image' of the fallen
man - the man of the earth - the first Adam - rules and
dominates our lives, marriages and homes; instead of the
'image' of Christ.
As we have borne the image of the man of
dust, we shall also bear the image of the
heavenly Man 1 Cor. 15:49.

For the earnest expectation of the creation
eagerly waits for the revealing of the sons of
God - Rom. 8:19.

The image (nature or character) of the man of the dust is what
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we put on and display in our homes most of the time. The
scripture paints a picture of what the nature of the fallen man
does.
Now the works of the flesh are evident, which
are: adultery, fornication, uncleanness,
l e w d n e s s , i d o l a t r y, so rc e r y, h a t re d ,
contentions, jealousies, outbursts of wrath,
selfish ambitions, dissensions, heresies, envy,
murders, drunkenness, revelries, and the
like…. Gal. 5:19-21.
Until we realise as believers that we have risen with Christ and
we have His nature, and no longer the nature of the man of the
dust, we will remain under the bondage of the Adamic and
carnal nature, which will not permit us to bear the image of
Christ - the fruit of the Spirit. And, without the fruit of the Spirit
in our lives, marriages and homes, there will be room for
offence, bitterness and revenge.
The image of the risen Christ is love, according to Gal. 5:22 and
Col. 3:12-14:
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
longsuffering, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. Against
such there is no law.
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Now, if we are clothed with these virtues, our lives and
marriages will be full of light that lightens the path of those
who are hopeless and frustrated about life and family life. With
these virtues in our lives and marriages, we will walk as the
light of the world; we will stand strong and shine in the midst of
a crooked generation that does not believe that Jesus Christ is
Lord. As the light of the world, our marriages will become the
source of light, hope and direction to those who are drowning
in the ocean of despondency and confusion.
Put on love and tender mercies, and allow them to shine in
your home, and you will see the difference. They attract, save,
heal and restore. They conquer evil and stop the wicked ones
and their works. They are indestructible.
Therefore, as the elect of God, holy and
beloved, put on tendermercies, kindness,
humility, meekness, longsuffering;
Bearing with one another, and forgiving one
another, if anyone has a complaint against
another; even as Christ forgave you, so you
also must do.
But above all these things put on love, which is
the bond of Perfection Col. 3:12-14.
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Christ has awakened us from the corruption in the first Adam.
We bear His heavenly image. We are heavenly by nature. We
are the image and likeness of God. So, we can reproduce His
image, if we truly believe that we are His image.
CHAPTER TWELVE
GIVING BIRTH TO THE INCORRUPTIBLE NATIONS
The heart-beat of the Father is to have holy and incorruptible
seeds that death has no power over them. There is one major
enemy of every creation of God, it is called death. Death came
as a result of the fall of the first Adam. Death reigns on earth
because there is corruption and defilement in man. Death
walks in us because of the seeds of death in us. Jesus Christ
came to destroy and defeat death and set us free from the
bondage of the fear of death. We can walk in the reality of what
Christ has done for us. We can deal with the seeds of
corruption that are responsible for death. There would be no
death if there are no seeds of corruption in us.
Christ came to start a new breed on the face of the earth. He
came to put an end to corruption in us. This is the corruption
that engulfed man as a result of the fall of the first Adam. He
came to raise holy nations that are free of the seeds of
corruption and anything that defiles - that leads to death.
These corruptible seeds in us that bring about death are hate,
bitterness, offence, unforgiveness, jealousy, oppression etc.
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What defiles a man or makes a man unclean is his internal
nature. The impurities are always within. Jesus said it is not
what you eat that defiles you.
There is nothing that enters a man from
outside which can defile him; but the things
which comes out of him, those are the things
that defile a man - Mark 7:15.
Do you not yet understand that whatever
enters the mouth goes into the stomach and is
eliminated?
“But those things which proceed our of the
mouth come from the heart, and they defile a
man.
For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts,
murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false
witness, blasphemies
These are the things that defile a man…Matt.
15:17-20.
The above scriptures have delivered to us the understanding
that a man can be internally corrupt or defiled, while he looks
very holy outwardly. This internal corruption has to do with a
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carnal nature that has not been exchanged with the nature of
Christ. People with the carnal nature of the fallen man will
automatically have seeds after that same nature of theirs.
People will definitely reproduce after their own kind. What is
holy begets holy, while corruption begets corruption.
Then God said, “Let the earth bring forth the
living creature according to its kind: cattle
and creeping things and beast of the earth,
each according to its kind”; and it was so.
And God made the beast of the earth
according to its kind, cattle according to its
kind, and everything that creeps on the earth
according to its kind. And God saw that it was
good - Gen. 1:24, 25.
Every creature that has the power to reproduce
will always reproduce after its kind. We will
always reproduce after our kind. The fallen Adam
reproduced according to his kind (fallen nature).
When Adam fell, the seed that came after him
were according to his fallen nature. The seeds
were products of his sinful nature. We also came
after his fallen nature.
Now Adam knew Eve his wife, and she
conceived and bore Cain, and said, “I have
acquired a man from the Lord.”
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Then she bore again, this time his brother Abel.
Now Abel was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was
a tiller of the ground - Gen. 4:1-2.

the likeness of God.
He created them male and female, and blessed
them and called them Mankind in the day they
were created.

Cain and Abel were seeds of corruption. Cain was corrupt to
the degree that he killed his own brother because of pride or
jealousy. This corrupt nature did not stop at Cain, but got to
Lamech who was the fifth generation from Cain. Lamech was
so defiled and insensitive that he could boast to his wives of
killing a young man for hurting him.

And Adam lived one hundred and thirty years,
and begot a Son in his own likeness, after his
image, and named him Seth - Gen 5:1-3.

Then Lamech said to is wives: Adah and Zillah,
hear my voice; wives of Lamech, listen to my
speech! For I have killed a man for wounding
me; even a young man for hurting me.

Concerning this issue of corruption, David said in Psalm 50:5
“behold, I was brought forth in iniquity, and in sin my mother
conceived me.” David knew what it means for corruption to
give birth to corruption.

If Cain shall be avenged sevenfold, then
Lamech seventy-sevenfold.” - Gen. 4:23-24.

God's Desire is to Eradicate Corruption

The Bible account clearly tells us that Adam had the third son,
Seth in his own likeness and after his image. It is in this order of
corruption and lawlessness that the people of the earth were
giving birth to their seeds. Holy nations will give birth to holy
nations, while corrupt nations will give birth to corrupt
nations.

The corruption - moral decay - that started on the face of the
earth via Adam, spread through Cain and Esau, and it was like a
wild fire in the days of Noah. God was displeased with the
nature of man and his perverted lifestyle. He decided to end
the corruption and to give birth to holy nations that would be
free of corruption and death.

This is the book of the genealogy of Adam. In
the day that God created man, He made him in

This is the genealogy of Noah. Noah was a just
man, perfect in his generations. Noah walked
with God
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show you
And Noah begot three sons: Shem, Ham and
Japheth.
The earth also was corrupt before God, and the
earth was filled with violence.

So God looked upon the earth, and indeed it
was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted their
way on the earth - Gen. 6:9-13.
God destroyed the earth with flood and gave birth to a new
earth where righteousness and peace reigned. Shortly after the
flood,
the corruption that God eradicated was reintroduced to the
earth as a result of the curse Noah placed on his son, Ham for
seeing his nakedness and mocking him - Gen. 9:18-27.

I will make you a great nation; I will bless you
and make your name great; and you shall be a
blessing.

I will bless those who bless you, and I will curse
him who curses you; and in you all the
families of the earth shall be blessed.”
- Gen. 12:1-4.
God gave him a seven-fold promise of blessing that ended
with, “And in you all the families (nations) of the earth shall be
blessed.” It is obvious from this statement that the goal of God
was to end the corruption on the earth. He wanted the
“families of the earth to be blessed.”

Now the Lord had said to Abram:
“Get out of your country, from your family and
from your father's house, to a land that I will

God later spoke to Abram and Sarai about a seed that would
come from them. They received the promise and waited for the
manifestation. But got tired of waiting and went about it in
their own ways. They felt God was not coming on the scene
when they assumed He was going to come, they decided to
help the process of giving birth to the miracle. Abram and his
wife decided to fast track the process and to get the job done
for God. Like Adam and Eve who sought for wisdom outside
God, they were seeking for solution outside the plans and
purposes of God for their lives. God shut the door of
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God did not have to give up on His goal to abolish corruption
on the earth. God had to find another vessel since He could
not achieved His goal through Noah. He found a man by
name, Abram after some years of waiting patiently. He called
out Abram to raise a holy nation to Himself.
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communication against Abram for many years because of the
door of corruption he opened on the face of the earth again. I
am sure God was not pleased about what he did.
When God showed up in Gen. 22:18 after the birth and sacrifice
of Isaac at Mount Moriah, He reaffirmed His promise to
Abraham concerning His desire to “bless the nations of the
earth.” This time God spoke specifically of the seed that would
come from him as the source of the blessing.
“In your seed all the nations (families) of the
earth shall be blessed, because you have
obeyed My voice” - Gen. 22:18.
It is natural to see Isaac as the seed that would bring about the
blessing of the nations of the earth, but the scripture tells us
that the promise was not performed in Isaac. All through the
generation of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, there was corruption
on the earth and it was continually on the increase. And there
was no man who was holy or pure enough to be the
habitation or dwelling place of God and to give birth to
holy seed.

about the blessing of the nations.
The mess Adam put us in, Jesus Christ brought us out of
and put an end to the corruption. But we are opening
doors to corruption on the earth through unresolved
marital conflicts and divorce today. What we are simply
doing is awakening the ancient devils and demons to hinder
the process of 'heavenizing' the earth and making it habitable.
Every married man and woman in Christ should appreciate the
enormous responsibility that has been given to us by the
Father to make our marriages to work and be fulfiling. There is
a chip on our shoulders to agree with the Father that His
ultimate purpose for marriage must stand. We must be willing
to pay the price to see the Father smiling over our marriages
that are truly fulfiling His eternal purpose on earth.
It is only in Christ that we can have marriages and families that
are free of the seeds of corruption such as jealousy, hate,
offence, bitterness and unforgiveness that will bring about the
desire of God to manifest on earth.

The goal of God to “bless the nations of the earth” thereby
terminating corruption on the face of the earth did not take
effect until Jesus came. Prophetically speaking, Jesus Christ
was the seed that God spoke about in Gen. 22:18. Paul made
this clear in Gal. 3:16 that Jesus was the seed that would bring

There is going to be more corruption on earth as long as we
open the door to divorce in the body of Christ. We will have
more hurts, wounds, offences, that do not permit the
heavenization of the earth. These hurts, jealousies, hates,
offences and bitterness are the unholy nations within us that
God wants to get out of us.
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these unholy nations are. They are: jealousy, hate, offence,
bitterness, pride, etc, and they live in us. These are the nations
we give birth to consciously or unconsciously.

Nations Are Within Us
There are nations in you! You are a carrier of nations!
When Isaac's wife, Rebecca was pregnant of her twins, they
struggled within her and she consulted God. Then God said to
her “two nations are in your womb” Gen. 25:21-23. God could
have simply said, two children are in your womb. But why
nations? It is clear here that God was saying that the two
children in her womb represent two nations - holy and unholy
nation. One nation was holy (Jacob) and the other was corrupt
(Esau). The same hate that ruled Cain was also going to rule
Esau.
So the Lord said to Cain, “Why are you angry?
And why has your countenance fallen?
“If you do well, will you not be accepted? And
if you do not do well, sin lies at the door. And
its desire is for you, but you should rule over
it” - Gen 4:6, 7.
We are carriers of nations within us. There are nations that are
either holy or unholy inside of us. We will eventually give
birth to ungodly nations that are within us that we have
not dealt with or overcome. I want to remind us of what
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Just like Adam gave birth to Cain (unholy nation) and Isaac
gave birth to Esau (unholy nation) and they went on giving
birth to more unholy nations, so also you will give birth after
your kind. Every child you give birth to is a nation. Anytime you
look at a child, you are looking at a nation. A nation that is
either holy or corrupt or going to be corrupted. A child grows
up to be an angry person, full of jealousy and hate
because, that is what he, probably, got from the father. He
does not stop at becoming a nation of jealousy and anger, but
will also give birth to nations after his kind. When God gives
you a child, always remember that He has given you a
nation.
Jacob, the man who wrestled with God was turned to another
man, that is called Israel. The man, Israel became the nation of
Israel. In America and most developed countries for
instance, there are nations within the countries. We have
nations of lesbians, homosexuals, drug-addicts,
prostitutes, same-sex marriage etc; all these nations were
birthed by people. These ungodly nations have their
fathers. They were born by individuals. Remember, Adam
birthed a nation of lawlessness on the earth and his son, Cain,
birthed another nation of jealousy and murder. There is a
single man that is being searched for by the whole world today
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because of terrorism. His name is Bin Laden, the father of
modern terrorism. He was responsible for the 9/11 attack on
USA that caused families in the USA and around the world
great sorrow. What the world has not realised is that the man is
no longer an individual, he is now a nation. He has reproduced
himself in many people. He has poured into his followers the
ungodly and unholy nations of bitterness, hate and offence in
him. You cannot destroy his invisible nation by killing him. Can
you understand what I am writing about here now? The only
way to destroy him is to destroy his nation. It is only Christ Jesus
that has the power to conquer Bin Laden and his invisible
nation, because it is only Christ's Kingdom that reigns over the
kingdoms of men. Love conquers and heals. The love of God is
the most radical force in the world and it is what the world
needs to be healed and to live as one.
Have you identified the nations that are in you? Are they holy
or unholy? I am sure you know that we have enough of unholy
nations on the earth already. So what creation wants to see is
the manifestation of the sons of God that are free from
corruption and lawlessness - Rom. 8:19.
The questions you should sincerely ask yourself are:
Who am I?
Do I want to see myself as a nation reproduced on the earth?
Do I want myself to be reproduced in my children?
Can I stand to see myself in my children?
Can you stand to see your children being like or living like you?
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These are sincere questions that will help you to see and know
yourself better. Some people are truly afraid of their person.
I mean, they are terrified by their own personality. They
don't want to talk about their person. They want to hide some
shameful habits about their person that are internally causing
them heartache and secret tears. They are scared to death of
their children picking such habits and taking after them.
My wife and I naturally talk loudly while discussing. I think it is
common among most Nigerians. We talk at the top of our
voice unconsciously. I do not mean when we are having a
misunderstanding, but in time of conversation we don't talk
gently. We talk loudly like the typical Nigerian market women
who shout as if they are quarreling. Well, that is how we were
brought up. And I never saw anything wrong with it until I
observed my dear sons, Oshiokhai Goodness and Oshioke
DavidPaul, start talking at the top of their voices when
discussing at home. It was in an attempt to correct them that I
realised they got it from us. I wouldn't want them to talk like
that in the public place so I have to teach them to talk gently by
telling myself I must speak gently to them. So, you see it is your
responsibility to provide all the training and mentoring for
them. The scripture admonishes us in Prov. 22:6:
Train up your child the manner he should go, and
when he is old he will not depart from it.
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Now that you are alive and there is still hope, please make all
the necessary corrections. Do not try to hide from yourself. No
matter how much you try to hide from yourself, believe me
honestly, your children will reveal your true person or
character to the world. Some of them reveal who we are very
well either at the shopping mall or eatery or church or party
ground where you are very careful not to shout at them or
spank them because of public expectations.
Many Surprises of Children!

and created another scene that was not necessary?
Let me advice you here, please do not expect too much from
your child all the time especially at a public place when the
child is with other children.
I was told of a very disciplined parent who was quite successful
at domesticating their only son. Part of their discipline was
that, their son should not shout at the public place and should
not eat at parties nor look at others when they are eating their
meal. When domestication becomes burdensome, it
causes a child to be provoked to anger and rebel against
authority.

As I round up this chapter I want to encourage parents who are
working so hard to raise holy seeds unto the Lord to be
discerning and give room for their children to express
themselves. Do not suppress or abuse your child and take
away his or her freedom in an attempt to give your child
sound and moral training. Raising a child can be pretty
difficult. Parents should always be conscious of the fact that a
child is a child anytime, anywhere and anyday. Your desire to
raise well behaved and disciplined children should not
make you a tyrant that oppresses the children or provokes
them to anger. No matter how well behaved your children are,
you should always make room for the unexpected especially in
public places.

Before they left for the party, the father called Junior, and said,
“Please we want you to behave yourself as usual, do not
behave like one of those children who are hungry and have
never eaten good meal before. As you can see we have
everything at home for you. Is that understood?” Junior
replied, “Yes dad!”

Has your amiable and courteous child ever misbehaved or
done something so embarrassing in a public place that almost
made you feel like hiding from the scene, or you got so upset

When they arrived at the party ground, Junior sat with his
parents while other children were jumping up and down and
having fun. Each time Junior made a move to join other
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Something funny happened on this fateful day when they
attended a family get-together. It was really embarrassing for
the parent. You can begin to put the bits together!
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children for some fun, the dad would take a glance at him and
he would behave himself as a good boy. He was denied of the
freedom to play with other children. They did not realize that
they were tempting and provoking Junior.
Now, the aunty who was taking care of the children signaled to
him to join other children for their meal and drink. It was at this
time that the drama started. When the aunty called Junior, he
turned to the father and said, 'dad, aunty is calling me.' The dad
pretended as if he did not hear. Since Junior wanted to go and
join the other children, he called the aunty closer and told her
loudly that she should tell his dad to let him go and eat. The dad
still pretended as if nothing was going on. After this time, God
answered the prayer of Junior, food was brought to his table
and he stared at the dad for some seconds waiting to get
approval, but the dad tried to use sign language to warn him.
Junior spoke loudly out of frustration, “dad, why are you
looking at me like that?” “Should I eat now?” At this time the
dad was feeling embarrassed and uncomfortable while trying
to cover it with a smile. Other guests on the table saved the
situation by telling Junior to eat; you can trust Junior, what he
did with the food right in the presence of the parent. He ate the
food in such a manner that showed that he was frustrated and
ready for any punishment from the parent. It is possible that
Junior was not really hungry, but he just wanted to have some
freedom and fun which the dad and mum were too
domineering to allow. Parenting with the grace of God is the
best way to raise your children.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
HOME OF MERCY, FORGIVENESS AND HEALING
The goal of God is to have a healing home of mercy, love and
forgiveness where offence, bitterness and unforgiveness have
no power to rule and tear us apart.
Offence, bitterness and unforgiveness are the
indiscernible and noiseless enemies that weaken and
destroy our health, relationships, and marriages and tear
us apart while we watch helplessly.
“But go and learn what this means: 'I desire
mercy And not sacrifice.' For I did not come to
call the righteous, but the sinners, to
repentance” - Matt. 9:13.
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All the knowledge of God can be summarized in two
words, they are love and mercy. God cannot deny Himself.
His nature cannot change because of our failures and
weaknesses. He will not stop loving us because it is His nature
to love. His love is the reason for everything He does.
He who does not love does not know God, for
God is love - 1John 4:8.
Love suffers long and is kind; love does not
envy; love does not parade itself, is not puffed
up; does not behave rudely, does not seek its
own, is not provoked, thinks no evil; does not
rejoice in iniquity, but rejoices in the truth;
bears all things, believes all things, hopes all
things, endures all things.
Love never fails - 1 Cor. 13:4-8 ….
And above all things have fervent for one
another, for “love will cover a multitude of
sins” 1 Peter 4:8.

and show compassion like our Father. The love of Christ should
compel us to love even when the flesh wants to stand on our
way of giving love, mercy and compassion to others especially
those who have offended us and caused us harm. We should
not see from the eyes of the world that believes love
should be given to those who deserve it, but we give love
because we have it and cannot help but to give it. It is our
nature to love just like it's the nature of a scorpion to sting.
For the love of Christ compels us - 2Cor. 5:14.
Therefore be imitators of God as dear children.
And walk in love, as Christ also has loved us
and given Himself for us, an offering and a
sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling aroma
- Eph. 5:1, 2.
The love of God is poured out in our heart by
the
Holy Spirit who was given to us Rom. 5:5-8.
Owe no one anything except to love one
another, for he who loves another has fulfiled
the law.

He who covers a transgression seeks love, but
he who repeats a matter separates friends
- Prov. 17:9.

Love does no harm to a neighbor, therefore
love is the fulfilment of the law - Rom. 13:8, 10.

We have the nature of our Father. We have the capacity to love

A new commandment I give to you that you
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love one another; as I have loved you, that you
also love one another. By this all will know
that you are My disciples, if you have love for
one another - John 13:34, 35.
“But I say to you who hear. Love your enemies,
do good to those who hate you
Bless those who curse, and pray for those who
spitefully use you - Luke. 6: 27, 28.
“But love your enemies, do good, and lend,
hoping for nothing in return; and your reward will
be great, and you will be sons of the Most High.
For He is kind to the unthankful and evil
Therefore be merciful, just as your Father also is
merciful - Luke. 6:35, 36.
You have heard that it was said, “You shall love
your neighbor and hate your enemy,'
But I say to you, love your enemies, bless those
who curse you, do good to those who hate you,
and pray for those who spitefully use you and
persecute you - Matt. 5:43, 44.

them to our spouses, family members and others. How wonderful it
is to show mercy everywhere and give love to all, especially those
who do not deserve it.
A Home that is not Built on Mercy and Forgiveness will
Crumble!
What you will be reading here is taken from my book, “Bury the
Dead out of Your Sight”, so if you have read it, you can enjoy it again.
Mercy means to hold oneself back from punishing someone
who deserves punishment. Forgiveness is an act of mercy you
show through the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ to someone or
group of people who have offended you or have wronged you.
It is not optional, and you really do not have a choice when
it comes to forgiving people who have offended you or
done you wrong. It is a decision you make to no longer hold
offence against another person or group. It is an act of
obedience to the will of the Father.
Jesus talked about offences, offending and being offended. He
said the kingdom of God was full of them. This was a great light
that I received from the teaching ministry of Apostle Paul
Humberstone.

We must embrace mercy, love and forgiveness, and willingly give

In Hebrew the meaning of offence is, 'a stumbling block
(obstacle, enticement, scruple). Cause to fall. The Greek
meaning is, 'a trap-stick, snare, (cause of displeasure or sin),
occasion to fall (of stumbling) offence, thing that offends.
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Figuratively, it signifies that which causes error or sin. Offence
means, “off-end.” By implication, the enemy wants to get you
“off - ended” so that he can harm you.
The scandalon was the original word for the device to which
bait was attached that would catch an animal. It is also a snare,
a trap, something causing another to stumble and fall away. In
another sense, it is a rock of offence like Jesus whose person
and ministry were contrary to expectations.
To ensnare someone is to cause someone to stumble, giving
cause to a person to distrust and desert another. It means to
throw someone unawares into ruin, or give occasion for
ungodly conduct. Offence is that which causes one to
stumble and become unfruitful and unproductive in life.
Jesus knowing the devastating power of offence said, “Woe to
the person through whom offence comes.”
"Woe to the world because of offenses! For
offenses must come, but woe to that man by
whom the offense comes” - Matt. 18:7.

gnashing of teeth - Matt. 13:41, 42.
I want to say that forgiveness is a big deal. There is so much
hate; bitterness, unforgiveness and offence in our homes
today that at the slightest provocation, couples are ready to
divorce in order to be free. Marriages are collapsing cheaply
and it's alarming that divorce rate is on the increase. Couples are
taking advantage of each other, setting traps for each other and
engaging in character assassination and even outright murder
all because of offence, bitterness and unforgiveness.
If any man thinks forgiveness is not a big deal, let him check his
heart properly again to be sure there is no unforgiveness
hiding within. If forgiveness is not a big deal, why do we all
have problems with it? People of different sexes, colour,
race and ethnicity struggle to give it. We all stumble at the
door of forgiveness and very few people are able to
forgive one another. It is very difficult for people to forgive.

The Son of Man will send out His angles, and
they will gather out of His Kingdom all things
that offend, and those who practise
lawlessness, and will cast them into the
furnace of fire. There will be wailing and

Have you not realised that it is much easier to give out your
money to help others than to forgive them of wrongs done to
you? We can willingly give our money, time and energy to
support others, but we find it almost impossible to forgive the
same people. There is no gainsaying the fact that it is possible
to give your money to help your offender when in need and
those who have abused and taken advantage of you while you
still withhold forgiveness from them. If forgiveness is not a big
deal, how come a woman can take her time to make a delicious
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dinner for her husband while she is bitter and unhappy with
him and unable to forgive him his mistakes? How come a
couple can live under the same roof and sleep on the same bed
for a month or more, yet they do not relate well to each other
nor have affection for one another.
Unforgiveness and offence has done more harm to people,
marriages, families and communities than we can ever know.
They are responsible for some of the major crises in our
marriages. They are the silent enemies that tear our lives,
relationships and marriages apart while we watch
helplessly. You do not realize what you do to yourself when
you get stuck in resentment or offence and refuse to forgive
your offender. You endanger your life and give the devil the
right to torment you.

Obviously, it was unforgiveness that delivered this servant to
the torturers. If he had forgiven his fellow servant he wouldn't
have found himself in the hands of the torturers. It was not the
devil that handed him over to the torturers, but unforgiveness.
Many believers are tormented and oppressed by demons
because of grudges, malice, bitterness, unforgiveness and
offence in their lives. These are the greatest impediments to
healing, divine health, happy family life, prosperity and
fulfilment of destiny. It does not matter how anointed and
prayerful you are, the moment you allow offence in your heart
you will become handicapped and a captive of the devil.
Do you know that some diseases and sicknesses that invade
and weaken our immune systems are empowered by
unforgiveness, offence and bitterness? They are spiritual
parasites that feed on us - the house they occupy. Diseases and
sicknesses like headache, migraine headache, impotency,
insomnia, high blood pressure, hypertension, stroke,
dizziness, etc, can be traceable to these parasites.

“Then his master after he had called him, said
to him, 'you wicked servant! I forgave you all
that debt because you begged me.
Should you not also have had compassion on
your fellow servant, just as I had pity on you?
And his master was angry, and delivered him
to the torturers until he should pay all that was
due to him So my heavenly Father also will do
to you if each of you, from his heart, does not
forgive his brother his trespass”
- Matt. 18:32-35.

The very first time in the Bible God introduced Himself to the
Israelites, as the God that heals was when He was dealing with
bitterness, offence and resentment in their lives. In other
words, God was telling them that if they opened their hearts to
bitterness they would be afflicted (Exodus 15:22-26).
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evil (Rom. 12:21).
One of the fundamental reasons man is failing in his divine
responsibility to be fruitful and multiply, to fill the earth, to
subdue it, and have dominion is because of the presence of
offence, bitterness and unforgiveness in man (Gen 1:26-28).
We get easily offended, bitter and fall into unforgiveness
more than the sin of fornication, adultery, stealing - you
name it. These forces have the power to make man barren,
though he is created with divine strength to succeed and excel
on earth. Our greatest victory is when there is no more
room for offence, bitterness and unforgiveness in us. We
can testify of our victory when there is nothing in us that the
devil can use to torment us.
Great peace have those who love Your law, and
nothing causes them to stumble - Ps. 119:165.
The book, 'Into Abba Arms' by Sandra D. Wilson, is very
interesting and revealing. In her book she addresses this
subject in very practical terms.
According to her, to forgive means to cease to blame someone
or something; to grant pardon for a mistake; to free someone
from penalty, to free the obligation of a debt.

When we do not forgive, we get stuck in resentment,
bitterness and offence; and we miss out on the freedom that
forgiveness brings.
Walking in forgiveness keeps us connected to life while
unforgiveness connects us to death.
Forgiveness frees us perhaps even more than it frees those
who we forgive. The withdrawal of love and forgiveness as
commonly practised by a believer is contrary to God's
unconditional love for us.
It seems to me that we feel we punish people by refusing to
love and forgive them. How funny and foolish it is. Even when
people come to us to ask for forgiveness, we turn them
down and make them feel that they have committed a sin
that the blood of Jesus Christ is not pure and powerful
enough to wash away. If God should treat us in the manner
we treat our fellow human beings, we certainly would not
stand a chance to be forgiven our sins and accepted by Him.
Oh! Lord have mercy!
The problem is that we do not realise that we only do ourselves
a world of good by forgiving others. And if we refuse to
forgive, we only punish and imprison ourselves.

Forgiveness is giving up the right to wrong or hurt those who
have wronged or hurt us. It is also refusing to be overcome with

“For if you forgive men their trespasses, your
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heavenly Father will also forgive you. But if
you do not forgive men their trespasses,
neither will your Father forgive your
trespasses” - Matt. 6:14,15.
Sandra also wrote about misconceptions on the subject of
forgiveness and how it should be given, who should receive
forgiveness and when we should forgive. There seems to be a
misunderstanding of the scripture in the mind of the people.
One of the misapprehensions of the scripture is that;
forgiveness should be given to those that ask for it. As a matter
of fact, it should be given to those who are truly sorry for their
mistakes. Is this the kind of forgiveness the Bible teaches? The
Bible teaches that forgiveness should be given to the offender
before he or she asks for it. We do not have to wait for
somebody to ask for forgiveness before we give it. And
when we wait for the offender to ask for forgiveness before we
forgive him, it is no longer the forgiveness that Jesus Christ
teaches us to practise.
Forgiving is two words joined together that is “for and giving.”
For, means in advance, giving it in advance. Do not let your
feeling get in the way of your forgiving someone. Your
feelings have nothing to do with it. If you go by your feelings,
you will not forgive and you will fall into error with God.

Jesus Christ.
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our
debtors - Matt. 6: 12.
For when we were still without strength, in due
time Christ died for the ungodly. For scarcely
for a righteous man will one die; yet perhaps
for a good man someone would even dare to
die.
But God demonstrates His own love toward us,
in that while we were still sinners, Christ died
for us - Rom. 5: 6-8.
Then Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for they
do not know what they do.”
And they divided His garments and cast lots
- Luke. 23: 34.
And he knelt down and cried out with a loud
voice, “Lord, do not charge them with this sin.
And when he had said this he fell asleep
- Acts 7: 60.

Carefully consider these scriptures and the language of our Lord

We were still sinners and outcasts when Christ came and died
for us. God did not wait for us to acknowledge our sins and ask
for forgiveness before He forgave us. If it cost God the
priceless blood of His Son Jesus to forgive us our sins,
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then, we must all understand that forgiveness is not as
easy as we think. Forgiveness can be pretty difficult and
painful. There are times you really want to let go, but you find it
too tough to do so. Jesus cried on the cross because of the
weight of our offence that was upon Him, I must be frank with
you, sometimes you really have to weep and cry out because
of the gravity of the offence you are trying to let go.
I have seen this happening in our 'Healing The Nations (HTN)
Conferences.' As we minister to people especially women who
are bound by bitterness, unforgiveness, offence, etc, you
would actually see them as they struggle to let go. You would
see it all over them, the cloud of darkness, that is, the heavy
weight of bitterness on them. At the point of release and
breakthrough, they break down and weep uncontrollably. And
I have always said to them, “It is alright to weep, it will probably
ease the pain and flush out the bitterness, unforgiveness,
rejection and disappointment.” You know tears can be very
costly.

unhappy and shattered about it. As she talked to me, I could see
that she genuinely loved her parents and she was fighting hard
to avoid weeping before me. After listening to her, I counseled
her and asked her to forgive them so that she could be free and
happy.
To be candid, it was difficult for her and I saw it all over her. She
was struggling with herself and trying so hard to withhold her
tears. I remember saying to her, “I am going to leave my office
for you so that you can fully express yourself and be free to cry
out your heart to God until He hears and you feel the sense of
freedom.” I also encouraged her to pray for her parents. It was
as if I gave her the license she needed at that time, before I
stepped out of the office, she was already pouring out her heart
in tears. She was still weeping and praying for her parents when
I returned. Then, I prayed for her to be healed and to love her
parents genuinely again. Praise God, her life and relationship
with her parents are fully healed and restored.
Indeed forgiveness and healing is a process especially when it
comes to deeply painful issues involving our parents or other
significant people in our lives. When people fail us and we get
disappointed by the ones we love, trust and hold in high
esteem, it can be pretty difficult to restore such relationships
and get the confidence back.

I remember the case of a woman who attended one of our
conferences and made a request to see me after the
conference. I gave her an appointment to see me in my office.
When she came she told me how she had enjoyed a beautiful
relationship with her parents until there was a
misunderstanding between them, and this affected the love
and trust they had shared over the years. She felt her parents
were wrong, but they would not admit it or apologise. She was

There was another woman who attended Healing the Nations
Conference in Lagos, Nigeria. She is pretty and has an air of
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tranquility. It would be difficult to look at such a woman and
believe she could be hurt or wounded and battered, but she
was. On this particular day, I taught on “forgiveness and
healing.” It was during the time of prayer and ministration that I
saw this woman struggling with herself and the Lord. I knew
that something was wrong on her inside and the Lord was
about taking it out, but she was not finding it easy. She was
weeping. At a time, I closed my eyes, but her loud scream
forced me to open my eyes. When I looked at her, I could see
that her countenance had changed though she was still
weeping profusely. After some days, she stood before the
congregation and shared of the trauma that she was going
through in her marriage. She felt betrayed by her husband and
there was no hope of a happy family again. But on that day of
the conference, she felt something leave her and she became
free again.
I want to reiterate this fact: forgiveness is not as easy as we
think. There are people you think you have forgiven, but if
you search your heart deeply, you will find out that you are
still upset and angry with them. You still wish them evil and
you are looking for a way of revenge. Sometimes, you look
forward to hearing evil news about them or their families.
One of the surest ways to protect yourself against
unforgiveness is to be committed to forgiving people as they
offend you. You may say it this way “I forgive people in
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advance.” Always remind yourself that you are dealing with
human beings that are imperfect and they will always hurt you
especially those you love dearly and who are close to you.
Another misapprehension is that we think we can forgive
people by our might and power. I want to let you know that the
same way it is impossible to love people with the God kind of
love without the help and power of the Holy Spirit, so it is to
forgiving people without the help and power of the Holy Spirit.
Forgiveness goes beyond the words of your mouth, “I
forgive you.” It is truly a heart issue that can only be operated
upon by the Holy Spirit. The Bible tells us,
So he answered and said to me: This is the word
of the Lord to Zerubbabel:
Not by might nor by Power, but by My Spirit,'
says the LORD of hosts - Zech. 4: 6.
Forgiveness is something spiritual and not physical; therefore
you cannot do it by yourself. It takes the power of the Spirit of
God to give it. Though you can make the decision to forgive,
but you need the grace of God and the power of the Spirit of
God to get it done. It is humanly impossible to forgive
people without the power of God. Always tell yourself, “I
cannot do it by myself.”
Sandra says, forgiveness can be likened to an octopus. Just
think about it, when you think you have it all wrapped up.
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Something else pops up. The “something else” can be new
memories of old hurt or emotional storms that erupt as we
work through hurtful experiences. And these things can
surface even after we have made a commitment to forgive
those that hurt us. This does not mean we are failures. It means
forgiveness involves an ongoing process of recommitting to
our original promise to forgive. Forgiveness should become
your lifestyle if you sincerely want to enjoy freedom with
yourself, people, situations and even freedom from the
devil.
CHAPTER FOURTEEN
MARRIAGE OF HIS MANIFEST PRESENCE
The Garden of Eden was not just a home for Adam and Eve,
but it was also a home for God to manifest and express
Himself on earth. It was a garden of God's manifest presence.
God wants to have marriages and families on the earth that
fully manifest His glory just like He could use the burning bush
to manifest his glory and get the attention of Moses. He wants
to have marriages and families that will become the vehicle of
His presence, purpose and glory. They can be called either
marriages or families or homes of His presence, purpose and
glory. We can refer to the relationships that exist in such
marriages and families as relationships of His presence,
purpose and glory.
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Through such marriages, there will be a new kind of love, rule
or government on earth. It is called the rule of love,
righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost. The kingdom
of God or heaven finds expression on earth through such
marriages. There are no tears of oppression, fear and
intimidation in such a union.
God wants to have marriages and homes of His presence,
purpose and glory that will become altars that manifest His
glory on earth. Such marriages and families are the absolute
expression of heaven. They are an interface between heaven
and earth, that is, where heaven kisses the earth.
God wants a family that He can “tabernacle” and express
Himself as He did in the Garden of Eden. The scripture tells us
explicitly that God would come down in the cool of the
evening to meet with Adam and Eve.
And they heard the sound of Lord God
walking in the garden in the cool of the day,
and Adam and Eve hid themselves from the
presence of the Lord God among the trees of
t h e
g a r d e n
- Gen. 3:8.

In Christ all the nations of the earth shall be blessed like Adam
was in the Garden. He had the very presence and glory of God
abiding with him. Though he had no material things to show
that he was blessed; he had everything.
What it Means to be Blessed
We know that Abraham did not give material blessings to Isaac,
but gave all that he had to Isaac according to Gen 25:5.
The spiritual man's understanding of what it means to be
blessed is different from the man who does not have the
understanding of the reality of the kingdom of God. When we
say a man is blessed, we are not speaking in respect of material
things, but the content within him. We are looking at God in
and with him. His connectedness to God, His throne and
purpose. The life he lives before God and his family daily.
When a family becomes a “home of His presence, purpose and
glory” like the Garden of Eden was, such a family or marriage is
fulfiling purpose and it is blessed indeed.

The Garden of Eden which was the home of Adam and Eve was
also a home for God until sin came in.

Again, I say the Garden of Eden was not just a home for Adam
and Eve, but it was also a home for the Lord. He was always
welcome there and would come in the cool of the evening to
fellowship with them. God took delight in coming in the cool of
the evening to fellowship with them.
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No Record Keeping of Wrongs
The family that is passionate about God's presence, purpose
and glory does not make room for offence, bitterness,
unforgiveness and revenge because, they hinder, grieve or
quench the Spirit of God.
Let all bitterness, wrath, anger, clamour, and
evil speaking be put away from you, with all
malice - Eph. 4: 31.
Pursue peace with all people, and holiness,
without which no one will see the Lord:
Looking carefully lest anyone fall short of the
grace of God; lest any root of bitterness
springing up cause trouble, and by this many
become defiled - Heb. 12: 14, 15.
“Woe to the world because of offences! For
offences must come, but woe to that man by
whom the offence comes - Matt. 18:7.
Great peace have those who love Your law and
nothing causes them to stumble - Ps. 119:165.

allow God to deal with your spouse in His own way. God is truly
pleased when your desire to have a “marriage or home of His
presence, purpose and glory” becomes more important to you
than what your spouse or anybody does to you.

Adam's Purpose for Tending the Garden
It is not enough for us to know that it was Adam's responsibility
to tend the garden, but we also need to know why he tended
the garden. For what purpose was Adam given the assignment
to tend and keep the garden? It will be beneficial for us to know
for what purpose God assigned Adam to tend and keep the
garden Gen 2:15.
God never did anything without a purpose in His heart. It is
accurate to say that everything God does is either to give
birth to relationship and fellowship or to encourage it. If
this is true, it therefore means that the purpose of Adam
tending and keeping the garden was to create a platform for
fellowship. Adam had the responsibility of making the garden
habitable and conducive for fellowship with God.
The Garden was a fellowship centre for Adam and God!

Instead of taking record of what your spouse has done to you
and start planning your own revenge, it is better to forgive and

Gen 3:8 makes it abundantly clear that the Garden of Eden was
a “fellowship centre” or a meeting point for Adam and Eve, and
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God. The Garden was an interface between heaven and
earth. If we look at this more deeply, we will see that the
relationship and union between Adam and Eve was an altar for
God to meet with them. Their marriage was an altar of
expression of the glory of God. Their marriage was a ground
of performance of the purposes of God before their sin of
treason.
We cannot forget easily that the desire of God is to 'tabernacle'
with us. God has always desired to dwell among us …And I
heard a loud voice from heaven saying, “Behold, the tabernacle
of God is with men, and He will dwell with them, and they shall
be His people. God Himself will be with them and be their God Rev. 21:3. Just as the purpose for the Garden of Eden was for
relationship and fellowship with God and man, so also the
purpose for your marriage is for relationship and fellowship not
just between you and your spouse, but with God as well.
The purpose of God for marriage is to have a home where
mercy, love and forgiveness reign and are freely given to each
member of the family unreservedly. Such a home is a place
of solace, healing and restoration to the members of the
family and others. It is a church for some people because the
Lord tabernacles there. People take delight in visiting them to
enjoy the abiding presence of God in the home. People relate
or hang around such couples because, there is something
about them that strengthens, heals and transforms others. The
family refreshes the hurting souls of God’s children because it is
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a healing home. The family is a healing home to many. Children
raised under that atmosphere are blessed because, they are
taught by the Lord.
Nothing else Matters
A family of His presence, purpose and glory is passionate about
having and keeping the abiding presence of God because, it’s
the secret of their security, protection, favour and victory in life.
The relationship between couples and their children
should attract the presence of God. God should take
delight in the family relationship and communion. The
activities in the home or family should attract the presence
of God like the offering of Abel. The offering of Abel was a
lifestyle in the Spirit, while Cain's offering was pure carnality
(Gen. 3:17-18, 4:3-10). Your offerings or activities will either
attract His presence or His wrath like the sons of Aaron (Lev.
10:1-3).

kingdom of God is righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy
Ghost (Rom. 14:17).
Our marriages should become the gospel that people read
without getting bored.
Our marriages should become video tapes that people watch
freely and desire to watch again. Our marriages should
become a message of Christ to both believers and unbelievers.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
HOME OF IDENTITY AND AFFIRMATION

Finally, the heartbeat of the Father is to have marriages and
families of His presence, purpose and glory that will reflect the
loving relationship that exist between Christ and the Church.
This is a relationship of love and forgiveness, where abundant
provision has been made by Christ to love and forgive us
continuously. Therefore, our marriages and families must be
the very expression of the kingdom of heaven on earth. The

If our heavenly Father spoke affirmatively about His Son, Jesus
Christ, who are we not to affirm our own children? The Father
declared to all realms of life that Jesus was His beloved son and
should be listened to. He spoke to all creation and even the
forces of darkness to listen to Christ.
The Father spoke at river Jordan concerning Jesus Christ as His
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beloved Son:
Then Jesus came from Galilee to John at the
Jordan to be baptized by him….And when He
had been baptized, Jesus came up
immediately from the water, and behold the
heavens were opened to Him, and He saw the
Spirit of God descending upon Him.
And suddenly a voice came from heaven,
saying, “This is My beloved Son in whom I am
well pleased - Matt. 3:13-17.
Also, He spoke of Jesus' Sonship when Jesus and His disciples
were at the top of the mountain - where Jesus' glory that was
within Him was made known to His disciples. The internal
reality of Christ was manifested:

Just as the heavenly Father spoke affirmatively in respect of the
Sonship of Jesus Christ so also every father must take up the
responsibility to affirm their sons and daughters. Jesus'
Sonship was validated by His Father. Jesus went everywhere
talking about His Father because, He has received the seed of
His Father and the seed was in Him. To be a son is to have the
seed of your father in you. It means that you possess the
exact nature of your father.
Today, in the world and the body of Christ as well, there are too
many children who do not have the seeds of their fathers. They
were given birth to by men who did not put their seed in them.
Remember God spoke to Abraham about his seed “In your seed
all the nations of the earth shall be blessed…Gen. 22:18, 26:4.

Beyond the Common Knowledge
While he was still speaking, behold, a bright
cloud overshadowed them; and suddenly a
voice came out of the cloud, saying, “This is my
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased. Hear
Him.”

Spiritually speaking, it is the man that impregnates the womb
of your spirit with a holy seed that is your father. A man is not
your father except you have his seed in you. Now, if we see
fatherhood in this light, then you will agree with me that there
are countless children and young adults that are fatherless in
the church and the society at large.

And when the disciples heard it, they fell on
their faces and were greatly afraid. But Jesus
came and touched them and said, “Arise, and
do not be afraid.” - Matt. 17:5-8.

So much attention is being given to motherless children
while we have more fatherless children and young adults
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whose lives have been fragmented and disillusioned. They
need help desperately so that they can be healed and live a
happy life, thereby fulflling their destiny. If nothing is done
especially by the church concerning this, we will be facing a
future of fragmented men who will give birth to children whom
they cannot nurture and father - like begets like.
I am glad that there are Non-Governmental Organisations in
and outside the church that are springing up to reach out and
take care of the motherless children. Most of these motherless
children homes are being managed by women and mothers,
who at their very best give motherly love and discipline to the
children. So how do the children get the fatherly love and
discipline?
While the church and the society is giving so much
attention to the motherless children, the Lord and His
infallible word point us to the fatherless. All through the
Bible, the word of God reveals the Father-heart of God for the
fatherless.
A father of the fatherless, a defender of
widows, is God in His holy habitation.
God sets the solitary in families; He brings out
those who are bound into prosperity; but the
rebellious dwell in a dry land - Psalm 68:5-6.
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Learn to do good; seek justice, rebuke the
oppressor, defend the fatherless, plead for the
widow - Isaiah 1:17.
But You have seen, for You observe trouble and
grief, to repay it by Your hand. The helpless
commits himself to You; You are the helper of
the fatherless ……
To do justice to the fatherless and the
oppressed, that the man of the earth may
oppress no more - Psalm 10:14-18.
The Lord watches over the strangers; He
relieves the fatherless and widow; But the way
of the wicked He turns upside down - Psalm
146:9
“He administers justice for the fatherless and
the widow, and loves the stranger, giving food
and clothing” - Deut. 10:18.
“You shall not afflict any widow or fatherless
child
“If you afflict in any way, and they cry at all to
Me, I will surely hear their cry;
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“And My wrath will become hot, and I will kill
you with the sword; your wives shall be
widows, and your children fatherless - Exodus
22:22-24.
Do not remove the ancient landmark, nor enter
the fields of the fatherless;
For their Redeemer is mighty; He will plead
their cause against you - Prov. 23:10, 11.
“If you do not oppress the stranger, the
fatherless, and the widow, and do not shed
innocent blood in this place, or walk after
other gods to your hurt “then I will cause you to
dwell in this place, in the land that I gave to
your fathers forever and ever - Jer. 7:6, 7.
So who are these fatherless children? These are children who
are living under the same roof with their parents, but are not
being nurtured and fathered by them. Some do not have any
heart-relationship with their parents. There is no spiritual
deposit that flows from their father into them. Some are living
in their own world of rejection, abandonment disappointment
and fear. Spiritually speaking, what it means to be a father and
to father a child is different from giving birth to a child, sending
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him to a good school and meeting the basic needs of his or her
life.
So You Think you Are a Father?
A father nurtures, imparts, disciplines, and oversees the welfare
of his family. He gives love and he is an example to follow. He is
looked unto for strength and encouragement. He is a hero. He
stands as God - the Father before his family. He is a revelation
and representation of the unseen 'Heavenly Father' in the
family. His children are able to see who the Heavenly Father is in
him. When they look at their father, they can paint a picture of
what the Heavenly Father looks like. He is the priest of his family
who brings the mind of God to his family.
The fact that a man gives birth to a child, sends him or her
to a good school, takes care of the clothing, feeding and
shelter does not necessarily mean that he is fathering the
child. After all, any man or philanthropist can do that for a
child that he wants to help.
What makes you a father is by reason of impartation of seed.
When a man is able to transfer the seed of God in him into
his children, then he is a father. How can you release the seed
into your children when you do not even know about the seed
or you have not submitted yourself totally to the government
of God so that He can father you? To be a father, you must be
fathered. You cannot give what you don't have. If God is
not fathering you, I wonder where you will get the love,
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understanding and discipline to father your children. God
has to be your Father before you will know what it means
to be a father. You can only unlock the technology of fathering
from and in God. You cannot get it from anywhere else.
Some men do not have the capacity and technology to father
their children according to God's pattern and principles
because, they want to be independent of God. They are not
willing to submit themselves totally to God so that they can
learn and be fathered by God. They see their availability to God
as doing the church and the pastor a favour. They play games
with God. They believe that what is important to God is their
money and not their presence and time, and they wonder why
they are failing to do well as fathers and in their marriages. This
goes beyond running after and serving your pastor as your
spiritual father and being actively involved in the church
system without journeying into God and fulfiling His purpose
for your marriage.

dysfunctional father.
It is disturbing how busy the men can be when they are invited
for family or men seminars, conferences and fellowships where
they can learn what will enable them to become the father and
priest they are called by God to be. They are busy making
money to take care of their families, while they are failing to
learn how they can be godly fathers and priests. We encourage
our wives to attend women or marriage seminars and
conferences so that they can learn to become better wives,
while we are unwilling to learn to become better husbands and
fathers. I remember vividly a man who would do anything to
make sure that his wife attends our Healing The Nations (HTN)
Conference, but has never attended. He thinks the wife is the
one that has something to learn and as for him he is perfect;
after all, she is the one that the Bible says she should build her
home, so the responsibility is hers.
Abraham is a Pattern for Every Man

What I am writing about here is profound; it is about
discipleship, being willing to learn from those who are being
fathered by God. You have to throw away your ego that tells
you “I know it all” so that you can receive the dimension of the
fatherhood of God to enable you to fnction in that same
capacity in your home. It does not matter how long you have
been a Christian, the point is, if you have not unlocked the
dimension of the fatherhood of God and the technology to
function as a father, please understand that you will be a
191

Abraham, the father of Isaac gave all that he had to Isaac.
Remember that Abraham had been fathered and was still
being fathered by God so he could father Isaac.
So the scripture reads concerning Abraham “And Abraham
gave all that he had to Isaac Gen. 25:5.
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What Abraham did is a pattern for every man. He unlocked a
revelation of God that he delivered to Isaac. Abraham must
have unlocked some revelations of God in the process of
walking with Him on earth and it was these revelations that he
gave to Isaac. Just like Abraham gave to Isaac all that made him
who he was in life, so also, we must give to our children all that
we are. Now, the question is, what do you have to give to
your children? It was not necessarily money or some gifts that
he gave to Isaac. Abraham transmitted to Isaac the deposit
of God, that is, the incorruptible seed that made him who
he was. We can truly say there was generational transfer for
continuity. He bridged the gap. This is not about giving your
children some gifts to demonstrate your love for them. But it is
about releasing into them what has made you who you are, just
like Jacob did for his twelve sons at the time he was about to
transit from this realm of life - Gen 49:1-27. Jacob spoke
prophetically into their destinies. He called those things that
are not as though they were. He painted before them a picture
of their destiny.

and priest.
Until you make up your mind to learn, be disciple and fathered
so that you can be a true priest and father to your family; you
will not have the capacity to function as a father. My heart goes
to men of all colour and race. Let's wake up to our
responsibility to be the fathers and priests we are called to be.
It is not the responsibility of the churches, schools,
organisations and governments to father and be the priest of
our families; it is our responsibility. We must get the gene of
God into our children for continuity. The seed of God in us
must not be corrupted, but it must be transferred into our
children. There must be generational transfer like it was with
Abraham and Isaac.
What makes a child fatherless is when the seed of the father is
not deposited in the child. By implication, a fatherless child is
not necessarily as a result of the death of a father. A child can
be fatherless while the father is still alive. I am still writing in
respect of the things of the spirit and not the physical. Please
allow your spirit to stay connected to the Holy Spirit so that
you can get the message behind the letters.

I speak by the Spirit of God to every man reading this book;
wake up and take up the responsibility to be the father and
priest you are created to be. You are created to be a father and
you cannot be a true father unless you are being fathered by
God. You have to transit into the fatherhood of God. You have
to subdue your ego and self and come under the government
of God so that you can be assembled and equipped with the
spiritual understanding that enables you to function as a father

Have you ever met a young person whose father is alive, but
there is no affinity between them? He or she is so upset with
the father? It is not because the young person is irresponsible
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or wants to despise the father, but there is just no fraternity
between them. It might be as a result of disappointment in the
father who has failed in his responsibility to be a father to him
or her. For the young man the father is not an example of who a
father is. He is not a model. He is not a priest. He is not a
representative of Father-God in the home. There is nothing to
learn from him. There is no need for relationship at all. You
wonder why God made the mistake of allowing you to be born
by him. Don't forget, God cannot make a mistake. There is a
purpose why you came to this earth through your parents.
Are there no fathers today who abandoned their primary
responsibility to father their family because of their desire to
have riches and wealth, great career and ministry so that they
can preserve the future? Some of them are sincere, but cannot
strike a balance where they ought to do so. Such fathers
knowingly or unknowingly sacrifice the destiny of their family
at the altar of riches, career, ministry and fame. They are part of
the Lot's generation. Lot is a man who had no value for the
prophetic destiny of his family and mortgaged the future of his
family for the pleasure of the plain of Jordan. He lost
everything he ever had to Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen 19).
Some men have corrupted the seed in them. They have not
submitted themselves to God so that the seed can be

preserved from defilement. They have permitted unholy
alliance with the world and are prostituting with the occult
world. Such men cannot impart their children positively. In such
cases, God who is the Father of the fatherless will position the
child in a family (natural or spiritual), where he or she can be
nurtured, groomed and imparted.
I heard of a young man who said the happiest day in his life was
when his father died in a car accident. That is incredible. I think
that should have been his saddest day. What this young man
implies is that, he has never had a father.
Another young lady, who was being abused emotionally,
sexually and psychologically by her father said she never had a
father. She vehemently refused to identify with the man even
after his death.
Again, I say children are not fatherless only when their father is
dead, but they are fatherless because their fathers are not
fathering them. Their fathers are either dysfunctional or not
performing their fatherly and priestly roles. God has called
every father to be a priest, but this role is neglected by
many fathers. We think the government, schools and churches
are in the best position to carry out our priestly assignment to
our children.
There are scores of children and young adults who are
disenchanted and dysfunctional today, because of the failure of
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their parents especially fathers to nurture them in an
environment of love, understanding, discipline and exemplary
lifestyle.
Thank God for Governments of Nations
The governments of some nations who are trying to help the
situation do more harm by breaking relationships and
disconnecting families. I do not dispute the fact that some
parents have real serious issues or problems that made them
to be irresponsible, undisciplined and untamed. The
government can focus on how to help them to put their lives
together and overcome their problems rather than tearing the
family apart. If the government thinks that the best solution is
to take the children away from them and leave them the way
they are, then we are creating more problems rather than
providing solutions. A care-worker gives good services to
abandoned children because he or she is paid for that. But
abandoned children need more than the service of a careworker. They need 'agape' love and discipline that can only be
given by someone that Christ dwells in his or her heart. I am
sure the father will love and train his child better than any other
person, if he can be helped to put his life together.
There is no government of any nation that has what it takes to
take up the role of fatherhood and do it advantageously.
Government cannot change people inwardly nor heal
them, but God does. This is why governments have to
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partnership with the ecclesia to help heal hurting and
shattered families, thereby healing the nations. Governments
have to work with the ecclesia to heal and father nations. If this
is not done we are going to have a future with many
problematic, disillusioned and disenchanted fatherless
children, that will have children that are fatherless like them.
And the cycle will continue like that.
If we are to set up “fatherless children and young adult's
homes” I am sure we will have more homes than motherless
children homes.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN
THE UNKNOWN POWER OF AFFIRMATION
God wants to have marriages where the seeds of that union will
have accurate knowledge of who God is and who they are in
Christ. The seeds will be known by the Lord and be taught by
the Lord. A home where there is absolute affirmation and
validation; where parents are proud of their children and are
helping them to know and walk in their God-given destiny and
identity. The children will have God and their parental
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signature upon them.
The power of affirmation cannot be over-emphasised and
should not be under-estimated as well.
Suffice it for me to say, that most people especially ladies who
suffer from inferiority complex, rejection, etc, did not start
today, but started when they were little girls. They were never
made to understand by their parents that they are good
looking and were loved. Their parents never told them who
they are and who they are not. They never heard from dad's lips
saying “you are beautiful, that dress looks good on you.” In
other words, they were not validated by their parents. A lady
said all she ever remembered hearing from her dad and mum
were curses and insults. She would be told how worthless and
ugly she was. She never knew a moment of love, affection and
laughter in her home while she was growing up. Instead, her
parents always quarreled and fought. The atmosphere in her
home was always hostile and unhealthy. Because of this
unpleasant experience, she grew up as someone that is
always tensed-up, easily angered and not being able to
express her love for others. In other words, she agreed
absolutely with what her parents told her about herself.

What will you say of a young lady who never heard her dad said
to her, “I love you or you are important to me?” This was the
case of a pretty lady in her early twenties, who, was never
affirmed by her dad or mum. She was on her way home after
church fellowship on a Sunday and suddenly, my son who was
seven years old then, shouted her name and said to her, “Aunty
Joy, I love you.” Do you know that she turned back and
embraced my son with tears in her eyes, she asked, did you
mean you love me? And she thanked him for loving her. I guess
my son was embarrassed. I would not know what that did to
her, but I knew her, and her background also, so I was not
surprised at that.
It is good and important that parents should not shy away from
affirming their children. The mother should take up the
responsibility especially were the dad is not available to do it.
Mothers, please do the little you can. Somebody has to do it.
Train up a child in the way he should go, and
when he is old he will not depart from it
- Prov. 22:6.

The only problem that some ladies have is that they are still
holding on to what their parents, relations and friends told
them about their looks, weaknesses and limitations as little
girls.

Parents who do not know the power of affirmation because
they were not affirmed by their own parents, might deny their
own children what they were denied. Women who did not get
affirmation from their parents sometimes find it hard to affirm
their daughters. I think it is so because, they do not know the
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power of affirmation. The fact you were not affirmed by your
parent is not an excuse for you not to affirm your daughter.
Bible teaches that you can learn to do well (Isa.1:17). If you do
not want your children to be timid and unable to raise their
head high among their peers then start affirming them now. I
don't think you will want to watch your precious children grow
up without a true identity of who they are. If you fail to give it
to them now, I can tell you that they will search for it in
things like dress or fashion, friendship, sex, career, drugs,
and gangs. Please start calling them the names that you
would want them to be identified with. Let them know all the
good qualities in them; tell them how wonderful they are and
how proud you are to have children like them. What would
stop you from telling them that you are the most blessed
parents in the whole wide world to have precious children like
them? You cannot watch your children especially your
daughters going through the same experience of identity
crisis you went through as a young lady or man. The reason
why you find it difficult to tell your daughter or son that you
truly love her or him, it’s because you have not still
overcome your identity crisis.

you to understand that affirmation has more to do with verbal
expression than gifts. As simple as these words sound, “I love
you,” they have the power to touch the soul of a little child or a
young person more than any special gift from one of the most
famous and expensive designer's shop.
A verbal expression of your love for your daughter will do
a lot of good to her than gifts bought in the most famous
shop anywhere in the world. It does not matter if you have
never said it to your daughter before; you can start now. If she
is far away then call her on the phone or you e-mail her and tell
her what she means to you.

Affirmation goes beyond special birthday gifts, good money
to spend as they wish, a car of their choice to drive and holidays
abroad. Affirmation by words of mouth does more good
than gifts. Basically, gifts have their own place, but I want

Since I understood the peculiarity of my calling and ministry, I
ensure that I have the necessary tools to carry out my work.
One of the things I do is to create an environment to affirm the
young men and women God brings my way. Some of them
have never heard their dad or mum said to them, “I love you.”
This was the case of a young lady of about twenty-three years
of age who joined our ministry some years ago. She has no
understanding of what the unconditional love of God is. As I
spent time with her to help her overcome her wounds and
rejection, I realised that she could not understand why she
could be loved and helped genuinely by the opposite sex
without conditions or being taken advantage of. She was very
insecure and suspicious. She could not embrace the fact that
she could be loved and accepted without concealed motives.
Every moment I said to her, “I love you” she would become shy
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and expressionless. And I have seen her struggle to say “I love
you, pastor” even on the phone. She had a terrible background
of abuse, rejection, hurts and disappointments. She has never
experienced unconditional love in life. Her dad and mum
abused her physically and emotionally. She was also abused
sexually by her brother. She got involved with guys early in life
all in an attempt to get the love she could not get at home. For
her, the true definition of love is sexual relationship. It was not
easy to get her to understand what love is. But I am happy that
she is free and secure today. For a moment let us think, if her
dad or mum had been there for her, she would probably not be
full of insecurity, fear and rejection.
Do you realize that children abandoned by their parents try to
earn approval and love by performing to please others? If only
we know the frustration that comes with attempting to earn
love and acceptance. They go through frustration and fear and
sometimes abuse in order to earn approval and acceptance.
You have to be determined in your heart to affirm your children.
Do not allow your children to go through the agony and
nightmare that you have been through in life. I must say here
again that you should be determined to give your children the
love and acceptance that they deserve even as they grow up.
Build their self-esteem and morale by speaking positively into
their lives. If they can get it from you, they will not look for it in
an ungodly relationship. Affirmation and validation is
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something that cannot be described plainly in words.
Real Life Experiences
I met a young lady some years ago who told me that while she
was growing up, she always wore a pair of jeans and covered
almost all of her face because she was told by her friends that
she was ugly and had fat legs. She became ashamed of her
looks and covered herself so that people will not laugh at her.
She said she actually believed that she was too ugly for
anybody to admire her. She always kept to herself during her
days in the college. She felt too ugly to be anybody’s friend. She
was miserable, rejected, and full of shame and fears. She would
not have gone through all these if the parents had taken time
to build her self-esteem by telling her of her good looks.
Rhetorically, why will a pretty lady refuse vehemently that she is
not pretty and feels insulted when she is told that she is pretty?
This was the case of another lady I met; a very pretty lady who
grew up in Africa under an abusive father. She is fair in
complexion, tall with straight and long legs. She is the type of
lady, any man that wants to marry beauty would love to have
for a wife. She feels embarrassed and insulted when she is told
that she is pretty. She simply believes that she was too ugly for
any man to cherish and love her.
How did all this get start? Everything started while she was a
little innocent girl growing up in some part of Africa. Her father
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told her again and again that she was very ugly and no man
would ever love or marry her. He told her this lie in order to
make her to believe in him as the only man that loves an ugly
girl. He capitalised on this lie to abuse her sexually. She was
happy that her father loved her in spite of her ugliness. She
believed that the dad was a nice man and was doing her a
favour by loving an ugly girl like her; she never knew that it was
abuse.
Her father told her to stay away from boys and men because
they would not love her or make her happy. He is the only man
that would make her happy and take care of her. This was her
life - story until she traveled out of her country for studies. Her
father would come to visit her in the country she was and told
her the same lies. What a sad experience! The father that
would have affirmed her is the same man that abused her.
This lady was full of rejection and inferiority complex. She was
hanging out with drug addicts and street boys because, she
felt they are the only people that deserved her. She saw herself
as an unworthy person that should be available to only
irresponsible men for sex. It was really pathetic. She felt
honoured for a man to have sexual relationship with her
because she did not believe that she could be cherished by a
man. She was not interested in an intimate relationship with a
man that would tell her about love and her beauty. This
continued until she came to know Jesus Christ as Her Lord.
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Though, it was not a “microwave” type of miracle; she was able
to overcome the lie gradually.
Lydia is about fourteen years of old and has not really met with
her father because her mother did not give her the opportunity
to do so. Her mum and dad were not married, but had her while
they were dating. Her mum sees her as an unwanted or
unwelcome child that forced her way to the earth. If God did
not want Lydia she would not have been given birth to. There
would not have been any contact between the sperm of her
dad and the egg of her mother that brought about her
formation.
I speak by the Spirit of God to every lady that is feeling
abandoned or rejected by her parents right now; you have been
given birth to, because, God wants you here and He has great
plans for your life. You might probably have no trace of your
dad or mum, but I want you to know that God is your Father and
He is everything to you. If you will open your heart to Him, you
will find all the love and acceptance that you will ever need in
life.
Lydia grew up not knowing her real father, but she was adopted
by a man, and it was believed that he would give her love and
security. She was about twelve years old when he started
abusing her sexually. He would give her money and special gifts
just to convince her that he loved her. He sheltered and
shielded her from being talked out of the relationship. Since her
mum was not there for her, she trusted the adopter with all of
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her heart. The adopter saw her desire to be loved and accepted
and used it well to abuse her. He made her feel that she was
loved and accepted.
Lydia would not accept that she is being abused by her
adopter, probably because, she is still too young at fourteen to
understand what abuse is. She simply sees all that the adopter
is doing to her as an act of love. She feels she is loved and sex is
a demonstration of love.
If we must help the abused, rejected and wounded people
especially ladies of this generation, we have to address the root
of their problems. Like we have already discovered, most of
their problems started when they were growing up as young
girls and boys in their families. These problems have left deepseated scars on them that can only be taken care of by the
precious blood of Jesus Christ.
The Fear of Rejection
The fear of rejection is like an internal disease that kills
someone gradually. It oppresses and destabilises the victim; it
steals your identity and imprisons you.

abandonment that they have suffered before.
If you understand the fact that we live in a world of rejection,
abandonment and selfishness, you would not be afraid of
being rejected and abandoned by people. People will always
reject you especially if you refuse to be used and be abused by
them. Even if they do, please ensure that you do not reject
yourself.
It seems to me that the fear of rejection is stronger and more
deadly than rejection itself. The fear that people will not accept
you and that they will not believe in you is more demoralising
and frustrating than rejection itself. Some people reject
themselves before others ever rejected them.
And this fear of rejection makes ladies to become vulnerable
and prey for the opposite sex who are hunting for people like
them. They take advantage of their needs to be loved and
accepted. The desire to secure love and acceptance makes
people especially ladies to engage in some unimaginable
and unreasonable practise that even violate their
conscience.
All these problems of rejection can be taken care of in the
family circle. As a matter of fact, if we have the proper
foundation there will be nothing to correct.

One of the undeniable reasons why ladies do not accept
themselves the way they are and hide behind the mask of
achievement, relationship, career and religion is because, they
probably want to avoid experiencing shame, rejection and

We live in a world of illusion and shadow. There is nothing that
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is real in this world except you. If you refuse to accept yourself,
you will get lost in this world of illusion. Please do not build and
settle in the world of self-deception, but accept yourself and be
real. If you spend your time, energy and life trying to gain
approval, acceptance and love of others, you will end up
getting more internally frustrated and confused; because
nobody will truly approve and validate you except your
Heavenly Father.
People should accept you for who you are. For how long will
you continue selling out your worth all because you want to be
accepted? Get some sense - make up your mind to be yourself.
Somebody should not try to change or make you in his or her
image before accepting and loving you. Selfishness and
spiritual blindness to individual uniqueness makes us to look
for people that are like us and fit into our selfish world as
friends. There is beauty in celebrating our uniqueness and
individual differences.
This is the hard lesson the Lord taught me some years ago,
when I became unnecessarily impatient with my wife and
began to complain to the Lord about her. The Lord said to me;
“When you married her, you married all of her and not some
part of her. So accept her for who she is, and be patient with
her. Wait for Me to do My good pleasure in her (Phil. 2:13). Do
not try to change her, but love and accept her.” This was a great
challenge for me, just as the following scriptures came to mind;
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Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, who has blessed us with every
spiritual blessing in the heavenly places in
Christ,
Just as He chose us in Him before the
foundation of the world, that we should be
holy and without blame before Him in love,

not have the problem of identity crisis, timidity, cowardice and
inferiority complex. They need to know and understand their
true identity and uniqueness, so that, they will be able to speak
confidently and boldly, and walk as kings and priests anywhere
they are. Confidence flows out of the understanding of who we
are.

Having predestined us to adoption as sons by
Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the good
pleasure of His will,
To the praise of the glory of His grace, by
which He made us accepted in the Beloved Eph. 1: 3-6.
I will praise You, for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made; marvelous are Your
works, and that my soul knows very well
- Psalm 139: 14.
It is so important therefore, that we acknowledge who God is
and what He has already blessed us with, even our spouses and
children.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
THE DESTINY OF LOT'S FAMILY

In summary, we need to have homes where our children will

These are the days of acquiring spiritual sight to fulfil the
predetermined purpose of God for your family. There is a
wake-up call for men to deal with spiritual blindness and
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deafness so that they can receive spiritual compass to lead
their family in the accurate path of God’s prophetic destiny for
them.
I want to use the life of Lot, the architect of the misfortune and
shame that came upon his family to exhort and admonish men
to value and protect jealously the destiny of their families.
Lot, the man who mortgaged the destiny of his family because
of the pleasure of Sodom and Gomorrah. His family wouldn’t
have contacted the ungodly and immoral lifestyle in the land, if
Lot had not taken them there. They would have remained pure
and undefiled, and also fulfile their God-given destiny. He was
responsible for everything that went wrong. He lost the wife
and the children to Sodom and Gomorrah. The wife turned to
pillar of salt and the daughters committed incest with him all
because of his wrong and careless decision. Lot led himself and
his family to Sodom and Gomorrah. The lust and idol in his
heart took him there. He was insensitive to the voice of the
Lord.

And Lot lifted his eyes and saw all the plain of
Jordan, that it was well watered everywhere
(before the Lord destroyed Sodom and
Gomorrah) like the garden of the Lord, like the
land of Egypt as going toward Zoar.

separated from each otherGen. 13:10-11.
Do not sell out your family because of pleasure like Lot did. It
was the desire for pleasure and good life that took Lot to
Sodom and Gomorrah. It is better to have a family than the
plain of Jordan. The thought of what Lot did to his family still
baffles me. He exposed his family to the ungodly and
perverted lifestyle of Sodom and Gomorrah, thereby, ruining
the destiny of his family.
Apostle Peter's account of the life of Lot in Sodom and
Gomorrah tells us explicitly that Sodom and Gomorrah was not
an interesting and edifying place for him. The atmosphere was
contaminated and full of sexual immorality. It was frustrating
and tormenting for Lot to live there. If it was frustrating and
tormenting for a righteous man like him, what would Sodom
and Gomorrah be for the wife and daughters who possibly did
not know God as he did?
“….And delivered righteous Lot, who was
oppressed by the filthy conduct of the wicked
(for that righteous man, dwelling among
them, tormented his righteous soul from day
to day by seeing and hearing their lawless
deeds) - 2Peter 2:7, 8.

Then Lot chose for Himself all the plain of
Jordan, and Lot journeyed east. And they

Some parents especially fathers owe their children apologies
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for some careless decisions they made to go for greener
pastures in some geographical locations, thereby causing their
children to be wounded, abused and exposed to unprofitable
lifestyle. The children became untamed and morally untrained
according to the family and Bible values. Children that were
well behaved and governed suddenly became unruly and
disrespectful because of the environment they found
themselves. We carelessly exposed them to places they were
not destined to live and get them defiled and derailed in life.
The Choices we Make in Life will Determine what Becomes
of Us
There is no doubt about the predetermined counsel of God for
every one of us, but we must cooperate with God concerning
that which He has already said and done. We have to
understand that every decision we make in life should agree
with our destiny. What factors do you consider when you are
making critical decisions concerning your life or family? Are
you carried away by the pleasure and comfort of life? Do you
see the need to consult God before you execute your decisions
and plans? When you find yourself being enticed by thoughts
in your heart to relocate to another country where you think
that life will be better than where you are, please remember
Lot and what became of his family. Comfort, pleasure and
good life should not be more important to you than your
destiny and that of your family.
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“For as many as are led by the Spirit of God,
these are the sons of God - Rom. 8:14.
Lot chose the plain of Jordan to the detriment of his own
family. He got what he wanted, but lost his family. May God
not give us what we want, but what He has for us. The plain
of Jordan was too enticing for Lot to resist. As at the time he
made the decision to go into Sodom and Gomorrah, the
destiny and well-being of his family was inconsiderable and
inconsequential. He was not passionate and conscious of
God's prophetic agenda for his family as much as he wanted to
have pleasure and enjoy the good life of Sodom and
Gomorrah.
In Sodom and Gomorrah, Lot kept himself unspotted, but his
soul was vexed daily by what was happening around him.
While he was unspotted, his family was being defiled internally
and swept away by the ungodly lifestyle. His wife and the
daughters did not have to practise what was a way of life in the
city before we know that the perversion was already in them.
You know, you don't have to commit fornication before you
know that you have lust in your heart. You can always tell for
yourself.
This is the account of the incest committed by Lot's daughters:
Now the firstborn said to the younger, “Our
father is old, and there is no man on the earth
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to come in to us as is the custom of all the
earth.
“Come. Let us make our father drink wine, and
we will lie with him, that we may preserve the
lineage of our father.”
So they made their father drink wine that
night. And the firstborn went in and lay with
her father, and he did not know when he lay
down or when she arose.
And it happened on the next day the firstborn
said to the younger, “Indeed I lay with my
father last night; let us make him drink wine
tonight also, and you go in and lie with him,
that we may preserve the lineage of our
father.”
Then they made their father drink wine that
night also. And the younger arose and lay with
him, and he did not know when he lay down or
when she arose.

And the younger, she also bore a son and called his
name Ben-Ammi; he is the father of the people
of Ammon to this day - Gen 19:31:38.
This is the account of how Lot's wife could not let go of Sodom
and Gomorrah and turned to a pillar of salt. Though she was
trying to depart from Sodom and Gomorrah; but Sodom and
Gomorrah was already in her and was not ready to let her go.
So it came to pass, when they had brought
them outside, that he said, “Escape for your
life! Do not look behind you nor stay anywhere
in the plain. Escape to the mountains, lest you
be destroyed.” - Gen. 19:17.
So He overthrew those cities, all the plain, all
the Inhabitants of the cities, and what grew on
the ground.
But his wife looked back behind him, and she
became a pillar of salt - Gen. 19:25, 26.

Thus both the daughters of Lot were with child
by their father. The firstborn bore a son and
called his name Moab; he is the father of the
Moabites to this day.

Lot never knew that while he was in Sodom and Gomorrah, he
had already lost his family to the degrading lifestyle of the
people. Though this did not manifest while they were in Sodom
and Gomorrah, but when the occasion presented itself for a
display of it, they indeed showed that Sodom and Gomorrah
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was already in them. Lot's wife was strongly attached to
Sodom and Gomorrah and when the hour came for her to
detach, it was impossible. The daughters committed incest
with their father because they were already corrupted
internally while in Sodom and Gomorrah.
This is how it is with some of us too
Some ungodly habits are imbibed and internalised as part of
us unconsciously without realising them. When they are
confronted and we want to stop them, that is, when we realise
how deeply we have been entangled. What started as a mere
relationship with the opposite sex can lead to emotional
attachment that will be difficult to stop. You can be addicted to
ungodly habits like pornography and masturbation, but you
may not realize the enormity of your addiction until you want
to stop it. When you find yourself all alone in a hotel room and
you are free to access any television channel of your choice,
what you do with the remote control will tell you if you have
defeated the lust in your soul.
Now, think of Joseph for a moment when he was all alone with
Potiphar's wife in the house. She got Joseph where she wanted
him. She manipulated the house to get everybody out except
Joseph. She must have been working on Joseph seductively
before going straight to the crux of the matter that day. Let us
try and imagine the number of occasions she would have sent
Joseph to her room to get some work done all in an attempt to
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seduce him. If Joseph had lust in his heart for ladies or
Potiphar's wife in particular, he would have jumped at her
request and marred his destiny. Suffice it to say that the
devils that are destroying and killing us are within us. They
live inside of us. Pastor Tunde Bakare said, “What is killing
you is in you”. What makes you to sin is in you. It is a nature.
Sin is a nature.
What a miserable life it was for Lot! He lost his inheritance. He
had no seed to carry on what God deposited in him. He could
not produce holy seeds to the Lord. He could not bring forth
fruits unto righteousness. He couldn't birth a family of God's
presence, purpose and glory. He brought corruption to bear on
the face of the earth. The spiritual corruption and defilement
God eradicated by destroying Sodom and Gomorrah was reintroduced by Lot and his daughters almost immediately. May
we not be part of the problems that God wants to solve on the
earth today!
The life of Lot paints a picture of a generation of believers
who have no respect for their destiny and do not value the
destiny of their family. They can afford to mortgage and
jeopardize the destiny of their family and sell it for any amount
as long as they get the pleasure, comfort and good life.
Interestingly, all these things; pleasure, comfort and good
things of life that we search for, are baits that the devil uses to
wreck families and paralyse destinies.
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Not all that glitters is gold. Be wise, vigilant and sensitive to the
leading of the Holy Spirit for your life and family. Do not allow
Sodom and Gomorrah to creep into your family. Take a strong
stand for your family. Fight and protect your family no matter
the situation.
The Word of the Lord
th

The Lord spoke to me at about 8:00am on the 13 of November,
2009 about the “generation of Lot in the church.” There is a
generation of Lot that is rising in the church. A generation that
knows what they want and what is good for them, and how to
get it without consulting God. A generation that is not mindful
of their destiny and God's purpose for them and it's fulfilment.
They believe in the momentary pleasure that is passing away
more than the eternal will of God. They mortgage and
jeopardize their destiny in the pursuit of comfort, pleasure
and the good things of life in geographical locations that
God had not destined them to live in.
The same spirits that bedeviled Lot and ruined his family are
still destroying lives and families today. Is it not amazing how
believers relocate from their countries to other countries in
search of better life, comfort and pleasure; instead of the
fulfilment of God's purpose for their lives? Is it not amazing
how marriages and families that were doing well in a particular
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location have been wrecked and swallowed up in another
location by the same spirits that destroyed Lot's family in
Sodom and Gomorrah? Is it not amazing that children who
bring joy to the heart of their parents at a time while in their
God's destined location are now the heartache, nightmare and
prayer points of the family in their chosen location?
Relationships that cost you so much to build especially
relationship with the Lord and your spouse and children
have been thrown in the trash just because of pressure of
living in a land God did not send you to live. Think!

Our Marriage Should Declare God's Glory Among
the Nations
·

Our marriage speaks loudly for us. It tells the world about who
we are. The kind of relationship that exists between couples
speaks volumes of the kind of God they know. Even the kind of
relationship between parents and their children is a good
picture of the kind of relationship they have with the Lord. If
there is oppression, intimidation, manipulation and fear in a
marriage or family union, it shows that Jesus Christ has not
been enthroned in such a marriage.

better than other people. We will always know how caring,
loving and peaceful you are when we look at your spouse
and children.
You don't have to tell us how long you have been a Christian or
if you are a man or woman of God, a closer look into your
marriage and family will tell us if you are who you claim to be.
We must honour God in our marriages and families. We must
make Him known. God is the one that must be exalted and
reverenced. We must do everything to make sure that He is
seen and heard in our homes. The consciousness of God has to
be in our homes. Traditional beliefs must not take the place of
God and His word in our marriages and families. What God and
His word say is the final authority.
Finally, through your marriage, people should know if your
God is indeed love, gracious and merciful.

It does not matter what good testimony or report you have
outside your home, as long as your spouse and children have
no good report or testimony about you as a father or mother,
you have to check your life. Do you know why? They know you
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Don't Cover Up for Your Partner
CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
THE SIGNS ARE ALWAYS THERE
God in His kindness blessed me with a woman whose presence
in my life is an immeasurable blessing and has made married
life very fulfiling for me. We have been on this journey for
some years and it is worth all the pains and challenges we have
seen and overcome through the grace of God. We do not have
a perfect marriage, but we are learning daily to accept
ourselves and give God a platform to express Himself on earth
through our union.
She would have done a better job than me, if she had written
this chapter because she often talks about this topic “The signs
are always there”. I decided to write since I know that writing
this chapter is the last thing she would want to do. My one
and only wife, Joan has a way of saying frankly to singles that
the signs are always there. I always love it when she counsels
them to be sensitive and careful so that they will not be
entrapped and enslaved by the enemy, all in the name of
marriage. Many singles are not careful and sensitive to
observe abusive signs in relationships. While those who
note the signs ignore them and believe God for a
supernatural miracle that will change an abusive partner
into a saint after marriage.
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We all have ways we try to cover up for our abusive friends and
partners. You try to defend him. You hear the ladies talk like
this. “Oh well! I guess because he did not grow up under his
father that is why he is hard on women and had no respect for
women”. She will not agree that she is in an abusive
relationship. Do you call it love, when your fiancé calls you
names, has no respect for your opinion, shouts at you at any
opportunity, even in the public place, walk out on you and
abandon you at the church or cinema because he was upset
with you and even hit you at times? What kind of abusive love is
that? Think my friend!
The man, who does not want to accept that the fiancée is lazy
and uncultured, gives excuses like. “Oh well! I guess because
the mum was not there for her when she was growing up that is
why she is careless about domestic work and cleanliness. She
was not exposed to cooking in her father's house because they
had the cooks. It is not really part of her”. He defends her,
“When she is angry, she can be rude and talk carelessly, but that
is okay because I know how to manage her.” Have some sense!
A lady cannot be insulting you and calling you names each time
you have misunderstanding and you will be expecting her to be
praising you after marriage - vice versa.
Don't get entangled in an abusive relationship. Don't
imprison yourself and sell out your God-given destiny and
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identity all because you want to be in a relationship or be
married at all costs.

I am sure if you can provide candid answers to some of these
questions you will know if you are in an abusive relationship
that will cause you to stumble and be unfulfiled in life.

Is your relationship full of freedom or bondage? Do you
feel that you are not free with your partner, but you can't speak
up? How free are you with him or her? Are you free to share all
your heart with him or her? Are you free to be yourself? Jn. 8:36,
Rom. 8:2, 2Cor. 3:17, Gal. 5:1.
· Do you feel that your partner controls your life?
· Do you feel that your partner does not value and
respect your person though he or she tells you often “I
love you”?
· Do you feel that your partner does not value your
thoughts or feelings?
Does your partner listen to you or respect your opinion?
· Will your partner do anything to win an argument, such
as put you down, threaten or intimidate you?
· Do you always have to apologise for every wrong even
when your partner is wrong, just to keep the
relationship?
· Do you feel that you cannot do anything right in your
partner's eyes?
· When you try to talk to your partner about problems,
are you called names and does he or she use the Bible to
condemn you and put you in more bondage?
· Do you have to account for every moment of your time?
Does your partner want to know where you are, who is
with you and what you are doing? Do you think that he
wants to know all these because he loves you or he is
suspicious of you - lack of trust?
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I have decided to provide some questions to guide and help
the singles to avoid abusive relationship. Some of us do not
know that there is spiritual abuse in the church today.
Christians are busy taking advantage of one another. We are
capitalising on the ignorance and innocence of the immature
and vulnerable among us to hurt and abuse them. There are
people especially ladies who have gone into relationship
thinking they were being led by the Lord, but only to realise
after several hurts and abuses that it was their emotion that
led them into the relationship. Some find it hard to call it quit
with such abusive relationship, despite the fact that they are
hurting and miserable. There are some who feel that they
would be disappointing God by walking out of abusive
relationship because they believed it’s God’s will for them.
Some remained in abusive relationship because they are
not prepare to face the shame of telling others that it was not
the will of God. All these people suffer emotional,
psychological, physical and sexual abuses of different
measures silently.
These are Practical Questions for Singles in Relationship
I want you to take some time to x-ray your life and relationship
by answering these simple questions.

·
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Love is not about being possessive and not willing to
release. Being possessive is selfishness and has its
root in insecurity, greed and fear of the unknown.
Love gives and releases. When you love, you should be
willing to give and release. There is no fear in love; fear is
a torment - 1Jn.4: 18.
Fear and lack of trust make people to be possessive and
domineering. It is one of the offspring of inferiority
complex. People who do not trust themselves always
have a problem trusting others. It does not matter if
another lady cheated him and now he has to police you
to avoid the same pains again or vice versa.
·
Do you feel you are losing your identity, selfconfidence and respect all in the name of being in love?
Are you being manipulated to be secretive and have
sealed lips? Whatever happens is between two of us, no
one else must know - not even your pastor.
Does your partner allow you to exercise your will and
use your mind? Or he makes decisions for you?
Does he choose who should be your friend?
Does he allow you to be free with your friends;
colleagues and family members or have you been
fragmented?
Have you made sacrifice or broken relationship and
friendship just to please your partner, yet he sees them
as nothing? Have you lost contact with your friends,
family or neighbours because of him?
Is your partner jealous, but calls it love?
Does your partner get angry and jealous if you talk to
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someone else? Does your partner want all the attention
and to spend all your time with him or her even when it
is not convenient for you?
Does he belittle you or make you feel insignificant? And
says that you are lucky to have him for a husband-tobe? Or vice versa.
Does your partner walk out on you and yell at you in
public places?
Are you very careful what you say to him while alone
with him or in the public place because he reacts or
screams at you just to intimidate and scare you?
Can you sincerely correct your partner for wrongdoing?
Are you free to tease each other? Is there room for jokes
and laughter?
Is your partner courteous, appreciative and thankful for
your little efforts?
Does your partner watch out for your mistakes and
failures to correct and make you feel that you are
incapable of doing things well?
Does your partner hold on to your mistakes and failures
as points of reference to judge and condemn you?
Are you getting judgment, condemnation and regret
from the relationship you are giving your life and
resources to sustain?
Is your partner happier if you dress and do things like
the ex-lover?
Are you under pressure for sexual intercourse, but you
cannot talk to your pastor or anybody about it? Your
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partner wants sexual intercourse, but you are tired of
telling him what the Bible says? Please remember
Samson and Delilah; Delilah pestered him to the point
that he yielded to her trap - Judges 16: 15-19.
Do you avoid spending time with your partner alone
because you don't want to be pressurised into sexual
intercourse? Are you afraid of spending time with him
alone because of the possibility of rape or sexual
abuse?
Does he use the Bible to prove to you that sexual
intercourse is permitted before marriage? 1 Cor. 7:36
Does he tell you, the reason you are abused is because
he loves you and God is breaking and shaping you? Or
that God is trying to teach you humility?
Do you make excuses for your partner's behavior,
though he is not caring, has no time for you, has other
ladies, not serious with God, uses demeaning words on
you, hits you etc, but you believe, that it is his weakness
and he would change?
Do you feel you will be happier without your partner
and the relationship, but you cannot let go because he
or she is the only hope now?
Do you feel that because you want to marry him, you
can cope though you know that something is wrong
and you are being hurt and abused?
Did he tell you that you will not be happy and fulfiled

·

·

with any other man because it's God's will for both of
you to marry, but he is uncaring and abusive?
Did he tell you that you cannot marry any other man
because you are only for him? And no man can take care
of you like him.
Do you feel that God has given you a cross to carry
though it's too heavy and burdensome, but God is
forcing you to marry the man that is abusing you or
taking advantage of you?

Get out of that abusive relationship! Call it quits, now! Don't get
yourself abused or killed all in the name of being married! You
do have your life to live. Remember, I speak to singles and not
those who are married. I will always say to those who are
married, “It's your cross so carry it.”

You are not a Sex-doll
You are created by God to be loved and cherished, and to love.
You are so special that the written word of God testifies
concerning you that you are wonderfully and fearfully made.
You are not a sex-doll that should be used, abused and
dumped. Your body is the temple of the Lord therefore it is not
meant to be violated and abused by anyone.
When a man who claims to love you is the same man that is
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disrespecting your body, by abusing and violating it sexually,
the truth is that, he sees you as an object of sex for him to use to
satisfy his sexual desire. This is the same way a rapist who
violates or abuses his victim sexually sees her - just a sex-doll
who has no life and emotion meant for him to satisfy his
uncontrollable sexual craving.
No lady should allow any man to treat her as a sex-doll or play
with her emotions for pleasure. For whatever reason, some
guys use the emotions of the ladies to relax themselves and be
happy. I want you to know that the mind and brain of a young
man who has not known the Lord or a believer who is learning
to bring his body (emotion) under the control of the Holy Spirit
can hijack his sincere friendliness and good thoughts toward a
lady he admires, thereby misleading him into an
uncontrollable desire to either touch her inappropriately or
hug her lustfully or have sex with her. It can also happen
through casual relationship of spending few minutes together
to chat about common interest or maybe spending time
together to talk about emotional problems.
The man who takes delights in your good looks,
mesmerised by your body curves and tells you how sexy
you are, instead of commending your character and
relationship with the Lord Jesus will likely treat you as a
sex-doll. The reason is not far-fetched. His mind and heart tell
him that you are a perfect sex-doll for him to play with. There
are times, men gist and play with ladies as sex-toys because

they want to gratify the sexual images in their minds. Such
moments are full of lustful thought, glance, touch and
comment without the lady knowing the true state of the heart.
The ladies do the same thing to the men too.
I am not saying this to indict men or scare the ladies away from
men, but to help us to guide our heart and put an end to this
manipulation of the devil. You can appreciate the good looks of
a lady and even admire her, without permitting your brain and
mind to deceive you to see her as a sex-doll. The moment your
brain and mind take over your good thoughts, please be ready
for emotional instability and trouble. Ladies are to be
appreciated and not to be treated as sex-dolls. And the ladies
should also appreciate the fact that men are not robots without
blood in their system. The fact cannot be ignored that some
ladies, even married women, present themselves as sex-dolls
to the men intentionally, to seduce, manipulate and destabilise
them emotionally so as to harm them.
What do you do when a man or lady misinterpret your
kindness, care or friendliness as an invitation for illicit and
sexual relationship? Commonly, people who are carefree,
caring, and relational and express their emotion freely find
themselves in this trap where their attitude is misunderstood. It
is really difficult today to have a cordial relationship with the
opposite sex without being suspected of clandestine motive.
Again, you are not a sex-doll so you shouldn't offer your body
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or emotion to any man to be used for his fun. You shouldn't
allow any man to take advantage of your vulnerability and
weakness or maybe because he meets some of your financial
needs.
Be Yourself
Do not pretend to be somebody that you are not all because
you want to be loved and accepted. Do not make yourself who
you are not because you want acceptance from your partner or
friends. It can be very easy to give up on your identity and
uniqueness out of quest for love and acceptance. Please
accept yourself. Your partner should accept you for who you
are. He should not try to make you to talk, behave or do things
like the ex-lover. It is like trying to make you fit into his image
and likeness. You are the image and likeness of God. You are
unique and you have some unique abilities that must be
accepted and respected. Oftentimes, quite a good number of
ladies are constantly doing things to get a man's attention, to
get him to like them or to make him more attracted to them or
to fall in love with them. The consequence of this attitude is
always detrimental as the lady will not be able to keep acting to
be who she is not for the rest of her life.
Do not Accept a Guy out of Pity or Sentiment

to marry a guy because, he has spent so much on you and your
family. A lady once said to me, it would be unfair on her part if
she refused to marry her guy who had sacrificed so much for
her. This is how some ladies think when it comes to who to
marry. Do not go into a relationship with a guy because you feel
he has been nice to you, or has been patient and encouraging,
but because, you are persuaded that it is the will of God. No
sentiments please!
It does not matter how long you have been in a relationship
(courtship), if it is not the will of God, please do not allow pity or
sentiments to stop you from breaking it. Do not listen to
sermons like, “remember the good times we shared together,
remember how we started, remember all that I have done for
you.” Naturally, you might start feeling sorry and guilty, but far
from it. All these are guilt inducing sermons and you don't need
them.
Preservation of the Family Wealth and Heritage
This is a fundamental practise in the society among the rich that
has crept into the church of God also. In this practise, family
wealth and name joined couple together in marriage. The rich
for the rich, while the poor for the poor.
Do not make the mistake of marrying a man or lady because
your parent wants to keep and maintain relationship with their

Do not get into the trap of feeling sorry for him and accepting
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family. Or because both parents are business partners and
want to preserve their business empire through your marriage.
That is selfish and absurd! You do have a life and you have to
live that life, but there is no way you will maximize it if you are
joined to a man or woman by your parents because of their
selfish interest. If you allow yourself to be used, you might find
yourself in an abusive relationship, where you will have the
money and comfort, but you will not be happy and fulfiled.
That will be frustrating, my friend!
Now, we must speak the truth in love. When was the last time
you saw or heard of a multi-billionaire son getting married to a
lady from a poor family- vice-versa? Maybe in some movies.
God's love is too weak in our generation to join a girl from a
rich family to a man from a poor family. I am sure God is either
not interested or He is not in the business of joining the rich
and poor in marriage.
What pains me is that the match-making of the rich to the rich
is not giving the desired results yet, because of selfishness and
greed; parents will not discontinue the practise. Don't allow
your parents to use you as a product of exchange. They should
not give you out in marriage for business opportunities and
connections. You and your marriage should not be used to
preserve relationship and family empires.
Internal Qualities are Better than the External Qualities
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Do not be deceived by the external qualities of a man or
woman. Those who go by the physical attributes like Lot always
have themselves to blame. The problem of Lot was that he
allowed himself to be led by his senses instead of yielding
himself to the Holy Spirit to lead him into God's purpose and
plans for his life and family. Do not be moved by what your eyes
see or what your ears hear. If you allow the physical
characteristics and factors to lead you into a relationship, be
prepared to get the shock of your life when those factors start
changing and fading before your eyes.
While we do not look at the things which are
seen, but at the things which are not seen. For
the things which are seen are temporary, but
the things which are not seen are eternal
- 2Cor. 4:18.
A guy can be nice, gentle and humble, but if he does not
have the Holy Ghost and the love of God shed abroad in his
heart, he is not good enough to be a husband of a child of
God. I believe in the spiritual chemistry more than the physical
chemistry. The world speaks of love at first sight while, the
ecclesia speaks of deep calls unto the deep. For the believer
there is something in you that calls for something in your
partner. It is not the outward that controls the inward, but the
internal structure sustains the external structure and beauty. He
can have all the money, education, good looks and great family
history, but if there is no heart-connection, please don’t go
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in there. While the lady can be well educated, pretty with
good shape that mesmerises the beholders and a lover of God,
but there is nothing in you that connects to what is in her. For
me it is the inner or heart connection that is more important
than the physical attraction.
Charm is deceitful and beauty is passing. But
a woman who fears the Lord, she shall be
praised - Prov. 31:30.
Spiritual chemistry is more important than the “convulsion”
they call physical chemistry. I call it convulsion because I don't
understand how on earth, a believer will see a lady and all his
emotions, senses and ability to coordinate himself will be
paralysed and something is triggered in him that make him
almost uncontrollable and start acting funny. Do you call that
love? That is lust, my friend. The law of spiritual chemistry
states that when the internal working system of a believer
meets or interacts with the internal working system of the lifepartner there is an inner peace and agreement because, they
are both connected to God.
The law of spiritual chemistry tells us that because we can
connect spiritually we can also connect socially,
emotionally and mentally. Do you know why? Because the
spiritual controls the physical. The attention should be given
to real heart fellowship and connection in the place of prayer
and the word of God rather than the physical chemistry. Take
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delight in praying, fasting and studying the word of God
together. Your time together should be used to build
yourself and press into God's purpose for your life. And to
share the processes and dealings of God in your life.
Physical chemistry has to do with the emotional vibrations or
convulsion that occurs when those who are attracted to each
other based on the physical attributes see or meet. I do not
expect a lady who is a believer to go into relationship with a guy
when she knows that their frequency in the spirit is not the
same. I mean, they do not connect spiritually. Each time the
lady wants them to either pray or fast or study the Bible
together, the guy will come up with doctrinal argument or
suggestion to go either to the beach or cinema or visit a friend.
They only come together for fun; to watch some romantic
movies that will stir up their emotions and after the movie they
start struggling to control their emotions.
Sex Before Marriage
I have found out that many young people do not know the
injury they inflict upon themselves through sex before
marriage. I want every teenager and young adult to know that
there is danger in sex before marriage. Apart from the fact that
you break the heart of Jesus Christ, you also endanger and
expose your precious life to unclean and unclean spirits
through illicit sexual intercourse.
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Many unmarried people do not know what sexual intercourse
is. For some it's just an act of love. Sexual intercourse is more
than a physical act of exchange of emotion. It goes beyond the
physical realities. It's a spiritual activity that finds expression in
every dimension of our physical being. It's a spirit-to-spirit
interaction. During sexual intercourse the spirits of the man
and woman interact and transfer what they possess into each
other. In other words, there is an internal exchange of what the
physical eyes cannot see. This is why it is easy for a lady or man
that is demonic to attack the sex-partner during the act
because both spirits are open to receive from each other.

People contact and attract demonic and unclean spirits into
their lives through sexual intercourse more than any other
means. Once these spirits are contacted and attracted to your
life, it can be difficult to disconnect from them because you
have a blood covenant with them through sex. Don't you know
that during sex there is an exchange of blood between a man
and woman? Yes, the sperm and the egg both carry life and
blood.
This is connected to the reason why some married men and
women commit adultery with their ex-lovers. Those who find it
extremely difficult to break their soul-tie with their ex-lover
can end up in their arms after marriage. When something in
you still longs for what once existed between you and your exlover, it is unsafe. Some may call it “Good memories” of the
past. I am sure you know that good memories that can get you
into trouble and shame should be dealt with or overcome.
When you find your soul longing for your ex-lover after you
have been married, you need the Holy Spirit to do a work in
your soul so that you can be free.

People do not know how wrong they are when they see sex as a
casual thing. It is not as casual as you think. There is always a
transfer of spirit(s) at every time there is sexual intercourse. This
depends on whose spirit is stronger. I met a young lady some
years ago who was having a terrible problem with sexual
temptation and sin. She really wanted to break the power of the
entanglement and sin, but it was difficult. Again and again, she
promised herself and the Lord that she would not fall for sexual
sin, but she couldn't keep it. When I looked into her life and
background, I found out that she has been abused sexually and
got hooked to sexual intercourse as a teenager and she has
had sex with all kinds of men. She has contacted and attracted
strange spirits from these men into her life. Now, she wanted to
be freed from them, but they would not allow her to go. They
were influencing and manipulating her life to be addicted to
sex.

Sometimes, the devil works with your carnal mind to
resurrect the memories of your good moments with your
ex-lovers, to manipulate and destabilise your mind,
emotions and marriage. This happens commonly when
you are feeling dissatisfied with your marriage because
you are either not getting the best out of it or there is
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abuse and grief. Do you know what? The devil will help you
to establish a communication (telephone, e-mail, social
networks like facebook) link with him or her that can
eventually lead to the unimaginable mistakes.
Over the years, I have spoken to young men and ladies in HTN
Conferences on why they should stay away from casual sex
and sex before marriage, but some treated this all-important
subject carelessly, only to get themselves into trouble. While
there are those who concluded that my message was oldfashioned, without realising that I was only trying to help them
to keep their lives free of strange spirits and regrets. If an
unmarried man or woman stays away from sex, he or she is
doing herself a world of good.
Young men and ladies, please stay away from sex before
marriage. Do not violate your conscience and body through
sex. You owe yourself a responsibility and respect of
honouring your body by keeping it pure and sanctified for
the Lord and your spouse. Make it your personal goal to keep
yourself from sex before marriage; the Holy Spirit is always
willing to help you. The truth is that, this is one of the ways you
can truly honour the Lord Jesus Christ and yourself, and your
spouse will be proud of you. Don't be afraid or ashamed to tell
your friend or partner how much you value and respect your
body and virginity. However, if you are already entangled,
please seek the mercy of the Lord for forgiveness and
deliverance from the power of sin.
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The Indispensable Factor
For every single who desires to be married and have a
blissful marital life must not overlook the relationship that
the partner has with the Lord. No single can afford to be
careless about this. It is very serious. Singles who played down
and despise this all-important factor always live to regret it in
their marriage. They have their eyes full of invisible tears of
regret and their hearts bleed out of frustrations and
disappointments, but put on smiling faces in the church and
public places.
Everything that will ever happen in your marriage and
home will depend on your partner relationship with the
Lord. If your partner has fervent relationship with the Lord, he
or she will definitely have same with you. On the other hand, if
your partner is not accurately connected to the Lord, please
understand that there is danger ahead. All of those external
qualities can be cosmetic and false, but there is only one thing
that nobody can pretend to have when it is not there; it is the
nature of God.
It does not matter if the guy or lady meets all the requirements
and qualities you need in a man or woman, but if he is not
married to God affectionately, please don't get married to him
or her.
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God has never done anything without purpose in mind, marriage inclusive.
God's purpose for marriage goes beyond meeting our needs. As humans,
our focus is more on the benefit of a thing than the purpose for it. This
buttresses the fact that we go into marriage for the benefits rather than
fulfiling God's purpose for it. Over the years we have been taught that the
purpose of God for marriage is having sexual satisfaction, good
companionship and having children; these have become the focus of most
couples. All these are the benefits of marriage that God wants us to have, but
it is possible to have them and still be very frustrated and unfulfiled in it. Do
you know why? Because purpose is not being fulfiled. These same factors;
sex, children and companionship that bring a man and a woman together as
husband and wife in many marriages are also the same factors that separate
couples in the body of Christ today.
What then is God's purpose for marriage? This book provides answers to the
question.

by Patrick Enega

SEX, COMPANIONSHIP & CHILDREN?

I strongly recommend that every single should read this book before going
into marriage, while those who are married should read to align or re-align
themselves with the eternal purpose of God for marriage and family.
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The book is an unveiling of the Father-heart-of-God for marriage and family.
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